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mTHE· UNiTED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICI' OF TExAs

DALLAS DIVISION

,.

SECURITIE~ AND EXCHANGE COMl\flSSION,

Plaintiff,

v.

STANFORD INTERNATIONAL iJANK; LTD.,
STANFORD GROUP COMPANY,
STANFORD CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC,
:u.. ALLENSTANFORD,J~Sl~I. DAVIS, and
LAURA PENDERGEST-lIOLT

Defendants.
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PlaintiffSecurities and Exchange Commission alleges:

SUMMARY

i. The Coriunission seeks emergency relief to halt a massive, ongoing fraud

orchestrated by R. Allen Stanford and James M. Davis and executed through companies they

control, including Stanford International Bank, Ltd. ("SID'') and its affiliated Houston..based. . . .

invesbn~t adVisers, Stanford Group Company ("SOC'') and Stanford Capital Management

("SCM"). Laura Pendergest-Holt, the chief investment officer ofa Stanford affiliate, was

indispensable to this scheme by helping to preserve the appearance ofsafety fabricated by

Stanford and by training others to mislead investors. For example, she trained traitlingSIB's

. senior investment officer.to provide false information to investors.

2. 'Through this fraudulent scheme, SIB, acting through a network ofSOC financial

advisors, has sold approximately $8 billion ofself-styled "certificates ofdeposits" by promising

high return rates that exceed those available through true certificates ofdeposits offered by

traditional banks.



3. sm claims that its unique investment strategy has allow~ it to achieve double-

digit returns on its investments over the past 15 years, allowing it offer high yields to CD

purchasers. Indeed, sm claims that its "diversified portfolio ofinvestments" lost only 1.3% in. ,- . .

200a, a time during which the S&P 500 lost 39% and the Dow Jones STOXX Europe' 500 Fund

lost 41%.

4. Perhaps even more strange, sm reports identical returns in 1995 and 1996 of

exactly 15.71%. As Pendergest-Holt -:- sm investment committee member and the chief

invesbnent officer ofStanford Group Financial "(a Stanford affiliate) - admits. it is simply

~'improbable" that 8m could have managed a "global diversified'"portfolio ofinvesbnents in a

way that returned identical results in consecutive years. A perfonnance rePorting consultant

.hired by SOC, when asked about these "improbable" returns, responded simply that it is .

''impossible"' to achieve identical results on a diversified investment portfolio in consecutive

years. Y~ 8m continues to promote its CDs using these improbable returns.

5~ These improbable results are made even more suspicious by the fact that, contrary

to assurances provided to invest!>rs~ at most only two PeOple - Stanford and Davis - know the

details concerning the bulk ofSffi's investmenfportfolio. And sm goes to great lengths to

. prevent any true independent examination ofthose portfolios. For example, its long-standing

auditor is reportedly retained based on a "relationship oftrust" between the head ofthe auditing.

firm and Stanford.

6. Importantly, contrary to recent public statements by.SIB, Stanford and Davis (and

through them SOC) have wholly-failed to cooperate with the Commission's efforts to account
. .

for the $8 billion of investor funds purportedly held by SIB. In short, approximately 90% of
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Sffits claimed investment portfolio resides in a'1>lack boxu shielded from any independent 

oversight 

7. In fac~ far fr0!I1 "cooperating" with the.Commissionts enforcement investigation 

(which Stanford has reportedly tr!ed to characterize as only involving routine examinations)t 

SOC appears to have used pr~s re~rts speculating ab~ut the Commission's investigation as 

way to further mislead investorst falsely telling at least one cust6~er duritig the week of 

Febmary 9t 2009, that his multi~million dollar sm CD could not be redeemed becauSe ''the SEC 

ha4 frozen the account for two m:onths~"· At least one other customer who recently inquired 

about redeeming a multi~million dollar CD claims that he was informed that, contrary to 

representations "made at the time ofpurchase that the CD coUld be red~ed early upon: payment 

ofa penalty, R. Allen Stanford had ordered a tw~~month moratorium on CD redemptions. 

8. This secrecy and recent misrepresentations are made even more suspicious by 

extensive and fundamental misrepresentations sm and its advisors have made to CD purchasers 

inorder to lull them into thinking their investment is safe. sm and its advisers have 

misrepresented to CD purchasers that their deposits are safe because the bank: (i) fe-inVests client 

funds primarily in ''liquid'' financial instruments (the "portfolio"); (ii) monitors the portfolio through 

a team of2o-pluS analysts; and (iii) is subject to yearly audits by Antiguan regulators. Recently, as 

the market absorbed the news ofBemard Madoff's massive Ponzi scheme, sm has attempted to 

calm its own inveStors by claiming the bank has no "direct or indirect" exposure to Madoffs 

scheme. 

9. These assurances are false. Contrary to these representations, sm's investment 

portfolio was not invested in liquid financial instnnnents or allocated in the manner described in its 

promotional material and public reports. Instead~ a substantial portion ofthe bank's portfolio was 
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placed in illiquid investments, such as real estate and private equity. Further; the vastmajority

sm's multi~billion·dollarinvestment portfolio was not monitored by·a team ofanalysts, but rather

. by two people -AlleI! Stanford andJames Davis. And contrary to ~m's representations, the:

Antiguan regulator responsible for oversight ofthe bank's portfolio, the Financial Services

Regulatory Conunission, does not audit sm's J?Ortfolio or verify the assets sm claims mits

financial statements. Perhaps most aIanning is that sm has exposute to losses from the Madoff

fraud scheme despite the bank's public assurances to the contrary.

10. SGC has failed to disclose material facts to its advisory clients. Alarmingly, recent

weeks have seen an increasing amount ofliquidation activityby sm and attempts to wire money

out ofits investment portfolio. The Commission has received infonnation indicating that in just

the last two weeks, sm has sought to remove over $178 million from its accounts. And, a major

clearing finn - after unsuccessfully attempting to findinfonnatiort about SID's financial

condition and because it could not obtamadequate transparency into sm's financials- has

recently informed SGC that ~t would no longer process wires from SOC accounts at the clearing

firm tosm for the purchase ofsm issued CDs, evenifthey were accompanied by customer

letters ofauthorization.

11. Stanford's fraudulent conduct is not limited to the sale ofCDs. Since 2005, SGC

advisers have sold more than $1 billion ofa proprietarymutual fund wrap program, called Stanford

Allocation Strategy (''SAS''), by using materially false and misleading historical perfonnance data.

The false data h~ helped SG~ grow the SAS program from less than $10 million in around 2004 to

over $1.2 billion, generating fees for sac (and ultimately Stanford) in excess ofS25 million. And

the fraudulent SAS perfonnance was used to recruit registered financial advisers with significant

I

·1
I
i
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books ofbuSiness, who were then heavily mcentivized to ro-allocate their clients' assets to sm's 

CD program. 

12.. Moreover;sm and Stanford Group Co~panyhave violated Section 7(~) ofthe
 

Invesbnent Company Act of 1940 by failing to register With the Commission in order to sell SIB's
 

CDs.· Had they complied with this registration requirement, the Commission would have been able
 

to examine each ofthose entities concerningSIB's CD invesbnent portfolio.
 

13. By engaging in the ~nduct descnlJed in this Complaint, defendants Stanford, 

\
Davis, Pendergest-Holt, SJ;B, SOC, and Stanford"Capital, directly or indirectiy, singly or in 

concert, have engaged, and unless enjoined and restrained, will again engage in transactions acts, 

practices, and courses ofbusiness that constitute violations ofSection 17(a) ofthe Securities Act 

of 1933 ("Secwities Act';) [15 U.S.C. §§ 77e(a), 77e(c) and 77q(a)], and Section 10(b) ofthe 

Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") [15 U.S.C. § 78j{b)], and Exchange Act Rule 

10b-5 [17 C.F.R. § 240.1Ob-5] or, in the alternative, have aided and abetted such violations. In 

addition, through their conduct 9escribed herein, Stanford, SOC, and Stanford Capital have 

violated Section 206(1) and (2) ofthe Irivestment Advisers Act of1940 ("Adviser's Act") [15 

U.S.C. §§ 80b-6(1) and 80b-6(2)] and Davis and Pendergest-Holt have aided and abetted such
 

violations. Finally, through their actions, sm and SOC have violated Section 7(d) ofthe
 

Investment Company !--ct of 1940 ("lCA") [15 U.S.C. § SOa-7(d)]•.
 

14. The Commission, in the interest ofprotecting the public from any further
 

unscrupulous and illegal activity, brings this action against the defendants, seeking temporary,
 

preliminary and pennanent injunctive relief, disgorgement ofall illicit profits and benefits
 

defendants have received plus accrued prejudgment interest and a civil monetary penalty. The
 

Commission also seeks an asset freeze, an accounting and other incidental relief, as well as the
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appointment ofa receiver to take possession and control ofdefendants' assets for the protection 

ofdefendants' victims. 

JURISDICTIONAND VENUE 

15. The investments offered and sold by the defendants are "securities" under Section
 

2(1) ofthe Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 7Th], Section 3(a)(10) ofthe Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. §
 

78c], Section 2(36? ofthe Investment Company Act [.15 U.S.C. § 80a-2(36)], and Section
 

202(18) ofthe Advisers Act [15U.S.C. § 80b-2(l8)].
 

16. PlaintiffCommission brings this action under the authority conferred upon it by
 

Section 20(b) ofthe Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77t(b)], Section 21(d) ofthe Exchange Act [15
 

U.S.C. § 78u(d)], Section 41(d) ofthe Investment Co~pany Act [15 U.S.C. § 80a-41(d)], and
 

Section 209(d) ofthe Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(d)] to temporarily, preliminarily, and
 

permanently enjoin Defendants from future violations ofthe federal securities laws.
 

17. This Court has jurisdiction over this action, and .venue is proper, under Section
 

22(a) ofthe Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77v(a)], Section 27 ofthe Exchange Act [15 U.S.c. §
 

78aa], Section 43 ofthe Investment Company Act [15 U.S~C. § 80a-43], and Section 214 ofthe
 

Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-14].
 
," 

18. Defendants have, directly or indirectly, made use.oftbe means or instruments of
 

transportation and communication, and the means or instrumentalities ofinterstate commerce, or
 

ofthe mails. in connection with the transactions, acts.. pmctices, and courses ofbusiness alleged
 

herein. Certain ofthe transactions, acts,pmctices. and courses ofbusiness occurred in the
 

Northern District ofTexas.
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DEFENDANTS

19. Stanford Intemational Bank, Ltd. puiports to be private international bank

domiciled in St. John's, Antigua, West Indies. sm claims to serve ~O,OOO clients in 131

countries and holds $7.2 billion in assets under management. sm·s Annual Report for 2007
. .

states that sm has 50,000 c~ents. SIB's multi.;.billion portfolio ofinvestments is pUIpOrtedly

monitored by the SFG's chieffinancial officer in Memphis, Tennessee. Unlike a commercial

.bank, sm does riot loan money. sm sells the CD to U.S. investors through SOO, its affiliated

investment adviser.

20. Stanford Group Company, a Houston-based corporation, is registered with the

Comnlission as a broker-dealer and investment adviser. It has 29 offices located tbroughout the

U.S. SOC's principal business Consists ofsales ofSIB-issued securities, marketed ~ .'

certificates ofdeposit. SOC is a wholly owned subsidiary ofStanford Group Holdings. Inc.,

which in tum is owned by R. Allen Stanford ("Stanfor.d'').

21.· Stanford Capital Management, a registered investment adviser, took over the

management ofthe SAS program (fonnerly Mutual Fund Partners) from SGC in early 2001.

Stanford Group Company markets the SAS program through SCM.

22. R. Allen Stanford, a U.S. citizen, is the Chainnan ofthe Board and sole

shareholder ofSm and the sole director ofSGes parent company. Stanford refused to appear

8nd give testimony in the investigation.

23. James M. Davis, a: U.S. citizen and resident ofBaldwin~ Mississippi and who

offices in Memphis, Tennessee and Tupelo, Mississippi, is a director and chieffinancial officer

ofSFG and SIB. Davis refused to appear and give testimony in this investigation.

SEC Y. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., el al.
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24. Laura Pendergest-Holt, is the ChiefInvestment Officer ofSill and its affiliate

Stanford Financial Group. She supervises a group ofanalysts in Memphis, Tupelo, and St. Croix

who "oversee" performance o~sm's Tiern assets.

STATEMENT OF FACTS AND ALLEGATIONS
RELEVANT TO ALL CAUSES OF ACI'ION

A. The Stanford International Bank

25. Allen Stanford has Created a complex web ofaffiliated companies that exist and

operate under the brand Stanford Financial Group ("~FG"). SFG is described as a privately..hel~

group ofcompanies that has in excess ofS50 bi11i~>n "under advisement."

26. sm, one ofSFG's affiliates, is a private, offshoreban'k that pulpOrtsto have an

independentBoard ofD.irectors, an Investment Cornmitt~,·a ChiefInvestment Officer and a

team ofresearch analysts. While sm may be domiciled in Antigua, a small group of SFG

employe~ who maintain offices in Memphis, Tennessee, and Tupelo) Mississippi, purportedly

monitor the assets.

27. As ofNovember 28,2008, sm reported $8.5 billion in total assets. Sill's primary

product is the CD. sm aggregates customer deposits, and then re-invests those funds in a

"globally diversified portfolio" ofassets. SIB claims its investment portfolio is approximately

$8.4 billion. sm sold more than· $1 billion in CDs per year between 2005 and 2007, including·

'sales to U.S. investors. The bank's deposits incr~ed from $3.8 billion in 2005, to $5 billion in

2006, and $6.7 billion in 2007. sm had approximately $3.8 billion in CD sales to 35,000

customers in 2005. By the end of2007, sm sold $6.7 billion ofCDs to 50,000 customers.

SEC v. StanfordInternational Bank, Ltd., et al.
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28. For almost fifteen years, 8m represented that it has experienced consistentlyhigh

returns on its investment ofdeposits (ranging from 11.5% in 2005 to 16.5% in 1993):
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29. In fact, since 1994, sm has never failed to hit targeted investme,nt returns in

excess of 10%. And, sm claims that its "diversified portfolio ofinvestments" lost only $110

million or 1.3% in 2008. During the same time period, the S&P 500 lost 39% and the Dow

Jones STOXX Europe 500 Fund lost 41%.

30. As perfonnance reporting consultanthired by SGC testified in the Commission's

investigation, SIB's historical returns are improbable, ifnot impossible. In 1995 and 1996, sm

reported identicalretums of 15.71%, a remarkable.achievement considering the bank's

"diversified investment portfolio." According to defendant Pendergest~Holt - the chief

investment officer ofSIB-affiliate SFG- it is "improbable" that sm could have managed a

"global diversified" portfolio ofinvesbnents so that itretumedjdentical results in consecutive

years. SGC's perfonnance reporting consultant was more emphatic, saying that it is

"impossible" to achieve identical results on a diversified investment portfolio in consecutive

years. SIB continues to promote its CDs using these improbable, ifnot impossible, returns.

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd.• et 01.
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31. . sm's consistently high returns ofinvestment have enabled the bank to pay a 

consistently and significantly higher rate on its CD than conventional banks. For example,. sm . 

offered 7.45~ as ofIune 1, 2005, and 7.87~% as ofMarch 20,2006, for a fixed rate CDb~ed . 
. . 

on an invesbnent of$100,000. On November 28,2008, sm-quoted 5375% on a 3 year CD, 

while comparable U.S. Banks' CDs paid under 3.2%. And recently; sm quoted rates ofover 

10% on five year'CDs. 

32. sm's extraordinary returns have enabled the bank to pay disproportionately large 

commissions to SOC for the sale ofsm CDs. In ~007, sm paid to SOC and affiliates $291.1 

million in management fees and commissions from CD sales, up froin $211 million in 2006 and 

$161 million in 2005.' 

33. sm markets CDs to investors in the United States exclusively through SOC 

advisers pursuant to a claimed Regulation D offering, filing a Form D with the SEC. RegUlation 

D permits under certain circumstances the sale ofunregistered securities (the CDs) to accredited 

investors in the United States.. SOC receives 3% based on the aggregate sales ofCDs by SOC 

adVisers. Financial advisers also receive a 1% commission upon the sale ofthe CDs, and are 

eligtole to receive as much as a 1% trailing co~ssion throughout the term. ofthe CD. 

34. SOC promoted this genet:0us commission structure in its effort to recruit 
. . 

established financial advisers to the finn. The commission struciure also provided a powerful 

incentive for SOC financial advisers to aggressively sell CDs to Uirlted States investors, and 

aggressively expanded its number offinancial advisers in the United States. 

35. SIB purportedly manages the investment portfolio from Memphis and Tupelo. 

sm~s investment portfolio, at least internally, is segregated into 3 tiers: (a) cash and cash 

equivalents ("Tier 1"), (b) investments with "outside portfolio managers (25+)" that are· 

10 
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'.! 
monitored by the Analysts (''Tier 2")t and (e) unknown assets under the apparent control of 

Stanford and Davis (''Tier 3tJ
). As ofDecember 2008t Tier 1 represented approximately 9% 

($800 million) ofthe Bank's portf~lio. Tier 2t pri~r to the Bank's decision to liquidate $250 
.	 t . 

million ofinvestments in late 2Q08t represented 10% ofthe portfolio. And Tier 3 represented 

81% ofthe Bankts investment portfolio. Tbi~ division into tiers is not generally disclosed to 

actual or potential investors. 

B.	 sm;s Fraudulent Sale of CDs 

1.	 SIB Misrepresented that Its Investment Portfolio is Invested Primarily in 
"Liquid" Financial InStruments. 

36. In selling the CDt sm touted the liquidity ofits investinent portfolio. For 

example, in its "CD brochure, sm emphasizes the importance ofthe liquidity, stating, under the 

heading"Depositor Security," that the bank focuses on "maintaining the highest degree of 

liquidity as a protective factor for our depositors" and that the bank's assets are 'invested in a 

well-diversified portfolio ofhighly marketable securities issued by stable governments, strong 

multinational companies and major international banks." Likewise, the bank trained SOC 

advisers .that "liquidity/marketability ofSIB's invested assets" was the "most important factor to 

provide security to sm clients." Davis and Pendergest-Holt were aware, or were reckless in not 

knowing, ofthese representations.. 

37. In its 2007 annual report, which was signed and approved by Stanford and Davis, 

SIB represented that its portfolio was allocated in the following manner: 58.6% "equity," 18.6% 

fixed income, 7.2% precious metals and 15.6% alternative investments. These allocations were 

.depicted in a pie chart, which was approved by Davis. The bank's annual reports for 2005 and 

2006 make similar representations about the allocation ofthe,bank's portfolio. Davis and 

Stanford knew or were reckless in not knowing of these representations. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.	 11 
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38. sm's investment portfolio is not, however, invested in a "well-diversified 

portfolio ofhigbly marketable securities issued by stable governments, strong multinational 

companies and major intem~tional banks." Instead, Tier 3 (Le., approximately 90%) consisted 

primarily ofilliquid investments - namely private equity and real estate. Indeed, it SIB's 

portfolio included at least 23% private equity. The baDk. never disclosed in its financial 

statements its exposure to private equity and real estate investments. Stanford, Davis and 

Pendergest-Holt were aware, or were reckless in not knowing, that SIB's investments were not 

allocated as advertised by SIB's investment objectives or as detailed in SIB's financial 

statements. 

39. Further, on December 15, 2008, Pendergest-Holt met with her team ofanalysts 

following SID's decision to liquidate more than 30% of its Tier 2 investments (approximately 

$250 million). During the meeting, at least one analyst expressed concern about the amount of 

liquidations in Tier 2, asking why it was necessary to liquidate Tier 2, rather than Tier 3 assets, 

to increase sm's liquidity. Pendergest-Holt told the analyst that Tier 3 was pnmarily invested 

in private equity and real estate and Tier 2 was more 1iq~d than Tier 3. Pendergest-Holt also 

stated that Tier 3 "always had real estate investments in it." Pendergest's statements contradicts 

12SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et aI. 
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what she had previously stated to SIB's senior investment adviser, knowfug~ or recldessin not
 

knowing, thatthe senior investment advisor would provide this misrepresentation to investors.
 

2.	 .SIB MISrepresented that Its Multi-Billion Dol1dr 1nvestment Pottfolio is 
'MonitoredBy aTeam ofAnalysts· . 

40. Priorto making their investment decision, prospective investors routinely asked 

how 8m safeguarded and,monito:Ied its assets. In fact, investors frequently inquired whether 

Allen Stanford could "run offwith the [investor's] money." In response to this question, at least 

diuing 200§ and much of2007, the bank's senior investment officer - as instructed by 

Pendergest-Holt - told investors thafSm bad sufficient controls and safeguards in place to 

protect aSsets. 

41. In particUlar, the SIO was trained by Ms. Pendergest-Holt to tell investors that the 

bank's multi-billion portfolio was "monitored" by the analyst team in Memphis, In 

communicating with investors, the SIO followedPendergest's instructions, misrepresenting that 

a team of2o-plus analysts monitored the bank'sinvesbnent portfolio. In so doing, the SIO never 

disclosed to investors that the analyst only monitor approximately l{)OJO ofsm's money. In fact, 

Pendergest-Holt trained the SIO ''not to divulge too much" about oversight ofthe. Bank's 

portfolio because that infonnation ''wouldn't leave an investor with· a lot ofconfidence." 

Likewise, Davis instructed him to "steer" potential CD investors away from infomiation about. 

sm'sportfolio. As aresult, both Davis and Pendergest-Holt knew, or were reckless in not 

knowing, ofthese fraudulent misstatements, 

42. Contrary to the representation that responsibility for sm's multi-billion portfolio 

was "spread out" among2Q-plus people,only Stanford and Davis know the whereabouts of the 

vast majority ofthe bank's multi-billion investment portfolio. Peridergest-Holt and her team of 

analysts claim that they have never been privy to Tier 1 or Tier 3 investments, In fact, theSIO 
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was repeatedly denied acce~ to the Bank's records relating to Tier ;J, even though he was 

responsible, as the Bank's Senior Investment Officer, for "closing" deals with large investors, 

"overse~g the Bank's investment portfolio" and "ensurin~ that the investment side is q>mpliant 

wi~ the various banking regulatory authorities." In fact, in preparing the Bank's pe.riodreports 

(quarterly newsletters, month reports, mid-year reports and annual reports, Pendergest and the 

Analyst-send to Davis the performance results for Tier 2 inves~ents. And Davis calcUlates the 

investment returns for the aggregated portfolio ofas8et$. 

3.	 SIB Misrepresented that its Investment Portfolio is Overseen by a Regulatory 
Authority in Antigua that Conducts a YearQl Audit of the Fund's Financial 
Statements. ' 

43. SIB told investors that their deposits were safe because the Antiguan regulator 

responsible for oversight ofthe Bank's investment portfolio, the Financial Services Regulatory 

Commission (the "FSRC"), audited its financial statements. But,contrary to the Bank's 

representations to ~vestors, the FSRC does not verify the assets SIB claims in its 'financial 

statements. Instead, sm's accountant, C.A.S. Hewlett & Co., a small local accounting finn in 

Antigua is responsible for ,auditing the multi-billion dollar SIB's investment portfolio. The 
.
 

Commission attempted several times to contact Hewlett by telephone. No one ever answered the 

_phone. 

4.	 SIB Misrepresented that Its Investment Portfolio is Without "Direct or 
Indirect" Exposure to Fraud Perpetrated by Bernard Madoif. 

44. In a December 2008 Monthly Report) the bank told investors that their money was 

safe because sm "had no direct or indirect exposure to any of[Bemard] Madoff's investments.') 

But, contrary to this statement, at least $400,000 in Tier 2 was invested in MeridIan, a New 

York-based hedge fund that used Tremont Partners as its asset manager. Tremontinvested 

approximately 6-8% ofthe SIB assets they indirectly managed with Madoffs investment firm. 

14 
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45. Pendergest, Davis and Stanford knew about this exposure to loss relating to the

Meridian investment. On December 15, 2008, an Ahalyst informed Pendergast, Davis and

St¢"Qrd in a weekly report thathis "rough estimat~ is a loss ofS400k .•• based ~n the indirect

exposure" to Madoft:

5. .Market Concerns About SIB's LackofTransparency .

46. On or about December 12, 2008; Pershing, citing suspicions about the bank's

investment retmns and its inability to get from the Bank "a reasonable level oftransparency" into

its investment portfoliO informed SGC that it would no longer process wile transfers from SGC

to sm for the purchase ofthe CD. Since the spring of2008, Pershing tried unsuccessfully to get

an independent report regarding sm's financials· condition. On November 28, 2008, SGC's
. .

President, Danny Bogar, informed Pershing that "obtaining the in4ependent reportw~ not a

priority." Between 2006 and December 12, 2008, Pershing sent to sm 1,635 wire transfers;

totaling approximately $517 million, from approximately 1,199 customer accounts.

D. From at least 2004, SCM misrepresented SAS performance results.

47. From 2004 through 2009, SCM induced clients, including non-accredited, retail

investors,"to invest in excess of$1 billion in its SAS program by touting its track record of

"historical performance." SCM highlighted the purported SAS track record in. thousands of

client presentation books ("pitch books").

48. For example, the following chart from a 2006 pitch book presented clients with

the false impression that SAS accounts, from 2000 through 2005, outperformed the S&P 500 by

an average ofapproximately 13 p.ercentage points:

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et aI.
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~GriJoMh 12.Oft. 16.15% 32.84% -3.33% 4.32% 18..04e&
.

fS&P500 4.91. 10.88% 28.6$% -22.10% -11.88% -9.11%

SCM used these impressive; but fictitious, perfonnance results to grow the SAS program. from

less than $10 million in. assets in 2004 to over $1 billion in 2008.

49. SGC also ~sed the SAS track record to recruit financial advisers away from

legitimate advisory firms who had signifi~t books ofbosiness: After arriving at Stanford, the

newly-hired financial advisors were encouraged and highly incentivized to put their clients'

aSSets in the sm CD.

50. The SAS performance results used in the pitch books from 2005 through 2009. .

.were fictional and/or inflat~(l Specifically, SCM misrepresented that SAS performance results.

for 1999 through 2004, reflected "historical performance" when, in fact, those results were

fictional. or ..back-tested....numbers that do not reflect results ofactual trading. Instead, SCM,

with the benefit ofhindsight, picked mutual funds that perfonned extremely well during years

1999 through 2004, and presented the back-tested perfonnance ofthose top-peIfonning funds to

potential clients as ifthey were actual returns earned by the SAS program.

51. Similarly, SCM used "actual" model SAS performance results for years 2005

through 2006 that were inflated by as much as 4%.

52. SCM told investors that SAS has positive returns for periods in which actual SAS

clients lost substantial amounts. For example, in 2000, actual SAS client returns ranged from

negative 7.5% to positive 1.1%. In 2001. actual SAS client returns ranged from negative 10.7%

. SEC v. Stanford International BanJc. Ltd.• et al.
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to negative 2.1~.· And, in 2002, actUal SAS client ~etums ranged from negative 26.6~ to 

negative 8.7%. These return figures are all gross ofSCM advisory fees ranging from 1.5% to 

2.15%. thus. Stanford's claims o!substantial ~arket out perfo~ce were blatantly false. 

(e.g.~ a claimed return of 18.04% in 2000, when ac;tual SAS investors lost as much as 7.5%). 

53. SOC/SCM's managetnentknewthat the advertised SAS peIformance results were 

misleading and inflated. From the beginning, SCM management knew that the pre-200S track 

record was purely hypothetiCal, bearing no relationship to actual trading. An~ as eady as 

November 2006, SCM investment advisers began to queStion why their actua. clients were not 

receiving the retumsadvemsed jn pitch bootes. 

54. In response to these questions, SOC/SCM hired an outside perfonnance-reporting 
. . . . 

expert, to review certain ofits SAS performance results~ In late 2006 and early ~OO7, the expert 

infonned SCM that its penormance results for the twelve months ended Septembet 30, 2006 

were inflated by as much as 3.4 percentage points. Moreover, the expert informed SCM 

managers that the inflated performance results included unexplained "bad math" that consistently 

inflated the SAS performance results over actual client performance. Finally, in March 2008, the 

expert informed SCM managers that the SAS peIformance results for 200S were also inflated by 

as much as. 3.25 percentage points. 

55, D~ite their knOWledge. ofthe inflated SAS returns, SOc/SCM management 

CQntinued using the pre..2005 track record and never asked Riordan to audit the pre-lOOS 

perfonnance. In fact, in 2008 pitch books, SCM presented the back-tested pre-2005 perfonnance 

data under the heading "Historical Perfonnance" and "Manager Perfonnance" along side the 

auditC:<l 2005 through 2008 figures. According to SCM>s outside consultant, it was "[grossly 

misleading)" to present audited performance figures along side back-tested figures. 

17SEC 11. Stanford International Bank, Ltd.,et al. 
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56. . Finally,. SGC/SCM compounded the deceptive natme ofthe SAS track record by

blending the back..tested performance with audited composite performance to create annualized 5

and 7 yearperformance fi~es that bore no relation to a<;tual SAS client perfomulI1ce. A sample

ofthis misleading disclosure used in 2008 and 2009 follows:

Y1D 21107 :IOIlII 2l1li5 211M 2m3 2IlQZ 21101 DO 1.
SASGrowth -TMK.~ 1UiII'Io lLIIa 1Il1llll. 3Ua .:;sm. Ul5 1&IIIS 22SI%

.

S&P600 o!JM5 :5A!Jl(, ~7!llo ua 1UBIllro 2lUilllIo -2Z.1lJ51-1~ -5.15 2UMY.

(mil:
RelurIls

_1if I!ss Ih:In 1

YID 1~ 3JElR ·SJl1I& 7l1D5
3I:e--

SASGmwth -1.44"- 0.80% IU6% 15.31% '11Jmf. 1203m'

·S&P5OD ~44% -5~ 5.B5% 1t~ :UII% 2.45%

57. Other than thefees paid by sm to SOC for the sale ofthe CD, SAS was the

second most significant source ofrevenu~ for the finn. In 2007 and 2008, approximately $25

million in fees from the marketing ofthe SAS program.

CAUSES OF ACfION

FIRST CLAIM
AS TOALL DEFENDANTS

Violations ofSection"lO(bl ofthe Exchange Act and Rule 10-5

58. PlaintiffCommission repeats and realleges paragraphs I through 57 ofthis

Complaint and incotpOrated herein by reference as ifSet forth verbatim.

59. Defendants, directly or indirectly, singly or~ concert with others, in cormection

with the purchase and sale ofsecurities, by use of the means and instrumentalities ofinterstate

SEC v. Stanford InternationalBank. Ltd.• et al.
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commerce and byuse ofthe mails have: (a) employed devices, schemes and artifices to defraud; 

(b) made untroe statements ofmaterial facts and omitted to state material facts necessary in order 

to make the statements made, in light ofthe circumstances under which they were made, not 
'. .. . 

inisleading;and (e) engaged in acts, practices and courses ofbusiness which operate as a fraud 

and deceit upon purchasers, prospective purchasers llI1d other persons. 

60. ,. As a part of and in furtherance of their scheme, defendants, directly and 

indirectly, prepared, disseminated or used contracts, written offering documentS, promotional 

.materials, investor and other correspondence, and oral presentations, which contained untrue 

statements ofmaterial facts and misrepresentations ofmate:dal facts,and which omitted to state 
.. 

material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light ofthe circwnstances 

under which they were made, not misleading. 

61. Defendants made the referenced misrepresentations and omissions knowingly or 

grossly recklessly disregarding the truth. 

62. For these reasons, Defendants have violated and, unless enjoined, will continue to 

violate Section 1O(b) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Exchange Act Rule lOb-5 

[17 C.F.R§ 240.l0b-5]. 

SECOND CLAIM
 
AS TO STANFORD, DAVIS; AND PENDERGEST-HOLT
 

Aiding and Abetting Violations of Exchange Act Section 10M and Rule lOb-5
 

63. PlaintiffCornmission repeats and'realleges paragraphs I ,through 57 of this 

Complaint and incorporated herein by reference as ifset forth verbatim. 

64. IfStanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt did not violate ~xchange Act Section 

IO(b) and Rule lOb-5, in the alternative, Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt, in tbemanner set 

forth above, knowingly or with severe recklessness provided substantial assistance in connection 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd•• et al. 19 
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with the violations~fExchange Act Section 10(1) [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule 10b-5 [17

C.F.R. § 240.10b-5] alleged herein.

65. For these reasons, Stanfof!l, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt aided, and abetted ~d,

unless enjoined, will continue to aid and abet violations ofSection 10(b) ofthe Exchange Act

[15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rul~ lOb-5[I? C.F.R. § 240.10b-5].

TBIRDCLAIM
AS TO ALL D:EFENDANTS

Violations ofSection 17(a) oftheSecurities Act

66. PlaintiffCommissionIep~tsandrealleges paragraphs 1 through 57 ()fthi,~
. .

Complaint and incorporated herein by reference as ifset forth verbatim.

67. Defendants, directly or indirectly; singly or in concert with others; in the offer~d

, sale ofsecurities, by use .ofthe means and instrumentS·oftransportation and communication in

interstatecomm~ and by use ofthe mails, have: (a) employed devices, schemes or artifices to

defraud; {b) obtainedinoney orproperty by means ofuntrue statements of.material fact or

omissions to state material facts necessary in order to make the statemet:lts made, in light ofthe

circwnstances under which they were made, tiot misleading; arid (c) engaged in transactions,

practices or courses ofbusiness which operate or would operate as a fraud or deceit.

68. As part ofand in furtherance ofthis scheme, defendants, directly and indirectly,.

prepared, disseminated or used contracts, written offering documents, promotional materialS,

investor and other correspondenCe, and oral presentations, which contained untrue statements of

material fact andwhich omitted to state material facts necessary in order to m~e the statements

made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading.

69. Defendants made the referenced misrepresentations and omissions knowingly or

grossly recklessly disregarding the truth.

SEC v. Stanford InternatiQnalBank. Ltd.; et aI.
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70. For these reasons, Defendants have violated, and unless enjoined, will continue to 

violate Section 17(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)]. 

. FOURTH CLAIM 
AS TO STANFORD, SGC, AND STANFORD CAPITAL
 

Violations ofSections 206(1) and 206(2) ofthe Advisers Act
 

71. PlaintiffCommis~on repeats"and realleges paragraphs 1 through 57 of this
 

Complaint and incorporated herein by reference as ifset forth verbatim.
 

72. Stanford, ~GC, and Stanford Capital, directly or indirectly, sit~gly or in con~rt, 

knowingly or recklessly, through the use ofthe mails or any means or instnnnentality of 

interstate commerce, while acting as investment advisers within the meaning ofSection 202(1) 

ofthe Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-2(11)]:(a) have employed, are employing, or are about to 

employ devices. schemes. and artifices to defraud any client or prospective client; or (b) have. 

engaged, are engaging. or are about to engage in acts, practices, or courses ofbusiness which 

.. operates as a fraud or decei,t upon any client or prospective client. 

73. For these reasons, Stanford, SGC,and Stanford Capital have violated, and unless 

enjoined, will continue to violate Sections 206(1) and 206(2) ofthe Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 

80b-6(1) and 80b-6(2)]. 

FIFTH CLAIM
 
AS TO STANFORD, DAVIS, AND PENDERGEST-HOLT
 

Aiding and Abetting Violations ofSections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act
 

74. PlaintiffColllIlrission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 57 of this
 

Complaint and incorporated herein by reference as ifset forth verbatim.
 

75. Based on the conduct alleged herein, Stanford. Davis. and Pendergest-Holt, in the 

manner set forth above, knowingly or with severe recklessness provided substantial assistance in 
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connection with the violations ofAdvisers Act seCtionS 206(1) and 206(2) [15 U.S.C. §§ 80b..

6(1) and 80b-6(2)] alleged herein.

76. For these reasons,.Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt aided and"abetted and,. " .

unless enjoined~ will continue to aid and abet violations ofSections 206(1) and 206(2) ofthe

Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-6(1) and SOb-6(2)].

SIXTH CLAIM
AS TO SmAND SGC

Violations ofSection 7(d) ofthe Investment Company Act

77. PlaintiffCommission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 57 oftbis

Complaint and incorporated herein by reference as ifset forth verbatim.

78. sm, an investment company not organized or otherwise created wider the laws ~f

the United States or ofa State, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others, made use of

the mails or anymeans or instrumentality ofinterstate co~erce, directly or indirectly, to offer

for sale,. sell, or deliver after sale, in cOlUlection with a pUblic offering, securities ofwhich sm

was the issuer, Without obtaining an order from the Coniinission pe11Ilitting it to register as an

investment 'company organized or otherwise created under the laws ofa foreign country and to

make a public offering ofits securities by use of the mails and means or instrumentalities of "

interstate commerce.

79. SOC, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others, acted as an

underwriter for SIB, an investment company not organized or otherwise created under the laws

ofthe United States or ofa State that made use ofthe mails or any means or instrumentality of

interstate commerce, directly or indirectly, to offer for sale, sell, or deliver after sale, in "

connection with apublic offering, securities ofwhich SIB was the issuer, without obtaining an

order from the Conunission permitting it to re~stei as an investment company organized or

SEC v. Stanford Intemational Bank, Ltd., et al.
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otherwise created under the laws ofa foreign country and to make a public offering ofits 

se~ties by use ofthe mails andmeans or instrumentalities ofinterstate commerce. 

80.. J!or these reasons~ sm and SOC have violated, and unless enjoinet\ will continue 

to violate Section 7(d) ofthe Investment Company Act [15 U.S.C. § 80a-7(d)]. 

RELIEF REQUESTED 

Pl$tiffCommission respectfully requests that this Court: 

I. 

t'empoIarily~preliIni;nanly~and permanently enjoin: (al Defendants-:from violating, or 

aiding andabetting violations of, Section lO(b) and Rule 10b-S ofthe Exchange Act; (b) 

Defendants from violating Section 17(a) ofthe Secmities Act; (e) Stanford~ Davis, Pendergest

Holt, SOC, and Stanford Capital from violating, or aiding and abetting violations of, Sections 

206(1) and 206(2) ofthe Advisers Act; and (d) SIB and SCO from violating Section 7(d) ofthe 

Investment Company Act. 

n. 

Enter an Order immediately freezing the assets ofDefendants and directing that all 

financial or depository institutions comply with the Court's·Otder. Furthermore, order that 

Defendants immediately repatriate any funds held at any bank or other financial institution not 

subject to the jurisdiction ofthe Court, and that they direct the deposit ofsuch funds in identified 

accounts in the U~ted States, pend~g conclusion ofthis matter. 

III. 

Order that Defendants shall file with the Court and serve upon Plaintiff Conimission and 

the Court, within 10 days ofthe issuance ofthis order or three days prior to a hearing on the 

Commission's motion for a preliminary injunction; whichever comes first, an accounting~ under 
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oath, detailing all oftheir assets- an~ all funds or other assets received from investors and from 

one another. 

IV. 

Order that Defendants be restrained and enjoined from destroying, removing, mu~natin& 

altering, concealing, or disposing of, -in any manner, any-oftheirbooks andrecords or documents 

relating to $ematters set forth in the Complaint, or the-books and records- and such documents of 

any entities undertheir control. until further order ofthe Comt. 

v. 

Order the appoinbnent ofa temporary receiver for Defendants, for the benefit of

investors, to marshal, conserve, protec~ and hold funds and assets obtained by the defendants 

and their agents. co-conspirators, and others involved in thisscheme, wherever such assets may 

be found, or. with the approval of the Court, dispose ofany wasting asset in a.ccordance with the 

application and proposed order provided herewith. 

VI. 

Order that the parties may commence discovery immediately, and that notice periods be 

shortened to pennit the parties to require production ofdocuments; and the taking ofdepositions 

on 72 houts' notice. 

VII. 

Order Defendants to disgorge an amQunt equal to the funds and benefits they obtained 

illegally as a result ofthe violations alleged herein, plus prejudgment interest on that amount. 

VID. 

Order civil penalties against Defendants pursuant to Section 20(d) ofthe Securities Act 

[15 U.s.c. § 77t(d)], Section 21 (d) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u(d)], Section 41(e) of 
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the Investment Company Act [lSU.S.C. § 80a41(e)], and Section 209(e) ofthe AdVisers Act 

[15 U.S.c. § 80b-9(e)] for their securities law violations. 

IX. 

Order that Stanford, Davis, and Penderges~-HQlt immediately surrender their passports to 

the Clerk ofthis Court, to hold until further order ofthis Court. 

.x. 

Order such further reliefas this Court may deem just and proper. 

For the Comn:rlssion, by its attorneys: 

February 16, 2009 Respectfully submitted, 

1J£)~~ 
STEPHEN J.-KOROTASH 
OldahomaBarNo.5102 
J. KEVIN EDMUNDSON 
Texas Bar No. 24044020 
DAVID B. REECE 
Texas Bar No. 24002810 
MICHAEL D. KING 
Texas Bar No. 24032634 
D. mOMAS KELTNER 
Texas Bar No; 24007474 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission 
Burnett Plaza, Suite 1900 
801 Cherry Street,Unit #18 
Fort Worth, TX 76102-6882 
(817) 978-6476 (dbr) 
(817) 9784927 (fax)" 
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Case 3:09-CVOR\~\~~~nI8 Filed 021r+"~~~~:...u;lU.1L __
;<,:;i~.. u.s. DlSTRICTCOURT

.:Si, ~ORTJJERN DlSTRJCTOFTEXAS
,.... FIL'ED0:;::':' ..:".,

r-----:::....::.-:=~- ...
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT OURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF EXAS FEB' 1 2009

DALLAS DIVISION ..

Case No.:

C~~RK, u.s. DlST;::z..,0URT .

Drput§
SECURIT:IES AND ;EXCHANGE COMMISSION,

Plaintiff,

v.

STANFORD INTE~ATIONALBANK, LTD.,
STANFORD GROUP COMPANY,
STANFORD CAPITAL MANAGEMENT, LLC,
R. ~LENSrANFORD, JAMES. M. DAVIS, and
LAURA PENDERGEST-BOLT

Defendants.

§
§
§
§
§
§.

~Sta09CV0298-L
.§

§
§
§
§

TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER, ORDER FREEZING ASSETS, ORDER
REQUIRING AN ACCOUNTING, ORDER REQUIRING PRESERVATION OF

DOCUMENTS, AND ORDER AUTHORIZING EXPEDITED DISCOVERY

This matter came before me, the undersigned United States District Judge, this 16th day

of February 2009, on the application of Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission

("Commission"). for the issuance of a temporary restraining order against Defendants Stanford

International Bank, Ltd. ("SIB"), Stanford Group Company ("SGC"), Stanford' Capital

.Management, LLC ("SCM"), R. Allen Stanford ("Stanford"), James M. Davis ("Davis"), and

Laura Pendergest-Holt ("Pendergest-Holt") (collectively, "DefeJ;ldants")~ alid orders freezing

assets, requiring an accounting, prohibiting the destruction of documents, pulling the passports of

Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt, authorizing·expedited discovery, and alternative service of'

process and notice. On the basis of the papers filed by the Commission, and argument of

Commission counsel, the Court finds as follows:

1. . This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action and over the

Defendants.
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2. The Commission is a proper party to bring this action seeking the relief sought in

its Complaint.

3. ~ Venue is appr9priate in the Northern District ofTexas. '

4. There is good cause to bel~eve that Defendants have engaged in, and are engaging

in, acts and ,practices whlch did, do, and will constitute violations of Section 17(a) of the

Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)], Section 10(b) of the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934 ("Exchange Act") [15 U.S.C. §78j(b)], Exchange Act Rule 10b-5 [17

- '

C.F.R. §240.10b-5], Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940

("Advisers Act") [15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-6(1), (2)], and Section 7(d) of the Investment Company Act

of 1940 ("Investment Company Act'') [15 U.S.C. § 80a-7(d)].

5. There is good cause to believe that Defendants will'continue to engage in the acts

and practices constituting the violations set forth in paragraph 4 unless restrained and enjoined

by an order ofthis Court.

6. 'There is good cause to believe that Defendants used improper means to obtain,

investor funds and assets. There is also good cause to believe that Defendants will dissipate

assets and that some assets are located abroad.

7. An accounting is appropriate to determine the disposition ?f investor funds and to

ascertain the total assets that should continue to be frozen.

8. It is necessary to preserve and maintain the business records of Defendants from

destruction.

9. This proceeding is one in which the Commission seeks a preliminary injunction.

SEC v. Stanf01:d International Bank, Ltd., et al.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,
and Other Relief
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10. The timing restrictions of Fed. R. Civ.'P. 26(d) and (f), 30(a)(2)(C) and 34 do not

apply to this proceeding in light of the Commission's requested relief and its demonstration of

good ~ause.

11. Expedited discovery is appropriate to pennit a prompt and fair: hearing on the

Commission's Motion for Preliminary Injunction.

12. There is good cause to believe that Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt may

seek to leave the United States in order to avoid responsibility for the fraudulent acts alleged

herein.

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED THAT:

A. Defendants, their officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and

all other persons in active concert or participation with them, are restrained and enjoined

from violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)], directly or.

indirectly, in the offer or sale of any security by the use of any means or instruments of

transportation or communication in interstate commerce or by the use of themails.by:

(1). employing any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud; or

(2) obtaining money or property by means of any untrue statement of material

, fact or aily omission to state a material fact necessary in order to make the

statement(s) made, in the light of the circumstances under which they were

made, not misleading;.or '

(3) engaging in any transaction, practice, or course ofbusiness which operates or

would operate as a fraud or deceit upon the purchaser;

B. 'Defendants, their officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and

all other persons in active concert or participation with them, ,are restrained and enjoined

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,
and Other Relief
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from violating Section lO(b) of the Exchange Act or Rule 10b-5 [15 U.S.C. §78j(b) and 17

C.F.R. §240.l0b-5], directly or indirectly, in connection with the purchase or sale of any

security, by making use of any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, or of the

mails, or ofany facility ofany national securities exchange:

(1) to use or .employ any manipulative or deceptive device or contrivance in

contravention of' the. rules and regulations promulgated by. the·

Commission;

(2) to employ any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud;

(3) to make any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material

. fact necessary in order to make the ~tatements made, in the light of the

circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; or

(4) to engage in any act, practice, or course ofbusiness which operates or would

operate as a fraud or deceit upon any person;

C. Stanford, Davis, Pendergest-Holt, SGC, SCM, their officers, directors, agents,

servants, employees, attorneys, and all other persons in active concert or participation

with them, are restrained and enjoined from violating Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the

Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. §§80b-6(1), (2)], directly or indirectly, by use of the mails or any

means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, by:

(l) employing any device, scheme, or artifice to defraud any client or

prospective client; or

(2) engaging in any transaction, practice, or course of business which operates

as a fraud or deceit upon any client or prospective client;

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., .et al.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezmg Assets,
and Other Relief
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D. SIB, SGC, their officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and all

other persons in active concert or participation with them,. are restrained and enjoined

from violating Section 7(d) of the Investment Company Act [15 U.S.C. §80a-7(d)], directly

or indirectly, by use ofthe Illails or any means or instrumentality of iriterstate COllnnerCe,

by:

(1) acting as an investment company, not organized or otherwise created

under the laws of th~ United States or of a State, and offering for sale,

. .

selling, or delivering after sale, in connection with a public offering, any

secUrity ofwhich such company is the issuer; or

(2) acting as a depositor of, trustee. of, of unde~ter for such a company;

unless

. (3) the Commission, upon application by the investment company not

organized or otherwise created under the laws·of the United States or of a

.State, issues a conditional or unconditional order permitting such company

to register and to make a public offering of its securities by use of the

mails and means or instrumentalities ofinterstate com~erce.

5. Defendants, their officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and

all other persons in active concert or participation with them, who receive actual notice of this

Order by personal service or otherwise, and each of them, are hereby restrained and enjoined

from, directly or indirectly, making any payment or expenditure of funds belonging to or in the

possession, custody, or control of Defendants, or effecting any sale, gift, hypothecation, or other

disposition of any asset beionging to or in the possession, custody, or control of Defendants,

pending a showing to this Court that Defendants have sufficient funds or assets to satisfy all claims

.SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,
and Other Relief
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arising out of the violations alleged in the Commission's Complaint or the posting of a bond or

surety sufficient to assure payment of any such claim. This provision shall continue in full force

and effect until further ordered by this Court and shall not expire.

6. All banks, savings and loan associations, savings banks, trust companies,

securities broker-dealers, commodities dealers, investment companies, other financial or

depository institutioris,and investment companies that hold one or more accounts in the name,

on behalf or for the benefit of Defendants are hereby restrained and enjoined, in regard to any

such account,. from engaging in any transaction in securities (except liquidating transactions

necessary to comply with a court order) or any disbursement of funds or securities pending

further order of this Court. This provision shall continue in full force and effect until further order

by this Court and shall not expire.

7. All other individuals, corporations, partnerships, limited liability companies, and

other artificial entities are hereby restrained and enjoined from ~isbursing any funds, securities,

or other property obtained from Defendants without adequate consideration. This provision shall

continue in full force and effect until further order by·this Court and shall not expire.

8. Defendants are hereby required to make an interim accounting, under oath, within

ten days of the issuance"of this order or three days prior to any hearing on the Commission's

Motion for Preliminary Injunction, whichever is sooner: (1) detailing all monies and other

benefits which each received, directly or indirectly, as a result of the activities alleged in the

Complaint (including the date on which the monies or other benefit was received and the name,

address, and telephone number of the person paying the money or providing the benefit);" (2)

listing all current assets wherever they may be located and by whomever they are being held

(including the name and address of the holder and the amount or value ofthe holdings); and (3)

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,
and Other Relief
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listing all accounts with any financial or brokerage ip.stitution maintained in the name of, on

behalfof, or for the benefit of, Defendants (including the name and address of the account holder

and the account number) and the amount held in each account at any point during the period

from January 1, 2000 through the date of the accounting. This provision shall continue in full

force and effect until further order by this Court and shall not expire.

9~ Defendants, their officers, directors, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and

all other persons in active concert or participation with them, including any bank; securities

broker-dealer, or any financial or depositary institution, who receives actual notice of this Order

by personal service or otherwise, and each of them, are hereby restrained and enjoined from

destroying, removing, mutilating, altering, concealing, or disposingof, in any manner, any books

and records owned by, or pertaining to, the fmancial transactions and assets of Defendants or any

entities under their co~trol. This provision shall continue in full force and effectuntil further order

by this COl!l1 and shall not expire.

10. The United States Marshal in any judicial district in which Defendants do

business or may be found, or in which any Receivership Asset may be located, is authorized and

directed to make service ofprocess at the request of the Commission.

11. The Commission is authorized to serve process on, and give notice of these

proceedings and the relief granted herein to, Defendants by U.S. Mail, e-mail, facsimile, or any

other means authorized by the Federal Rules ofCivil Procedure.

12.· Expedited disc.overy may take place consistent with the following:

A. Any party may notice and conduct depositions upon oral examination and

may request and obtain production of documents or other things for

inspection and copying from parties prior to the expiration of thirty days

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,
and Other Relief
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after service of a summons and the Plaintiff Commission's Complaint

upon Defendant~.

B. All parties shall comply with the provisions of Fed. R. Civ. P. 45

regarding issuance and service of subpoenas, unless the person designated

to provide testimony or to produce documents and things agrees to provide

the testimony or to produce the documents or things without the issuance

. of a subpoena or to do so at a place other than one at which testimony or

production can be compelled.

C. Any party may notice and conduct depositions upon oral examination

subject to minimum notice ofseventy-two (72) hours.

D. All parties Shall produce for inspection and copying all documents and

things that are requested within seventy-two (72) hours of service of a

written request for those documents and things.

E. . All parties shall serve written responses· to written interrogatories within

seventy-two (72) hours after service of the interrogatories.

13. All parties shall serve written responses to any other party's· request for discovery

and the interim accountings to be provided by Defendants by delivery to the Plaintiff

Coinmission address as follows:

UNITED STATES SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Fort Worth Regional Office
Attention: David Reece
Burnett Plaza, Suite 1900
80I Cherry Street, Unit #18
Fort Worth, TX 76102-6882
Facsimile: (817) 978-4927

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et a!.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,·
and Other Relief
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and by delivery to other parties at such address(es) as may be designated by them in writing,

Such delivery shall be made by the most expeditious means available, including e-mail and

facsimile.

14. Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest:'Holt shall surrender their passports, pending th~

determination of the Commission's request for a preliminary injunction, and are barred from

traveling outside the United States.

15. Defendants, their directors, officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys,

depositories, banks, and those persons in active concert or participation with anyone or more of

them, and each of them, shall:

(a) take sUch steps as are necessary to repatriate to the territory ofthe United States

all funds and assets of inve,stors. described in the Commission's Complaint in this

action which are held by them, or are under their direct or indirect control, jointly

or singly, and deposit such funds into the Registry of the· United States.District

Court, Northern District ofTexas; and

(b) provide the Commission and· the Court a written description of the funds and

assets so repatriated.

16. Defendants shall·serve, by the most expeditious means possible, including e-mail

and facsimile, any papers in opposition to the Commission's Motion for Preliminary Injunction

and for other relief no later than 72 hours before any scheduled hearing on the Motion for

Preliminary Injunction. The Commission shall serve any reply at least 24 hours before any

. hearing on the Motion for Preliminary Injunction by the most expeditious means available,

including facsimile.

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,
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17. Unless extended by agreement of the parties, the portion of this order that
. . ~

constitutes a temporary reStraining order shall expire at~o'clock~.m. on the L ,day of

&r"k 2009 or at such later date as may be ordered by this Court. All otha: pro'1sions of

this order shall remain in full force and· effect Until specifically modified by further order of this

Court. Unless the Court rules upon the Commission's Motion for. Preliminary Injunction

pursuant to Fed. R. Civ.P. 43(e), adjudication of the Commission's Motion for Preliminary

Injunction shall take place at the United States Courtholise, ~",-+,~~~.u.».-+-"J~

Texas, on the J~ day of Aurc.k ,2009, at tD o'ciock~.m.· II 00 C,MfI,{~(C€~-(.et
ua-lla.s '1~.ttS 1?').4J.. (<elM" 1 Ccib~Il13·'J~).

EXECUTED AND ENTERED at 0:*0 . o'clocklR.m, CST this 16th day of February
2009.

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et af.
Temporary Restraining Order, Order Freezing Assets,
and Other Relief
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

DALLAS DIVISION

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMJS~ION,

Plaint:ift:

v.

STANFORD INTERNATIO~ALBAN:K, LTD.,
STANFORD GROUP COMPANY,
STANFORD CAPITAL MANAGEMENT,.LLC,
R. ALLEN STANFORD, JA.l\:tE$ M. DAVIS, and
LAURA PENDERGEST-HOLT

Defendants.

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
~
§
§

Case No.:,

ORDER APPOINTING RECEIVER
"

. This matter came before pte, the wdersigned United'States District Judge, ~n the motion

of Plaintiff Securities and Exchange Commission ("Commission") for the appointment of a

Receiver for Defendants Stanford International Bank, Ltd., Stanford GToup Company, Stanford

Capital Management, LLC, Robert Allen. Stanford, James M. Davis, and Laura Pende.rgest-Holt

("Defendants"). It appears that this ,Order Appointing Receiver i~ both necessary and appropriate

morder to prevent waste and dissipation of the assets of Defendants to the detriment of the

investors.

IT IS TIIEREFORE ORDERED that:
1. This Court assumes exclusive jurisdiction and takes possession of the assets,

monies, securities, properties, real and pers<?nal, tangible and intangible, of whatever kind and

description, wherever located, and the legally recognized privileges (with reg~d to the entities),

ofthe Defendants and all entities they own or control ('"Receivership Assets"), and the books and

records, client lists, account statements, financial and accounting documents, computers,
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computer hard drives, compUter disks, internet exchange servers telephones, persollaI digital 

devices and other informational resources of or in possesSion of the DefendaO.ts, or issued by 

Defendants.and in possession of ~y agent o~ employee of ~e Def~dants ("Receivership 

Records"). 

2. Ralph S. Janvey ofDallas, Texas, is hereby appointed Receiver for"the 

Receivership Assets and Receivership Records (~llective1y,"Receivership EstatC?'j, with the 

full power ofan equity receiver under common law as well as such powers as are enumerated 

" "herein as"ofthe date ofthis Order. The Receiver shall not be-re<jriired to post a bond unless 

. directed by the Court but is hereby order¢ to well and faithfully perform the duties ofhis office: 

to timely account for all monies, securities, and other properties which may come into his hands; 

and to abide by and perfonn all duties set forth in this Order. Except for an act ofwillful 

malfeasance or gross negIigen,ce, the Receiver shall not be liable for any loss or damage incurred 

by the Receiversbip Estate, or any ofDefendants.. the"Defendants' clientS or associates, ot" their 

~bsidiariesor affiliates, their officers, directors, agents, and "employees, or by any of 

Defendants' creditors or equity holders because of any"act performed or not perf()nned by him or 

his ag~ts or assigns in connec~onwith the discharge ofhis duties and responsibilities 

hereooder. 

3. The duties of the Receiver shall be specifically limited to matters relating to the 
.. I 

Receivership Estate and unsettled claims thereof remaining in the possession of the Receiver as 
.. ~ 

of the date of this Order. Nothing in tbis Order shall be construed to require further investigation 

of Receivership Estate assets heretofore liquidated and/or· distIibuted or claims of the
.' .. 

ReceIvership Estate settled prior to issuance oftbis Order. However, this paragraph shall not be 
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construed to limit the powers of the Receiver in' any regard with respect to transactions that ma~
 

have o~edprior to the date oftbis Order.
 

4. Until the expiration date oftbis Order or ~er0"de.r ofthis Court, Receiver is 
. . 

authorized to immediately take and have complete and exclusive control. possession, and
 

custody ofthe Receivership Estate and to any·assets traceable to assets owned by the ....
 r-·-· 

Receivership Estate. 

S.As of the date of entry of this Order, the Receiver'is specifically direc.ted and.
 
authorized to perform the following duties:
 

(a) Maintain full. control ofthe Receivership Estate with the power to retain or 

remove, as the Receiver deems necessaryor advisable, any officer, director. independent .. 

contractor, employee, or agent ofthe Receivership Estate; 

. . 
(b) Collect, m!:UShal, and take custody. controL'anq possession ofall the 

.' 

funds, accounts, mail, and.other assets of: or in the possession or under the control 0:( the 

Receivership Estate, or assets traceable to aSsets owned or controlled by the Receivership 

Estate, wherever situated, the income and profit therefrom and all sums ofmoney now or 

hereafter due or owing to the Receivership Estate with full power to ~llect, receive, and take 

possession of, without limitation, all goods, chattel, rights, credits, monies, effects. lands~ 

leases, books and records, work papers, records ofaccount, including computer maintained 

infOIIDatiOn, contracts, financial records, monies on baDd in banks and other financial 

initiations, and other papers and doCUments ofother individuals, partnerships, or corporations 

whose interests are now held by or under the direction, possession, custody, or control ofthe 

Receivership Estate; 
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(c) Institute such actions or proceedings to ~pose l'!. co:ristructivetrust, obtain 

possession, and/or recover judgment with respect to p~ons or entities who received assets .	 . 

or records 1rac~ble to the Receivership Es~e. .All: ~ch .actions shall be filed in this Court; 

(d) Ob~ by presentation ofthis Order, documents, books, records, 

accounts, deposits, testimony. or other information within the custody or con~ol ofany 

person or entity sufficient to identify accounts, properties, liabilities, causes ofaction, or . 

. employees ofthe Receivership Estate. The attendance ofa person or entity for examination 

and/or production ofdocmnents maybe co~~lledin a manner provided iti Rule 45, Fed. R. 

Civ. P., or as proVided under the laws of any foreign country where such documents: books, 

,records, accounts, deposits, or tes~onymay··be located; 

(e) Without breaching the peace and, ·ifnecessary, with the assistance ofloca1 

peace officers or United States marshals to enter and secure any premises, wherever located: 

or situated,·in order to take possession, custody, or control of, or·to identify the location or 

existence of, Receivership Estate a~ets or records; . 

(f) Make such ordinary and necessary payments, distributions, and 

disb~ements as the Receiver deems advisable or proper for the marshaling, maintenance, or 

,.	 preservation ofthe Receivership Est3:te. Receiver. is fiu:ther authorized to contract and 

negotiate with any claimants against the Receivership Estate (including, without limitation, 

creditors) for the purpose of compromising or settling any c1ai:in. To this pUIpose, in those 

instances in which ReceiVership Estate assets s~e as collateral to secured creditors, the 

Receiv~bas the autbori.ty to surrender such assets to secured creditors, conditional upon the 

waiver o~ ~y deficiency of collateral; 
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(g) Perform all acts necessary to conserve, hold, manage, and preserVe the 

value ofthe Receivership Estate, in order to prevent any irreparable loss, damage, and injury 

to the Estate; 

(h) Enter into such agreements in connection with the administration ofthe 

Receivership Estate, inc~ding, but not limited to, the employment ofsuch m~agers, agents, 

custodians, consultants, investigators, attome~, and accountants as Receiverjudges 

necessary to perform 'l:4e duties set forth in this Order and to.compensate them from the 

Receivership Assets; 

(i) ~tute, prosecute, compromise, adjust, intervene in, or become party to 

such actions or proceedings in state, federal, or foreign co~.that the Receiver deems 

necessary and advisable to preserve the valUe of the Receivership Estate, or that the Receiver 

deems necessary and advisable to carry out the R~ceiver's mandate ~der this Order and 

likewise to defend, compromise, or adjust or otherwise di~ose o~ any or all actions or 

proceedings instituted against the Receivership Estate that the Receiver ~eems necessary and 

advisable to callY out the Receiver's mandate under this .Order; 

<:D Presen-e the Receivership Estate and minimize expenses in furtherance of 

maximmn and timely disbursement thereofto claimants; 

(k) . Promptly provide the United States Securities ~d Exchange Connnission 

and other govermnental agencies with all information and documentation they may seek in 

cOnnection with its regulatory or investigatory activities; 

. (1) Prepare and submit periodic reports to this Court and to the parties as 

directed by this Court; and 
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. . 
(m) .File with this Com requests for approval ofreasOJ:i~lefees to be paid to 

the Receiver and any person or ~tity ret~ed by him and interim and. final accountings for 

any reasonable expenses !ncurred an~ paid pursuant to order ofthis Court. 

.6. Upon the request of the Receiver, the United· States Marshal's Office is hereby 

ordered to ~ist the Receiver in carrying out his duties to take possession, custody, or control of, 

or identify the l~ation o~ any ReceiverShip Estate assets or records. 
. . 

7. Creditors and ~l other persons are hereby restrained and. ~joined from the 

following actions, except in this Court, Wl1es~ this q:,urt, consistent with ge~era1 equitable 

principals and in accordance with its ancillary equitable jurisdiction in this matter, orders that 

.such'actions maybe conducted in another forum orjurisdi~on: 

(a) The commencement or continuation, including the issuance or 

employment ofprocess, ofany judicial, adininistrative, or other proceed;ing against the 

R.eceiver, any ofthe defendants, the Receivership Estate, or any agent, officer, or 

employee rela~~'to the Receivership Estate, arising from the subject matter ofthis civil 

action; or 

(b) The enforcement, against the Receiver, or any of the defendants, of any 

judgment that would attach to or encumber the Receivership Estate that was obtained , , 

before the commencement of this proceedirig. 

8. Creditors and all other persons are hereby restrained and enjoined, without prior 

approval ofthe Court, from: 

(a) Any act ~o obtain possession ofthe, Receivership Estate assets; 

(b) Any act to create, perfect, or enforce. any lien against the property ofthe 

Receiver, or the Receivership Estate; 
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(c) Any act to collect, ass~> or recover a claim against the Receiver'or that 

would attach to or encumber the I.teceivership Estate; or 

(d) : The set of[~f any debt owed by the Receiv~shipEstate or s~cmedby the 

Receiyership Estate assets based.on any claim against the Receiver or the Receivership 

Estate. 

9. Defendants, their respective o:fficer~ agents, and employees and all persons in 

active concert :or participation with them."who receive notice oftins Orderby personal service or 
- . 

otherwise, inchiding, but not limited to, any financial institution, broker-dea1er> investment 

adviser,pnvate equity fund or investment banking:finn, and each ofthem, are.hereby ordered, 

restrained, and enjoined ftOI;D, directly or indirectly, making any payment or expenditure ofany 
, 

Receivership Estat~ assets that are owned by Defendants or in the actual or constructive . 

possession ofany entity directly or indirectlyowned or controlled or under common"control with 

the Receivership Estate, or effecting any sale. gift, hypothecation, assignment, tranSfer, 

conveyance, encumbrance> disbursement> dissipation, or concealment ofsuch assets. A copy of 

this Order may be served on any bank, savings and loaD, brQker~ea1er; 9r any other financial or 

depository institution to restrain and enjoin any such institutio~from disbursing any ofthe 

Receivership Estate assets. Upon presen1ment ofthis Order> ~l persons. including financial 

institutions, shan provide aCcOUDt balance information, transaction histories. all account records 

and any other Receivership Records to the Receiver or his agents, in the same manner as they 

would be provided were the Receiver the sigl1atory on the account. 

10. Defendants. and their respective agents, officers. and employees and all persons in 

active concert or participation with them are hereby enjoined from doing any act or thing 

whatsoever to interfere with the Receiver's taking control, pessession, or management ofthe 
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ReCeivership Estate or to in any w~y interfere with the Receiver or to harass or interfere with the 

duties ofthe Receiver or to.interfere in any manner with the.exclusive jurisdiction of this Comt 

over the R:eceivership Es~a~,e, including the filing or prosecutirig any actions or proceedings 

which involve the Receiver or which affect the Receivership Assets or Receivership Records, 
. . 

specifically including any proceeding initiated pursuant to theUnited States Bankruptcy Code, 

except with the permission oftbis Court. Any actions so authorized to determinedisputes 

relating to Receivership Assets and Receivership Records shall be fil~ in this Court. 

11. Defendants, their respective officers, agents, and employees and all persons in 

active concert or participation with them who receive actual notice of this Order by personal 

service or otherwise, including any financial institution, broker-dea1er, investment adviser, 

private equity fund or investment banking finn~ an~ each ofthem sh~: 

(a) To the extent they have possession, custody, or control ofsame, provide 

~ediateaccess to and ~ntrol and possession ofthe Recei~ershipEstate assets and records, 

including securities, monies, and property ofany kind, real and personal, including all keys, 

p.asswords, entry codes, and all monies deposited in any bank deposited to the credit ofthe 

Defendants, wherever ~ituated, and the original of all books, records, doCuments, accounts, 

computer printouts, disks, and the like ofDefendants to Receiver or his duly authorized 

agents; 

(b) Cooperate with the Receiver .!Old bis duly authorized agents by proinptly· 

and honestly responding to all requests for information regarding. Receivership' Assets and 

Records and by promptly acknowledging to thiId parties 'the Receiver's authority to act on 

behalf of the Receivership Estate and by providing such authorizatioils~ signatures, releases, 

attestatio~s; and access as the Receiver or his duly authorized agents may reasonably request; 
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(c) Provide the Commission with a prompt,· full accounting of all 

Receivership Estate assets and documents outside the territory:ofthe United States which 

. are held .ei~er: (1) by them, (2) for .their benefit, or (3) under their control; 

(d) . Transfer to the terri~ory ofthe United States all Receivership Estate assets 

and records in foreign countries held either: . (I) by them, (2) for their benefit, or (3) 

·under their control; and 

(e) Hold and retain all such repatriated Receivership Estate assets and 

docinnents and prevent any transfer, disposition, or dissipation whatsoever ofany such 

~ets or documents, until such time as they may be transferred into the possession of the 

Receiver. 

12. Any financial instit;ution, broker-dealer, investment ad~ser;private e<jmty fund or 

. investnient banking fum or person that holds, controls, or maintains accounts or assets of or on 

behalf of any Defendant, or has held, controlled, or maintained any account or asset of or on 

behalfofany defendant or reliefdefendant since January 1, 1990, shall: 

(a) Hold and retain within its control and prohibit t1)e withdrawal, removal, 

assignment, transfer, pledg~, hypothecation, encumbr~ce, disbursement, dissipation, 

conversion, sale, gift, or other disposal ofany ofthe assets, funds, or other property hel~ by 

.or on behalfofany defendant or reliefdefendant in any account maintained in the name ofor 

for the benefit ofany defendant or reliefdefendant in whole or in part except 

(i) as directed by further order ofthis Court, or 

(ii) as directed in writing by the Receiver or his agents; 

(b) Deny ~ccess to any safe deposit boxes that. are subject to access by any 

Defendant; and 
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(c) The Commission and Receiver may obtain,"by presentation 'ofthis Order, 

. documents, books, records, accounts, deposits, or- other information within the custody or 

cOntrol ofany person or entity sufficient to identify accounts, properties, liabilities, causes of " 

action, or employees ofthe Receivership 'Estate. The attendance ofa person or entity for 

examination and/or production ofdocuments may be compelled in-a manner provided in 

Rule 45, Fed..R. Civ. P., o~ as pro~ded un~er the laws ofany foreign country where such 

- docwnents, books, records, .accounts, deposits, or testimony may be located; 

13'. The Defendants, their officers, agents, and employees and all persons in activ"e 

concert orparticipation with them and other persons who have notice ofthis Order by personal 

servite or otherWise, are hereby restrained and enjoined from ~estroying, mutilating, concealing, 

altering, tr~sferring, or otherwise disposing of, in any manner, dhectly or indirectly, any 

contracts, accounting data, correspondence, advertisenlents, computer tapes, disks or other 

computerized records, books, written or printed records, handwrittennotes, telephone logs, 
. . 

t~lephone scripts, receipt books, ledgers, personal and business canceled che~ks and check 

registers, bank: statements, appointment books, copies offederal, state, or local business or 

personal income or Property tax returns, and other documents or records ofany kind that relate in 

any way to the Receivership Estate or are relevant to ~ action. 

14. The Receiver .is hereby authorized to make appropriate notification to the United 

States Postal Service to forward delivery of any mail addressed to the Defendants, or any 

company or entity under the direction and control of the Defendants, to himself. Further, the 

Receiver is hereby au~onzed to open and inspect all such mail to determine the location or 

identitY ofassets or the existence and amount of claims. 
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15. 'Nothing in this ilider shall prohibit any federal or state law enforcement or 

regiJIatory authority from commencing or prosecuting an action against ,the Defendants, their 

agents, officers, or employees. 
::.' '.'~. 

So Ordered and signed, this JfL day ofFebrnary 2~09. 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
 

DALLAS DIVISION
 

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION, § 
§ 

Plaintiff, § FIRST AMENDED 
§ COMPLAINT 

v. § 
§ Case No.: 3:09-cv-0298-N 
§ 

STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK, LTD., §
 
STANFORD GROUP COMPANY, §
 
STANFORD CAPITALMANACEMENT, LLC, §
 
R.ALLEN STANFORD, JAMESM. DAVIS, and §
 
LAURAPENDERGES~HOL~ §
 

§
 
Defendants, §
 

and §
 
§
 

STANFOlID FINANCIAL GROUP, and· §
 
THE STANFORD FINANCIAL GROUP BLDG INC., §
 

§
 
ReliefDefendants. §
 

-----------------§, 

PlaintiffSecurities and Exchange Commission alleges: 

SUMMARY 

1. For at least a ~ecade, R. Allen Stanford and James M. Davis, through companies 

they control, including Stanford International Bank, Ltd. ("Sm") and its affiliated Houston-b~ed 

investment advisers, Stanford Group Company ("SGC") and Stanford Capital Management 

("SCM"), executed a massive Ponzi scheme. In carrying out the sche!lle, Stanford and Davis 

misappropriated billions of dollars of investor funds and falsified SIB's fmancial statements in 

an effort to conceal their fraudulent conduct 

2. Laura Pendergest-Holt, the chief investment officer of Stanford Financial Group 

("SFG") and a member of SIB's investment committee; facilitated the fraudulent scheme by 
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misrepresenting to investors that she managed SIB's multi-billion investment portfolio of assets 

and employed a sizeable team ofanalysts to monitor the portfolio. 

3. By year-end 2008, SIB had sold approximately $8 billion of self-styled 

"certificates ofdeposits" (the "CD")by touting: (i) the bank's safety and security; (ii) consistent, 

double-digit returns on the bank's investment portfolio; and (iii) high return rates on the CD that 

greatly exceeded those offered, by cOinIllercial banks in the United States. 

4. Contrary to SID's public statements, Stanford and Davis, by February 2009, had 

misappropriated at least $J.6 billion of investor money through bogus personal loans to Stanford 

and "invested" an. undetenninedamount of investor funds in speculative, unprofitable private 

businesses controlled by Stanford. 

5. In ;n1 effort to conceal their fraudulent conduct and maintain the flow of investor 

money into Sill's coffers" Stanford and Davis fabricated the performance of the b~'s 

investment portfolio. :Each month, Stanford and Davis decided on a pre-deteimined return on 

investment for SID's portfolio. Using this pre-determined number, SIB's internal accountants 

reverse-engineered the bank's fmancial statements to report investment income that the bank did 

not actually earn. SI13"'s fulancial statements, which were approved and signed by Stanford and 

Davis, pore n<? relationship to the actual performance ofthe bank's investment portfolio. 

6. In addition to ~ales of the CD, SGC and SCM advisers, since 2004, have sold more 

than $1 billion of a proprietary mutual fund wrap program, called Stanford Allocation Strategy 

("SAS"), using materially false and misleading historical perfonnance data. The false data enabled 

SGC/SCM to grow the SAS program from less than $10 million in 2004 to over $1.2 billion in 2009 

and generate fees for SOCISCM (and ultimately Stanford) in excess of$25 million. The fraudulent 

SAS performance results were also used to recruit registered financial advisers with significant 
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books of business, who were then heavily incentivized to re-allocate their clients' assets to SIB's 

CD program. 

. . 

7. By engaging in the conduct described in this Complaint, Defendants directly or 

indirectly, singly or in concert, have engaged, and unless enjoined and restrained, will again 

engage in transactions acts, practices, and courses of business that constitute violations of 

Section 17(a) of the Securities Act of 1933 ("Securities Act") [15 U.S.G. §§ 77q(a)], and Section 

IO(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 ("E?,change Act") [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)], and 

Exchange Act Rule 10b-5 [17 C.F:R. § 240.10b-5] or, in the a~temative, have aided and abetted 

.such violations. In addition, through their conduct descnbed herein, Stanford, SOC, and SCM 

have violated Section 206(1) and (2) of the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 ("Adviser's Act'') 

[15 U.s.C. §§ 80b-6(I) and 80b-6(2)] and Davis and Pendergest-Holt have aided and abetted 

such violations. Finally, through their actions, SIB and SGC have violated Section 7(d) of the 

Inv~stmentCompany Act of 1940 ("Investment Company Act") [15 U.S.C. § 80a-7(d)]. 

JURISDICTIONAND VENUE 

8. The investments offered and sold by the Defendants are "securities" under 

Section 2(1) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77b], Section 3(a)(1O) of the Exchange Act [15 

U.S.C. § 78c], Section 2(36) of the Jnvestment Company Act [15 U.S.C. § 80a-2(36)], and 

Section 202(18) ofthe Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-2(l8)]. 

9. Plaintiff Commission brings this action under the authority conferred upon it by 

Section 20(b) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77t(b)], Section 21(d) of the Exchange Act [15 

U.S.G. § 78u(d)], Section 41(d) of the Investment Company Act [15 U.S.C. § 80a-4I(d)], and 

Section 209(d) of the Advisers Act [I5 U.S.G. § 80b-9(d)] to temporarily, preliminarily, and 

permanently enjoin Defendants from future violations of the federal securities laws. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd, et al. 
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10. This Court has jurisdiction over this action, and venue is proper, under Section 

22(a) of the Securities Act [15 U.S.C. S77v(a)], Section 27 of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 

78aa], Section 43 oHhe Investment Company Act [15 U.S.C. § 80a-43]; and Section 214 of the 

Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-14]. 

II. .Defendants have, directly or indirectly, made. use of the means Of instruments of 

transportation and communication, and the means Of instrumentalities of interstate commerce, or 

of the mails, in connection with the transactions, acts, practices, and courses of business alleged 

herein. Certaih of the transactions, acts, practices, and courses of business occurred in the 

Northern District ofTexas. 

DEFENDANTS 

12. Stanford International Bank, Ltd. purports to be a private international bank 

domiciled in St. John's, Antigua, West Indies. SIB claims to serve 50,000 clients in over 100 . 

countries, With assets under management of approximately $8 billion. Uillike a. cOIlmietcial 

bank, SIB claims that it does not loan money. SIB sells the CD to U.S. investors through SGC, 

its affiliated investment adviser. 

13. Stanford Group Company, a Houston-based corporation, is registered with the 

Commission as a broker-dealer and investment adviser. It has 29 offices located throughout the 

. United States.	 SQC's principal business consists of sales of SIB-issued securities, marketed as 

certificates of deposit. SGC is a wholly owned subsidiary of Stanford Group Holdings, Inc., 

which in turn is owned by R. Allen Stanford. 

14. Stanford Capital Management, a registered investment adviser, took over the 

management of the SAS program (formerly Mutual Fund Partners) from SGC in early 2007. 

SCM markets the SAS program through SGC. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank. Ltd., et of
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15. R. Allen Stanford, a citizen of the U.S. and Antigua, West Indies, is the chainnan 

ofthe board and sole shareholder ofSm and the sole director ofSGC's parent company. During 

the Commission's investigation, Stanford refused to produce documents and infonnation 

accounting for the bank's multi-billion dollar investment portfolio. 

16. James M. Davis, a U.S. citizen and resident of Baldwyn, Mississippi, is a director 

..	 and chief financial officer ofSFG and SIB. Davis maintains offices in Memphis, Tennessee, and 

Tupelo, Mississippi. During the Commission:~s investigation, Davis refused to provide 

documents and infonnation accounting for the bank's multi-billion dollar investmentportfolio. 

17. Laura Pendergest-Holt, is the chief investment officer of SFG and a resident of 

Baldwyn, Mississippi. She was appointed to SIB's investment committee on December 7, 2005. 

She supervises a group of analysts who "monitor" the perfonnance of a small portion of SIB's 

portfolio. 

STATEMENT OF FACfS
 

Stanford International Bank
 

18. Stanford controls a web of private affiliated companies that operate under the 

name Stanford Financial Group. Stanford is the sole owner ofSFG. 

19. SIB, one of SFG's affiliates, is a private, offshore bank located in Antigua. SIB 

purports to have an independent board ofdirectors, an investment committee, a chief investment 

officer and teams of global portfolio advisers and analysts. 

20. The vast majority of the bank's assets are managed exclusively by Stanford and 

Davis. Stanford and Davis surrounded themselves with a close-knit circle of family, mends and 

confidants. Accordingly, SIB, and in turn Stanford and Davis, had no independent oversight 

over SIB's assets. 

SEC v. StanfordInternational Bank; Ltd., et of.
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21. As of November 28,2008, SIB reported approximately $8 billion m total assets.

SIB aggregated customer deposits, and then purportedly re...:mvested those funds in a "globally

diversified portfolio" of assets.

22. SIB sold more than $1 billion"m CDs per year between 2005 and 2008, mcluding

sales to U.S; investors.

23. SIB marketed the CD to investors in the United States exclusively through SGC

advisers pursuant to a Regulation D private placement. In connection with the private

placement, SIB filed several Forms D with the Commission.

24. As m4icated by the following chart from sm's training materials, for almost

. fifteen years, SIB claimed that it has earned consistently high. returns on its investment of

deposits (rangmg from 11.5% in 2005 to 16SYo m 1993):
STANFORD INTERNATIONAL BANK
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25. SIB sold the CD usmg these purported returns on investment.

26. SIB's purportedly high returns on mvestment allegedly enabled the bank to pay

significantly higher rates on the CD than those offered by U.S. banks. For example, SIB offered

7.45% as of June 1,2005, and 7.878% as of March 20, 2006, for a fixed rate CD based on an

SEC v, Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et 01.
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mvestment of$100,000. On Novembet 28,2008, SIB quoted 5.375% on a3-year flex CD, while 

comparable U.S. bimk CDs paid under 3.2%. 

27. SIB paid disproportionately large commissions to SGC for the sale of CDs. SGC 

received a 3% trailing fee. from SIB on sales of CDs by SGC advisers~ SGC advisers received a 

1% commission upon the sale of the CDs, and were eligible to receive as much as a 1% trailing 

cottnnission throughout the tetIIi: of the CD. 

28. SGC used this generous commission Structure to recruit established financial 

adVisers to the finn. The commission structure also provided apowe'rful incentive for SGC 

financial advisers to aggressively sell CDs to investors. 

29. In 2007, sm paid SGC and'its affiliates more than $291 million in management 

fees ~d CD sales, up from. $21 1 million in 2006. 

30. SIB segregated its investment portfolio into three ti~rs: (i) cash and cash 

equivalents ("Tier 1"); (ii) investments with "outside portfolio managers (25+)" that were 

monitored by the SFG analysts ("Tier 2"); and (iii) unknown assets managed by Stanford and 

Davis ("Tier 3"). As of December 2008, Tier 1 represented approximately 9% ($800 million) of 

SIB's portfolio. Tier 2, 'prior to the bank's decision to liquidate $250 million of investments in 

late 2008, represented approXimately 10% of the portfolio. And Tier 3 represented approximately 

80% ofsm's investment portfolio. 

SIB's Fraudulent Sale of CDs 

Stanford and Davis Misappropriated Investor Funds and Fabricated SIB's Financial 
Statements 

31. In selling the CD to investors, SlB touted, among other things, the CD's safety 

arid security anrlSIB's consistent, double-digit returns on its investment portfolio. 

SECv. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al. 
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32. In its brochure, SIB told investors, under the heading ''DepositbrSecurity,'' that 

its investment philosophy is "anchored in time-proven conservative criteria, promoting stability 

in [the bank's] certificate of deposit." SIB also emphasized that its "prudent approach and 

methodology translate into deposit security for our customers." 

33. Stanford, Davis and Pendergest-Holtapproved the use of the. brochure. 

34. Contrary to SIB's representations.in the brochure about depositor security, sm 

made, with Davis's knowledge, at least $1.6 billion in undocumented "loans" to Stanford, These 

Wldocumented loans were never disclosed in SIB's financial statemeIits Or other communications 

with investors. 

35. In an effort to conceal their fraud and ensure that investors continued to purchase 

the CD, Stanford and Davis fabricated the performance ofSIB's mvestment portfolio. 

36. In SIB's Annual Reports, SIB tqld investors that the bank earned from its 

"diversified" investments approximately $642 million in 2007, and $479 million in 2006. 

37. SIB's fmancial statements, including its investment income, are fictional. In 

calculating SIB's investment income, Stanford and Davis provided to SIB's internal a.ccountants 

;1. pre-determined return on investment for the bank's portfolio. Using this pre-?etennined 

number, SIB's accountants reverse-engineered the bank's fmancial statements to reflect 

investment income that SIB did not actually earn. 

38. Between February 2 and February 6, 2009; Stanford and Davis admitted, during a 

meeting with a core group of senior employees (including Pendergest-Holt) in Miami, Florida, 

that they had misappropriated investor funds and falsified SIB's financial statemeilts. 

39. Incredibly, four days after the Miami meetings, Pendergest-Iiolt made a twO-hour 

presentation to the Commission's staff - and subsequently testified under oath - regarding the 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd, et al. 
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whereabouts of SIB's multi-billion dollar .investment portfolio. During her presentation and 

testimony, Pendergest-Holt denied any lmowledge concerning the status of the vast majority of the 

bank's assets and failed to disclose that Stanford and Davis had misappropriated investor funds. 

SIB Misrepresented That It Received a Ozpital Infusion 

40. In its December 2008 Monthly Report, sm tol4 investors that the bank had 

received a capital infusion of$541 million on November 28,2008.. 

41. . This representatioll was false. SIB did not receive a capital infusion of $541 

million. fustead, Stanford contributed to SIB equity ititerests.in two pieces of real estate that the 

bank already owned. The real estate was valued at approximately $88.5 million when acquired. 

42. By virtue oftheir positions on SID's board ofdirectors and investment committee, 

Stanford and Davis knew that: (i) Stanford did not make a $541 million capital infusion into SIB; 

(ii) SIB, not Stanford, owned the real estate; and (iii) the real estates value was approximately 

$88.5 million, not $541 million. 

43. Stanford, Davis and Pendergest-Holt approved the December 2008 Monthly 

Report. 

Stal1ford and Davis Misrepresented the Liquidity ofSIB's Investments 

44. In its 2006 and 2007 Annual Reports, sm told investors that. the bank's assets 

were invested in a ''well-balanced global portfolio of marketable [mancial instruments, namely 

U.S. and international securities and fiduciary placements." More specifically, as shown below, 

sm represented that its 2007 portfolio allocation was 58.6% equity, 18.6% fixed income, 7.2% 

precious metals and 15.6% alternative investments: 

SECv. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et af. 
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45. In its CD brochures,. sm emphasized the importance.of investing in "marketable" 

securities, sayirig that "tn~inUlining the highest degree of liquidity" was a "protective fac1.0r for 

our depositors." 

46. Consistent with its Annual Reports and brochures, SIB trained SGC fm~cial 

advisers, in February 2008, that "liquidity/marketability of SIB's invested assets" was the "illost 

important f-actor to provide security to SIB clients." 

47. Stanford and bavis approved and/or signed the Annual Reports, brochure and 

training materials. 

48. Contrary to SIB's represehtations regarding the liquidity of its portfolio, SIB did. 

not invest in a "well-diversified portfolio of highly matketable securities." Instead, significant 

portions of the bank's portfolio were misappropriated by Stanford used by him to acquire private 

equity and real estate. In fact, at year-end 2008, the largest segments of the bank's portfolio 

were: (i) undocumented "loans"to Stanford; (ii)private equity; and (iii) over,;.valued real estate. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank. Ltd. et al. 
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SIB Trained Financial Advisers to Misrepresent that Its Multi-Billion Dollar 
Investment Portfolio was Managed by a Global Network ofPortfolio Advisers, 
Monitored By a Team ofAnalysts andAudited by Regulators 

49. Prior to making investment decisions, proSpective investors routinely.asked how 

SIB safeguarded and monitored its assets. Investors frequently inquired whether Stanford could 

"run off with theinoney." 

50. In response to this question, at least during 2006 and much of Z007, Pendergest-

Holt trained SIB's senior investment officer ("SIO") to tell investors that the bank's multi-billion 

dollar portfolio was managed by a "global network ofportfolio managers" and "monitored" by a 

team of SFG analysts in Memphis, Tennessee. In communicating with investors, the SIO 

. I 

followedPendergest-Holt's instructions, telling investors that SIB's investment portfolio was 

managed by a global network ofmoney managers and monitored by a team ofZo-plus analysts; 

51. Neither Pendergest-Holt nor the SIO disclosed to investors that the "global 

network" ofmoney managers and the team of analysts did not manage any of SIB's investments 

. and only monitored approximately 10% of SIB's portfolio. In fact, Pendergest-Holt trained the 

810 "not to divulge too much" about the oversight of SIB's portfolio because that infonnation 

"wouldn't leave an investor with a lot of confidence." Likewise, Davis instructed the SIO to 

"steer" potential CD investors away from information about SIB's portfolio. 

52. In addition, the SIO; at Pendergest-Holt's direction, told investors that their 

deposits were safe because the Antiguan re~ator responsible for oversight of the bank's 

investment portfolio, the Financial Services Regulatory Commission (the "F8RC"), audited its 

financial statements~ 

53. Contrary to SID's representations to investors, the FSRC did not audit or verify 

the assets SIB claimed in its fmancial statements. Instead, SIB's accountant, c.A.S. Hewlett & 
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Co., a small local accounting firm in Antigua was responsible for auditing SIB's multi-billion 

dollar investment portfolio. 

Stanford., Davis and Pendergest-HoltLied ta FinancialAdvisers 

54. On January 10, 2009, Stanford, Davis and Pendergest;..Holt spoke to SIB's Top 

Performer's Club in Miami, Florida. 

55. During the meeting; Davis stated that sm was Ustrc;>nger" than at any time in 

history~ Stanford, Davis andPendergest-Holt represented that SIB was secure and built on a 

.strong fOundation, and that its fmancial condition was shored lIP by capital infusions.. 

56. ButDavis failed to disclose that he had been infoniled only days earlier by the 

head ofSIE's treasury that, despite their best efforts to liqui~te·tier two assets~ SIB's cash 

position had fallen from the June 30, 2008 reported balance of$779 million to less than $28 

million. 

57. Stanford and Davis failed to disclose to the attendees that: (i) .they had invested 

sm funds in a manner inconsistent with offering documents and its own fmancial statements and 

(ii) the November 28, 2008 capital infusion was a fiction. 

58. During her speech, Pendergest-Iiolt,· after being introduced as SFG's chief 

investment officer and a "member of the investment committee of the baIik.." answered questions 

about SIB's investment portfolio. In so doing, she faHedto disclose to attendees that she and her 

teain of analysts did not manage SIB's investment portfolio and only monitored approximately 

10% of the bank's investments. 

·59. Significantly, Stanford; Davis and Pendergest-Holt also failed to disclose that on 

or about December 12; 2008, Pershing, citing suspicions about SIB's investment returns and its 

inability to get from the bank "a reasonable level of transparency" into its investment portfolio, 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank. Ltd., et af.
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informed SGC that it would no longer process wire transfers from SOC to SIB for the purchase 

of the CD. 

60. Stanford, Davis and Pendergest knew that SGC advisers would use the 

information provided to them during the Top Performer's Club meeting to sell the CD. 

SIB Misrepresented That It Had No Exposure to Losses From .Madoff-.related 
Investments 

61. In the December 2008 Monthly Report, SIB told CD investors that the bank "had 

no direct or indirect exposure to any of [Bernard] Madoff's investments.':> 

6'2.· Contrary to this statement, Stmford, Davis and Pendergest-Holt knew, prior to the 

release of the Monthly Report, that SIB had. exposure to losses from investments with Madoff 

63. On December 12,2008 and again on December 18, 2008, Pendergest received e-

mails from Meridian Capital Partners, a hedge fund with which SIB had invested, detailing SIB's· 

exposure to Madoff-related loss~s_ 

64. On December 15, 2008, an SFG-affiliated employee notified Pendergest-Holt and 

Davis that SIB had exposure to Madoff-related losses iil two additional funds through which SIB 

had invested. That same day, Davis, Pendergest-Holt and others consulted with Stanford 

regarding the bank's exposure to Madoff-related IQsses. 

65. Stanford, Davis and Pendergest-Holt never corrected this misrepresentation. 

SGC and SCM's Fraudulent Mutual Fund Sales 

66. From 2004 through 2009, SGC and SCM induced clients, including non

accredited, retail investors, to invest in SAS, a proprietary mutual fund wrap program, by touting 

a fraudulent track record of"historical performance." 

67. SOC/SCM highlighted the purported SAS track record in thousands of client 

presentation books ("pitch books"). For example, the following chart from a 2006 pitch book 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et af. 
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presented clients with the false impression that SAS accounts, from 2000 through 2005,

outperformed the S&P 500 by an average ofapproximately 13 percentage points:

12.Q90,k 16.15% 32.84% ':3.33% 4.32% 18.04%

4.91% 10.88% 2R68% -22.10% -11.88% -9;11%

68. SGC/SCM used these pertorttlance results to grow the SAS program to over $1

billion in 2008.

69. saC/SCM also used the SAS track record to recruit fmancial advisers with

significant bOoks ofbusiness away from competitors. After arriving at Stanford, the newly-hired

fin~cial advisers were incentivized to put their clients' assets in the CD.

70. Other than the fees paid by SIB to SOC/SCM for CD sales, SAS was the most

significant source of revenue for saC/SCM. In 2007 and 2008, SaC/SCM received

approximately $25 million in fees from the marketing ofSAS.

71. The SAS performance results used in the 2005 through 2009 pitch books were

fictional and/or inflated. SaC/SCM misrepresented that SAS performance results, for 1999

through 2004, reflected "historical performance;' when, in fact, those results were fictional, or

"back·tested," numbers that did not reflect the results of actual trading.

72. SaC/SCM, with the benefit of hindsight, picked mutual funds that performed

extremely well from 1999 through 2004, and presented, the performance of those top-performing

funds to potential clients as if they were actual returns earned by the SAS program.

SEC v. Stanfordlnternational Bank, Ltd, et al.
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73. SOC/SCM also used "actual" model SAS performance results for 2005 and 2006 

that were inflated by as much as 4 percentage points. 

74. SOC/SCM told investors that SAS had positive returns for periods in which actual 

SAS clients lost substantial amounts. In 2000, actual SAS client returns n:mged from negative 

7.5% to positive 1.1%. In 2001, actual SAS client returns ranged from negative 10.7% to 

negative 2.1%. And, in 2002, actual SAS client returns ranged from negative 26~6% to negative 

8.7%. 

75. SOC/SCM's management knew that the advertised SAS performance results were 

misleading and inflated. .And they also knew that the pre-2005 track record was purely 

hypothetical. 

76. As early as November 2006,. SOC/SCM investment adviSers began to question 

why their clients were not receiving the returns advertised in the pitch books, In response to 

these questions, SGC/SCM hired an outside performance reporting expert to review the SAS 

penonnance results. 

77~ In late 2006 and early 2007, the expert informed SGC/sCM that its performance 

results for the twelve months ended September 30, 2006 were inflated by as much as 3.4 

percentage points. Moreover~ the expert informed SOC/SCM manag~s that the inflated 

perfonnance results included unexplained "bad math" that consistently inflated the purported 

SAS performance results over actual client performance. Finally, in March 2008, the expert 

informed SOC/SCM managers that the SAS performance results for 2005 were also inflated by 

as much as 3.25 percentage points. 

78. Despite its knowledge of the inflated SAS returns, SOc/SCM management 

contiiJ.ued using the pre-2005 track record and I;lever asked the performance expert to audit the 

SECv. Stanford International Bank, Ltd, et 01. 15 
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pre-2005 perfonnan(;e. In fact, in 2008 pitch books, SGC/SCM presented the back-tested pre-

2005 performance data under the heading "Historical Perfonnance" and "Manager Performance"

alongside the audited2005 through 2008 figures. SGC/SCM's outside consultant testified that it

was «misleading" to present audited performance figures alongside back-tested figures.

79. Finally, as indicated the chart below, SOC/SCM blended the back-tested

performance with audited composite performance to create annualized 5 and 7 year perfonnance

figures that bqre no r~lation to actual SAS client performance:

C aIen!Iar Year Return
As Of March 2008

YlD 2007 2OD6 2llO5 2004 2ai~ :mtJ2. 2001 2DOD 1910

SASGrowth -7Mli. 1VO% Rf.ili% a83 '!6.15% 32il4~ .3.33% 4JZ% 16.04% 22.$%

S&P500 ·94."l' SA9%., 15.79% 4.91'% 1O..ll8% 21.63~ -22.1ll% clf1lin\. ·!U~ 2:11)1%

AnnualIZed Retums
(net annualZl!d, if IE!'Ss 1han 1 e<iI)

vm 1)U 3)6n 5}61S 7lfDS'
SQoe'-

SASGrowth -7.44% O.8O"k 9.36% 15.31" 1Ul3% 12.30"4

...

S&P500 -9.44% .0.08% 5J15% 11.32% :HO"I.. ~"5%

80. As evidence by its Use of fictional and/or inflated performance results in the pitch

books, SGC/SCM knowingly misled investors in connection with the sale ofSAS.

CAUSES OF ACTION

FIRST CLAIM
AS TO ALL DEFENDANTS

Violations of Section lOeb) of the Exchange Act and Rule lOb-S

81. Plaintiff Commission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 80 above.

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd, et al.
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82. Defendants, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others, in connection 

with the purchase and sale of securities, by use of the means and instrumentalities of interstate 

commerce and by use ofthe mails have: (i) employed devices, schemes and artifices to defraud; 

(ii) made untrue statements ofmaterial facts and omitted to state material facts necessary in order 

to make the. statements made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not 

misleading; and (iii) engaged in acts, practices and courses of business which operate as a fraud 

and deceit upon purchasers, prospective purchasers and other persons. 

83. As a part of and in furtherance of their scheme, Defendants, directly and 

indirectly, prepared; disseminated Or used contracts, written offering documents, financial 

statements, promotional materials, investor and other correspondence, and oral presentations, 

which contained untrue statements ofmaterial facts and misrepresentations ofmaterial facts, l:lnd' 

which omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of 

the circumstances under' which they were made, not misleading. 

84. Defendants made the referenced. misrepresentations and omissions knowingly or 

grossly recklessly disregarding the truth. 

85. For these reasons, Defendants have violated and, lltlless: enjoined, will continue to 

violate Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act [15 U.s.C. § 78j(b») and Exchange' Act Rule IOb-5 

[17 C,F.R. § 240.1Ob-5]. 

Sl!COND CLAIM
 
AS TO STANFORD, DAVIS, AND PENDERGEST-HOLT
 

Aiding and Abetting Violations of Exchange Act Section1Ofb) and Rule lOb-5
 

86. Plaintiff Commission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 80 above. 

87. If Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt did not violate Exchange Act Section 

IO(b) and Rule IOb'-5, in the alternative, Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt, in the manner set 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., etal. 
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forth above, knowingly or with severe recklessness provided substantial assistance in connection 

with the violations of Exchange Act Section 10(b) [15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule lOb-5 [17 

C.F.R. § 240.IQb-5] alleged herein. 

88. For these reasons, Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt aided and abetted and, 

unless enjoined, will continue to aid and abet violations of Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act 

[15 U.S.C. § 78j(b)] and Rule 1Ob-5 [17 C.F.R. § 240.lOb'-5]. 

TlDRDCLAIM
 
AS TOALL DEFENDANTS
 

Violations of Section 17(a) ofthe Securities Act
 

89. PlaintiffCommission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 80 above. 

90. Defendants, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others, in the offer and 

sale of securities, by use of the means and instruments of transportation and communication in 

interstate commerce and by use of the mails, have: (i) employed devices, schemes or artifices to 

defraud; (ii) obtained money or property by means of untrue statements of material fact or 

omissions to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements made, in light of the 

circumstances under which they were made, not misleading; and (iii) engaged in transactions, 

practices or courses ofbusinesswhich operate or would operate as a fraud or deceit. 

91. As partof~nd in furtherance of this scheme, Defendants, directly and indire~tly, 

prepared, disseminated or used contracts, written offering documents, promotional materials, 

investor and other correspondence, and oral presentations, which contained untrue statements of 

material fact and which omitted to state material facts necessary in order to make the statements . . 

made, in light of the circumstances under which they were made, not misleading. 

92. Defendants made the referenced misrepresentations and omissions knowingly or 

grossly recklessly disregarding the truth. 
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93. For these reasons, Defendants have violated, and unless enjoined, will continue to 

violate Section 17(a) ofthe Securities Act [15 U.S.C. § 77q(a)]. 

FOURTH CLAIM
 
AS TO STANFORD, SGC, AND STANFORD CAPITAL
 

Violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act
 

94. ,PlaintiffCommission repeats and reallegesparagraphs 1 through 80 above. 

95. Stanford, SGC and, SCM, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others" 

knowingly or recklessly, through the use of the mails or any means or, instrumentality of ' 

interstate commerce, while acting as. investment advisers within the meaning of Section 202(11) 

of the Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. § 80b-2(11)]: (i) have employed, are employing, or are about to 

employ devic.es, schemes, aIidartifices to defraud any client or prospective client; or (ii) have 

engaged, are engaging, 'or are about to engage in acts, practices, or courses of business which 

operates as a·fraud or deceit upon any client or pros.pective client.
. , 

96. For these reasons, Stanford, SGC and SCM have violated, and unless enjoined, 

will continue to violate Sections 206(1) and 206(2) ofth:e Advisers Act [15 U.S.C. §§ 80b-6{l) 

and 80b-6(2)]. 

FIFTH CLAIM
 
AS rOSTANFORD, DAVIS,ANDPENDERGEST-HOLT
 

Aiding and Abetting Violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the Advisers Act
 

97. PlaintiffCommission repeats arid realleges paragraphs 1 through 80 above. 

98. Based on the conduct alleged herein, Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt, in the 

manner set forth above, knowingly or with severe recklessness provided substantial assistance in 

connection with the violations of Advisers Act Sections 206(1) and 206(2) [15 U.S.c. §§ 80b

6(1) and 80b-6(2)] 'alleged herein. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd.. et al. 
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99. For these reasons, Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt aided and abetted and, 

unless enjoined, will continue t6 aid and abet violations of Sections 206(1) and 206(2) of the 

Advisers Act [15 US.C. §§ 80b-6(1) and 80b-6(2)]. 

SIXTH. CLAIM
 
AS TO SIB AND SGC
 

Violations of Section 7(d) ofthe"Investment CompanvAct
 

100. Plaintiff CoIilmission repeats and realleges paragraphs 1 through 80 above. 

101. sm, an investment company not organized or otherwise created UIider the laws of 

the United States or ofa State, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others, made use of 

the mails or any means or instrumentality of interstate commerce, directly or indirectly, to offer 

for sale, sell, or deliver after .sale, in connection with a public offering, securities. of which SIB 

was the issuer, without obtaining an order from the Commission permitting it to register as an 

investment company orgaItized or otherwise created under the laws of a foreign country and to 

make a public offering of its securities by Use of the mails and means or instrumentalities of 

interstate commerce. 

102. sac, directly or indirectly, singly or in concert with others, acted as an 

underwriter for SIB, an investment company not organized or otherwise created under the laws 

of the United States or of a State that made use of the mails or any means or instrumentality of 

interstate COffiIllerce, directly or indirectly, to offer for sale, sell, or deliver after sale, in 

connection with a public offering, securities of which sm was the issuer, without obtaining an 

order from the Commission permitting it to register as an investment company organized or 

otherwise created uilder the laws of a foreign country and to make a public offering or its 

securities by use of the mails and means or instrumentalities of interstate commerce. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd, et al. 
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103. For these reasons, SIB and SOC have violated, and unless enjoined, will continue 

to violate Section 7(d) of the Investment Company Act [15 U.S.C. § 80a-7(d)]. 

RELIEF REQUESTED
 

Plaintiff Commission respectfully requests that the Court:
 

I. 

Temporarily, preliminarily and permanently enjoin: (i) Defendants from violating, or 

aiding and abetting violations of, Section 10(b) and Rule iOb-5 of the Exchange Act; (ii) 

Defendants from violating Section 17(a) of the Securities Act; (iii) Stanford, Davis, Pendergest-

Holt, SGC, and SCM from violating, or aiding and abetting violations of, Sections 206(1) and 

206(2) of the Advisers Act; and (iv) SIB and SCG from violating Section 7(d) of the Investment 

C<~mpany A<:t. 

II. 

Enter an Order immediately" freezing the assets of Defendants and directing that all 

financial or depository institutions comply with the Court's Order. Furthemlore, order that 

Defendants immediately repatriate any funds held at any bank or other financial institution not 

subject to the jurisdiction of"the Court, and that they direct the deposit of such" funds in identified 

accounts in the United States, pending conclusion oftllls matter. 

m. 

Order that Defendants shall file with the Court, and serve upon Plaintiff Commission and 

the Court, within 10 days of the issuance of this Order or three days prior to a hearing on the 

Commission's motion for a preliminary injunction, whichever comes first, an accounting, under 

oath, detailing all of their assets and all funds or other assets received from inves~ors and from 

one another. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank, Ltd., et al. 
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IV. 

Order that Defendants be restrained and enjoined from destroying, removing, mutilating, 

altering, concealing, or disposing of, in any manner, any of their books and records or docwnents 

relating to the matters set forth in the. Complaint, or the books and records and such dOCuments of 

any entities under their control, until further order ofthe Court. 

. V. 

Order the appointment of a temporary receiver for Defendants, for the benefit of 

investors, to marshal, conserve, protect, and hold funds and assets obtained by the Defendants 

and their agents, co-conspirators, and others involved in this scheme; wherever such: assets may. 

be found, or, with the approval of the Court, dispose ofany wasting asset in accordance with the 

application and proposed Order provided herewith. 

VI. 

Order that the parties may commence discovery immediately~ and that notice periods be 

shortened to permit the parties to require production ofdocuments, and the taking of depositions 

on 72 hours' notice. 

VII. 

Order Defendants to disgorge an amount equal to the funds and benefits they obtained 

illegally as a result of the violations alleged herein, plus prejudgment interest on that amount. 

VIII. 

Order civil penalties against Defendants pursuant to Section 20(d) of the Securities Act 

(15 U.S.C. § 77t(d)J, Section 2I(d) of the Exchange Act [15 U.S.C. § 78u(d)], Section 41(e) of 

the Investment Company Act [15 U.S.C. § 80a-41(e)], and Section 209(e) of the Advisers Act 

[15 U.S.C. § 80b-9(e)] for their securities law violations. 

SEC v. Stanford International Bank. Ltd., et al. 
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IX. 

Order that Stanford, Davis, and Pendergest-Holt immediately surrender their P4SSPOrts to 

the Clerk ofthis Court, to hold until further order of this Court. 

X. 

Order such further reliefas this Court may deeinjust and proper. 

.. Respectfully submitted, 

sfDavidB. Reece 
STEPHEN J. KOROTASH 
Oklahoma BarNo. 5102 
1. KEVIN EDMUNDSON 
Texas Bar No. 24044020 
DAVID B. REECE 
Texas BarNo. 24002810 
MICHAEL D. KING 
Texas Bar No. 24032634 
D. THOMAS KELTNER 
Te.xas BarNo. 24007474 
JA.SONROSE 
Texas Bar No, 24007946 

u.s. Securities and Exchange Commission 
Burnett Plaza, Suite 1900 
801 Cherty Street, Unit #18. 
Fort Worth, tx 76102-6882 
(817) 978-6476 (dbr) 
(817) 9784927 (fax). 
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1 Q.

Page 13

Okay. And do you remember how you first heard

2 about that in August of '97?

3 A Yes. I had taken it .upon myself, and I became the

4 branch chief to become familiar with ~ll of the registrants

5 in the area. And so this was going to be really a two-fold

6 process that was -- I thought was going to be very helpful

7 for selecting examinations and becoming familiar.

8 And one of those is -- and policy to review all of

9 the annual audits as they came in. One, you got to know what

10. the firm was like; and, two, you identified problems that --

11 in their annual audits, a wealth of information that would

12 target ~-*would make them a.good target for examinations.

14 June, or at least it used to· be. Anyway, it came in -- I was

.....:
.'.' ·..i:; .. ' . .

::.,f

13 So Stanford -- I think their fiscal year-end is in

15 reviewing the audit and became v~ry concerned in terms it had

16 only been open for two years; and the firm had gone from very

17 little revenue to an incredible amount of revenue in a very

18 short time period, which is very unusual.

19 MR.  : I'm sorry,which audit were you

20 reviewing?

21 THE WITNESS: This is there is an annual audit

22 that's reviewed to be filed, and I can't remember the form

23 name.

24

25

MR.  Okay.

THE WITNESS: XSA. I don't know.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 



Q Okay. So was this a cau.se examination?

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Uh-huh. So did you suspect that these matters that

you found which were unusual or extraordinary could be

related to fraud?

A Yes.

it. I'm not sure if it was cause because usually if 1 found

a reason to do an exam, I would also then look to see if

there was a potential oversight of FINRA or NASD at the time

because you would need to do so many of those. So you would

try to. --·even if I had a cause reason, try to also do an

oversight of FINRA'S activities.

THE WITNESS: You're looking like there's something

Page 14

But all broker-dealers have to file an annual

audit, and we get a copy of everyone of these in the office.

So in reviewing that, I noticed that it was very odd to have

the revenues go like that.

Secondly, in CD's -- I mean, CD's typically -

people get $10 for selling a CD. I had seen a few jumbo CD's

where people had gotten $50. . But· usually when a

broker-dealer sells a CD, ~t's a come-on to get people in the

door .. And they try to then steer them to some other product

either in addition to or instead of the CD. So all of those

revenues from CD's was extraordinary, so I scheduleq an exam.

I mean, I have to look atI'm not sure that weA
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1 nonsensical about my answer.

2 MR.  : Oh~ me? Oh, I wouldn't take my

3 expression to mean anything. No, no, I'm just thinking in

4 general.

5 THE WITNESS: Well, I may not be explaining enough

6 about the background. That's why I wanted to make sure of

7 it.

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Q

A

Q

A

MR.  :" Yeah, not at all. Not at all.

THE WITNESS: Yeah.

BY MR. KOTZ:

They call it a surveillance exam.

Oh.

Is that

Well, then surveillance -- when I did a

15 surveillance, that means that there was no oversight~ I

16 didn't know if it was fraud or not. Usually at that time, if

17 it were fraud if we called it cause, I'd have a specific

18 complaint.

19

20

Q

A

Uh-huh.

This, I didn't have a" complaint. I didn't have any

21 information like that. It just looked, for lack of a better

22 word, "hinky." It looked like that there was a problem, so I

23 called it a surveillance.

24 Q Okay. But, I mean, it was clear it was not kind of

")
:'

25 a routine exam. It was an exam that you initiated because

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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you were concerned about poss~le fraud?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Okay.

A Very undefined and indistinct, but there was

something unusual here that we needed to look at.

Q Okay. Now, were you aware at the time that there

had been a Texas State Securities Board examination --

A No.

Q -- as well? Okay. Did you learn that 1ater?

A Actually, I learned that last week.

Q Okay. And so in the end, it was your decision to

ini.tiate this examination?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And did ~ou have to run that by anybody?

A No.

Q Okay. And how'di.d you decide -- or ,did you decide

who would be conducting the examination?

A I am the one that decided who was going to go, and

this is where it becomes uncomfortable; .but I had the most

20~ confidence in   for the examiners. He probably was

'.

21

22

23

24

25

also available, and that helped; but he was a very good

examiner.

Q Okay. And was it based on his experience that you

had the most confidence in him or his general work?

A Well, experience is helpful. But many people have

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 



see.

BY MR. KOTZ:

MR. KOTZ: Okay. Well, let's focus- just on the

fact that you wanted  . Okay. We're going to show you'

a copy of .the exa~ report and then ask you some questions

about it.

the top, "Stanford Group Company, 5056 Westheimer, Suite

605." And it's a four page document, marked as Exhibit 2.

(Exhibit Number 2 was marked

for identification.)'

it says onI'll mark this as Exhibit 2. This is

Page 17

a lot of experience, but they don't necessarily have very

good judgment. And   had excellent judgment.

Q Okay. Great.

MR.  So why did that make you

uncomfortable? I guess, it seems

THE WITNESS: Because I don't want to be impugning

the other examiners. That's not something I'm anxious to

Q Do you recognize this document?

A Yes, I do.

Q Okay. And is it the exam report for the exam we

were just discussing?

A Yes, it is.

Q Okay. Who drafted this report?

A   .

1
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Q Okay. Did you review it?

A Yes.

Q Okay. You signed off on it?

A Yes.

Q And what about Mary Lou Felsman? Did she look at

it at all? Did she playa role?

A She would also look at the examinations. I would

review it ~nd sign off on it and giVe it to Mary Lou. And

sometimes she had comments, and sometimes not.

Q Okay. You don'trl3member what happened, in this

case?

A No, I don't.

Q Okay. Do you remember if you and  had any

differences of opinion or substantial comments or --

A No. His judgment was wonderful. I remember

looking at the docUIllents because this was very serious, and I

wanted to feel very comfortable with what -- what we were

alleging in here. So we did definitely spend time reviewing

the documents that he used to come to these conclusions so

that we could prepare to discuss it with Mary Lou'.

Q Okay. And did anybody in the SEC Washington's

office, would they get a copy or look at this report?

A They would when it was completed. We would send

them a co~y.

Q Okay. Do you know who in Washington might have

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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sales practices," what exactly does that mean?

A Well, that can be very broad. It can be really

anything besides looking atthefinancials, essentially.

Much of that would involve looking at the activity and

customer accounts, the supervision of the activity in those

. accounts, the type of products that were being sold, the

appropriateness of those products.

Q Okay. Was the Stanford Group Co:mpany cooperative

in connection with his examination?

A I don't specifically recall except for from reading

the report. You know, we didn't feel like we could get any

information regarding the actual bank.

Q And how come you felt that way?

A The specifics as to why I felt that way, I --

Q Okay.

A -- I don't recall. I remember feeling that way,-

but I don't remember why.

Q Okay; Were there .any specific documents or

19 . information that you were trying to· get in the examination

20. that they were unable to get or that was. refused?

21 A Is that mentioned in the report? I don't

22 specifically recall that.

23

24

Q

A

Okay.

Oh, well, we did want more information, I believe,

25 regarding the -- the money, the addition to capital. And I'm
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1 sure you'll have discussion with   , and he could.

2 probably he was down there talking with them. So he

3 rerne- -- may remember the specifics, but we were really

4 concerned about this. And we didn't feel like we could get

5 the information regarding the origins of those funds.

6 Q Okay. And why were you unable to get that

7 information? The company wouldn't give it to you?

8

9 but

10

A

Q

I don't recall the specifics. I assume that's why

Okay. Let me ask you some questions about the

11 specifics of this report --

.' .'.-" .
.. J

12

13

A

Q

Okay.

-- Exhibit 2. So under "Findings, Possible

14 Misrepresentations, Rule 10b-5,1I it talks about the fact that

15 SIB pays a recurring annual 3.75 percent referral fee to

16 Stanford Group. And then there is a footnote that says

17 "During 1996, the referral fee was S·percent."

18 And then the last line of Page 2·. of Exhibit 2, 1t

19 says "SIB pays out in interest and referral fees between 11

20 percent and 13.5 percent annually."

21 Do you know for how long a period that this was

22 going on·where they were paying out on these CD's between 11

23 percent and 13.7S percent annually?

24 A I don't recall. I do know· the firm started a

25 business in 1995, so I assumed it was related from 1995 on

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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because

.Q Okay.

A ~- that was my focus.

Q Okay. And it says in this report, again, on Page 2

of Exhibit· 2, II·SIB promotes its products as being safe and

secure." And then it references the brochure which· talks

about investment-grade bonds, ensure safety of assets,

traditional safeguards, a· conservative approach.

And then it says here, "Based on the amount of

interest rate and referral fees paid, SIB's statements

indicating these products to be safe appear to be

misrepresentations."

So was the conclusion of this examination that SIB

could not be paying out fees between 11 percent and 13.75

percent annually using such safe and secure investments?

A That's correct.

Q And so did you or  contemplate the

responsibility that SIB was notactua1ly investing these

monies in these CD's but perhaps was engaged in some sort of

Ponzi scheme or other fraud?'.

A That's correct.

Q Okay.. I mean, we - - do you have a sense at the

time of how unusual it was to have a CD with 11 percent to

13.75 percent of returns?

A I don't recall what returns were at 1997, but I do

~"

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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recall thinking this was absolutely ludicrous.

Q Okay. And why -- why do you say it was ludicrous?

A Because legitimate CD's do not pay that much over

market.

Q Okay.

A And the legitimate CD's do not also pay continuing

ongoing referral fees and certainly not ones of this size and

volurne~ It was, in my mind, impossible that this was a CD.

Q Okay.

MR.  : Do you know what the market return

rate was at the point of comparison around that time?

THE WITNESS: No.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q But you understood that these CD's that were paying

out between 11 percent and 13.75 percent was significantly

above market at that time?

A Yes. Well, this is interest and referral fees

together
....

Q Right.

A -- meaning it would have.to pay 11. Yes, I -- I

understood that to be, as I said, ludicrous, fantastical,

impossible.

Q Right. And isn't it the case that if they were

paying the customers between 11 percent. and 13.75 percent,

they must have been generating more than that for them to

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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make money, right, so in fact that returns were at least a

few percent above 11 and 7 -- 13.75?

A Well, the interest rate -- again, when we use the

11 to 13.75, that's .the interest rate plus referral fee to

the broker, correct. And then the bank itself would have to·

make even more. You know, what are they -- I don't know what

a spread is for a bank; but if it was just even one percent, .

now.you're looking nearly 15 percent annually on a

conservative investment, which is -- I can't think of enough.

words to describe how --

Q It's -- would you say it's impossible?

A Yeah.

Q And then there's another item if you look on Page 3

of Exhibit 2, 1t says "Item of interest, Addition to Capital.

During 1996, Stanford made a cash contribution of $19 mi~lion

to Stanford Group. We are concerned that the cash

contribution may have came from funds invested by customers

at SIB."

This fact that there was this very large cash

contribution and that the cash contribution may have come

from funds invested by customers,.was that a red flag, as

well?

A Yes. I assumed he was possibly stealing from

investors.

Q Okay. And that -- would that be a -- an attribute
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of Enforcement to investigate this company for possible fraud

based on what you found in the examination?

A That's correct.

Q And that fraud would potentially include a Ponzi

scheme, but it wouldn't necessarily be limited to a Ponzi

scheme?

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q This is an Office of Compliance Inspection ~d

Examina~ions Super Tracking and Reporting Systems, STARS.

And it's a five page document. Do you recognize this

document, Exhibit 3?

A I have seen a document like this before.

Q Okay. Do you know what it is? It looks lik~. some

kind of printout.

A Yes, just a printbut giving. s.ome basic information

regarding particulars on the examination.

Q Okay.' So what is the STARS system?

A It's just a system where we keep track of exams

that we started, when they were closed, a disposition, you

know, various different statistics that would want to keep
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regarding each examination.

Q Okay. It looks like there's a -- just a mistake

there on the front page where it says "Afghanistan"?

A Yeah, there were -- there was a while where there

was a some kind of glitch in it. And if you -- and it

would just stick in Afghanistan. We had a number at the time

that did that. It was -~

Q But it was --

A -- fantastical. We didn't -- we live in Texas. We

had no idea that we had be seated to Afghanistan.

Q Okay. So that was just a mistake; is that right?

A Ye~.

Q Okay. ~l right. If you look at th~ last page,

Page 5 of this document, the STARS printout, Exhibi.t 3, it

says "Viol.ations Description, possible misrepresentation,

possible Ponzi scheme." Do you See that?

A Yeah.

Q Do you know who would have put that in? Would that

have been you or  ?

A It probably wouldn't have been  . I don't

I don't remember.

Q Okay. And it might have been you?

A . It might have been me.

Q Okay. A question for you, if you look at the exam

report, which we marked as EXhibit 2, it .talks about possible

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A In discussions with Enforcement, they seemed to

believe" that that was a concern and maybe limited our

" interests.

Q Why was that?

A It was never clear tome.

Q So in your view, if there is a company of which the

SEC has jurisdiction, then they are engaged in fraud of

people outside the United States, that would still be

something that the SEC should look at?

A Absolutely. I I don't -- people may have tried

to explain it to me; but at the end, I -- I couldn't

understand, why would it matter; we have a U.S. broker-dealer

engaged in fraud.

Q We want to stop him from ripping everybody off,

even if they're not only ripping U.S. citizens, right?

A Absolutely.

Q Okay. And do you remember who -- who did you have

those conversations with?

A No. And that's why I've been crazy the last week

trying to remember the ·conversations. I do -- and I

explained to   , I go in and out. And so my

memory        , and this was sort

of one of the first big projects I worked on when I came back

after    . Not an excuse, but there's some things

I don't remember very well.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 examination? We can give you the names of a couple of people

2 who worked on the investigation if that would help.

3 A I know that the people that worked on the

4 investigation, and I -- it's like this blankness in my mind.

5 I remember when it was closed and that discussion. I

6 remember multiple discussions with Mary Lou regarding th~

7 fraud and the impossibility; but I don't recall talking about

8 this with   or   .

9 Q Okay. .Let me ask you this. How quickly after the

10 exam ended was the matter referred; do you remember?

11 A It was referred immediateiy, but you'll see that

12 they didn't open anything ·for a long time. Mary Lou actually

13 retired in January of 1998. And I was a very young branch

14 chief that had virtually no experience managing people and

15 going through   , and I remember being very

16 scared that I was left alone to try to make this happen.

17

18

Q

A

Okay.

And after she left, I obviously kept pushing. I

19 just can't recall because it took a long time to get anybody

20 to open something. Was it March of '98 before they even

21 opened it?

"

i
. ,;

22·

23

24

25

Q I believe it was May. Let me ask you this. You

said it was referred immediately. So the examination start

date was August 25th, 1997. The letter that was sent out

with the deficiencies. was September 25th, 1997. So when you

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 say immediately, during what time frame do you think it was

.,':

2

3

4

referr~d?

A

Q

Either at or before September 25th.

Okay. And so how does it work when you refer

5 something? What do you do, make a phone call, send a memo,

6 send an e-mail?

7 A I live through many different administrations here

8 in terms of how that's handled. I have

9

10

Q

A

How was it handled then in 1997?

Yeah~ You call the head of Enforcement and send

11· them over a report, go down there and talk to them about it,

12 sell it. If you can find an attorney that seemed interested,

........ '~ ..•..
.i..

13 that was usually the best way, to go get an attorney excited

14 about the case. And then you could go present it to the head

15 of Enforcement; ·and not only do we have this great case, we

16 have an attorney that wants to work it.

17 Q UQ.-huh. And so do you remember about how it worked

18

19

20

with respect t6the referral that took place either on or

\before September 25th, 1997 of the Stanfo~d exam findings?

A

21

22

23

24

Q

A

Q

A

Okay.

I can tell. you what I learned.

Okay.

I learned about the process. This is my first one

25 after I became branch chief, and I learned that you can't

I
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1 just send it over and periodically check or ask. I learned

2 you have to be a tiger.

3 Q Okay. But at that time frame, you at least

4 remember that you sent it over and periodically

.5

6

7

A

Q

A

They -;..

-- asked about it?

They -- they had it. And I know that I was more

8 aggressive than periodically asking about it. I just -- I

9 mean, I do remember talking to   ; but I -- I

10 don't remember if it was about this case. I -- I just don't

11 have memory. I'm sorry.

12 Q That's okay. Do you remember what the reaction was

· . '\~.~:'''~.
.. :..\

13

14

from the Enforcement folks? Initially you said you had to

kind of -- you were pushing it. So what was their-- what

15 was their pushback?

16 A Well, I remember the concerns being that they were

17 non-U.S. citizens. I remember -- I can't even tell you if I

18 remember them being. concerned. about it being a CD and them

19 calling it a CD. I don't recall that. The most significant

20 thing I remember at the time ~as it was a non-U.S. citizen.

21 Q And so that was the reas.on that some folks in the

22 Enforcement gave for not wanting to conduct an investigation

23 of the Stanford findings?

24

25

A

Q

Yes.

Okay.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Mary Lou Felsman has excellent memory at this time,

2 so she'll be a lot more helpful with you

3

4

5

Q

A

Q

Okay.

on this.

Do you remember if there ~as any discussions about

6 the possibility that this was a Ponzi scheme with the folks

7in Enforcement at that time?

8 A I don't recall the specifics. We all thought it

9 was a fraud. It didn't matter if it was a Ponzi scheme, was

10 it a money laundering scheme.

11

12

13

14

Q

A

Q

A

Now --

It was a scheme.

All right.

And there was just no question in our minds it was

15 a scheme, and there was nobody that we ever didn't express

16 our opinion like that to. Just the specifics, I --

17 Q And do you remember if anyone in Enforcement ever

18 expressed to you that they dido't think it was a fraud? Or

19 . was it these -- these .other· considerations, l.ike it didn't

20 affect U.S. citizens?

21 A It was always about other barriers. I don't recall

22 anybody saying it wasn't a fraud. Maybe -- I thought maybe I

23 was overly aggressive sometimes in my thou~ht about it being

24 a fraud. Of course, that, I dismissed. But it was more

25 related to barriers. This was a -- seen as a fantastically
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1 difficult case, and I couldn't convince them to do it.

2 Q But then at some point, a matter under inquiry was

3 opened; isn't that right?

4

5

6

A

Q

A

Yeah.

So at some point, you did convince them to do it?

No. I convinced them to open a matter under

7 inquiry, which is not the same thing as launching. At least

8 I got -- that's the beginning phase.

9 Q Okay. So how were you -- do you know how you were

10 able to convince them to open this matter under inquiry?

11 A I'm sure I was a pain in the ass.

12 Q Okay. And so that on so our records show the

13

14

matter of inquiry was opened on May 18th, 1998. So that was

several months after the referral; is that right?

15

16

A

Q

Yes.

Okay. There was an e-mail that I wanted.t6 show

17 you, as well. I'll mark the e-mail.

18 A There also was chaos in Enforcement at that time,

19 which didn't help.

20

21

Q

A

What kind of chaos?

Mary Lou Felsman, when she retired, they decided to

22· put Hugh-- eventually they decided to put Hugh Wright j,nto

23 that position, and he had been the head of Enforcement. So

24 he was leaving Enforcement and kind of caught in the worlds

25 between.
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1 And then Spence Barasch came in eventually to head

2 Enforcement, so it was just personnel change at the higher

3 level. And Spence is, you know, very different than Hugh.

4 Q So there was some sort of an absence of 1eadership

5 at that point in t~ in Enforcement?

6

7

A

Q

Well, sort of lame duck leadership. How's that?

Okay.. And that you think may have contributed to

8 the difficu1ty you were having in in getting Enforcement

9 to move on this matter?

10

11

12

A

Q

Yes ..

Okay. A11 right. Let me show you this document.

MR. KOTZ: We're going to mark it as Exhibit 6.

13

14

15

16

It's an e-mail.

(Exhibit Number: 6 was marked

for identificati6n~).

BY MR. KOTZ:

17 Q It says "Author:  ; Date, 5/18/98; 11:22 a.m."

18 I think it refers to   to Hugh Wright. Do you know

19 who   is?

20

21

22

23

A

Q

A

Q

Yes.

What was his position at that t~e;do you know?

He was an examiner. He was a staff accountant.

Okay. And Hugh Wright during this t~ period was

24 the head of Enforcement or he had taken Mary. Lou's job?

,
-.J ." 25 A In May? I don't know. And even if he had taken

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 Mary Lou's job, he may have still been very involved in

2 Enforcement.

3 Q Okay. In this e-mail, it says -- it talks about a

4 referral from U.S. Customs Department regarding possibly

5 money laundering and wanting information regarding our BD

6 ex~nat10n of Stanford. It's actually spelled Stamford, but

7 I assume means Stanford. "I orally provided him. info from

8 our report and deficiency letter."

9 What I guess we were curious about is, the referral

10 was made in September of 1997. Nothing happened for a long

11 time period.. And then the day that this· e-mail coincided

12 . with the date that the MOl was opened. Do you know if

there's any relationship?...•.. »
../

13

14 A It's very easy to open a MUI. We couldn't get them

15 to open a MUI, and maybe that's why I don't recall a lot of

16 discussion.

17 Q So you think that maybe this referral from the U.S.

18 Customs Department was what convinced Enforcement to finally

19 open a MUl?

20

21

A

Q

Yeah.

Okay. Do you remember anything about a referral

22 from .the Customs Department?

...
!

./

23

24

25

A

Q

A

No.,

Okay.

This could be why I was fuzzy about stuff.
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examination?

A It was August of '98.

Q Okay. And do you know who made the decision to

close the MOI?

requesting documents from Stanford as part of this inquiry?

A I don't recall anything except what's on the

records that I've looked at most recently regarding what they

did with the MOl.

Q Okay. And at a ceX'tain point in time, the MOI was

closed; is that right?

A I remember that vividly.

A This was a long time ago.

Q Okay.

A Again, this is talking about specific people; and

this makes me very uncomfortable. But   was not

particularly enamored with the examination process or -- that

was my impression. This was not an attorney I would have

steered it to because she was not one that was easily

approachable or· particularly enthralled.

Q Okay. Were you aware of Enforcement seeking

documents from Stanford in connection with the inquiry?

A I believe we gave them the work papers. I don't

remember handing it to them, but that was a --

Enforcement actuallyAnd do you remember them

Okay. And when was that?

Q

Q

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

'< 25

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A I was invited down to Spence Barasch's office, and

so I that's why I know I had to be involved because they

felt like they had to tell me personally because they didn't

expect a very happy response.

Q And so what were you told in September of '98

. A He went --

Q or August of '98? Excuse me. August of '98.

Sorry.

A He just went through some problems with the case;

but most'ly what I remember is. just sitting there 1.n shock and

disbelief and this incredible feeling of failure and g.reat

disappointment because I didn't know if I was limited in

terrnsof I didn't understand the Enforcement world or maybe I

was on a·different reality than they were.

Q What were the reasons that Spence Barasch gave at

that time; do you reinember?

A That's what lam tel.ling you. I was just like

going in and getting a very bad doctor's information. They

give you all sorts of detail, and somebody's writing it down.

It's

Q So was it clear to you at that point in August of

22 .1998 that it wasn'tthat·Enforcementhad looked into it and

23 determined there was no fraud, right? It was simply that

24 they weren't going to conduct a full-blown investigation of

25 the fraud?
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That's correct.

MR.  : Was there anyone else from the exam

3 program that was at that meeting that you were--

4

5

THE WITNESS: No. It was just me and Spence.

MR.  : So no other individuals at all, just

6 the two of you?

7

8

9

10 Q

THE WITNESS: Just me and Spence.

MR.  : Okay.

BY MR. KaTZ:

So do you know why Enforcement didn't conduct a

11 full-blown investigat~on of these concerns that the exam

12 report had come up with regarding fraud?

",
, ,j
., ..

13 A It was never clear to me. The reasons that were

14 given, just -- the only one I could remember was, you know,

15 th~t foreign citizens didn't make any sense. And, of course,

16 later we've done multiple cases out of this office that

17

18

involved mostly marked foreign citi~ens.

At some point in time it came up, yo'u know, about

19 CD's not being a security. That also had a great difficulty

20 for me becaus·e i t clearly wasn· r t really a CD. It wasn't

21 really a bank. These were just words they were using to

22 throw up dust and why they were stopping us from moving

23 forward.

24 It wasn't clear to me at all as to why it was

25 closed. I was never satisfied. I think what you're

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 referring to is ea~lier this year when I was at -- on a

2 social event with Spence Barasch, I asked him why because it

3 was all very fuzzy to me. And he just thought a moment and

4 said that Wayne Secore had told him there was nothing there.

5

6

Q

A

And who was Wayne Secore at that time?

Well, when we had the conversation,. I couldn't

7 figure out what Wayne Secore had to do with it, other than

8 they were friends. And Wayne Secore at one time had been the

9 head of the office. It was incomprehensible. I couldn't

10 figure out his connection, so· I asked around and found out

11 that Wayne Secore was the was representing. Stanford.

12 Q So Wayne Secore at one point was the head of the

,..... : ;

13 Fort Worth office of the SEC?

14

15

A That's right.

And then subsequent to that went to the private

16 sector and represented Stanford?

17

18

A

Q

That's right.

And so Spence Barasch told you that the reason why

19 the MOl was closed in 1.998 was because Wayne Secore who.

20 Spence Barasch knew from when he was· in the Fort Worth office

21 but who was then representing Stanford had told him there was

22 nothing there?

23

24

A

Q

That's correct. )

.Was there anybody else in that conversation with

25 you and Spence Barasch?
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A I don't think so. I think it was after dinner or

just getting ready for dinner. And, you know,   and

  were around. Were they around at the moment when

we had that conversation, I -- I couldn't tell you.

I know I asked   about it later. It may

have been another trip to New Orleans because I was so upset.

I didn't know how. serious Spence was in his answer. It was

very upsetting. It probably was maybe just a little

thumbnail sketch he thought I would be happy with.. I don't

know.

Q So when was the trip to New Orleans and this

conversation with Spence Barasch?

A It was -- I forgot to go back and look at the

dates. We went -- I think it was during the first week of

August, but it could have been the last few days of July of

this year.

Q Okay.

A I want to make it clear, I wasn't traveling like

there were many other people there. I'm not dating Spence

Barasch.

Q Okay. I ~asn' t thinking that, but that's good to

have on the record.

A I wasn't meeting him out of town.

Q So -- but where were you? You were out at you said

a social event?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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2 Steakhouse in Harrah's Casino in New Orleans.

3 Q Okay. Let me ask you this. Do you believe that at

4 that t~e or generally based on your knowledge of how the

5 Enforcement Division in Fort Worth did their work that there

6 was a reluctance to take on a matter that might be

7 complicated?

8 A Spence Barasch was brand-new, and I didn't have any

9 predetermined notions about what he would or wouldn't do.

10 And I was brand-new as a supervisor. All those perceptions

11 came -- any perceptions that I had about that would 'come

12 later.

·" ..
. . . .. :~

13 Q So what perceptions did come -- came later that may

14 have precipitated the decision back then that you, you know,

15 learned later on after you worked here for longer?

16 A I don't know if it was as much the case in '97, but

17 the commission is very interested in a fraud of the day. And

18 this wasn't ever the fraud of the day. This was also a very

19 difficult case. It was going to use a lot,of resources, and

20 that was unappealing.

21 And very much during the Cox administration,there

22 was concern that the Commission wasn't going to take anything

23 unless it was j,ust nailed down and perfect and beautiful and

24 that you might receive a lot of negative feedback unless you

25 had a case like that. And people wanted to avoid that sort
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of negative response so --

Q So you said it wasn't the fraud of the day. You

mean Ponzi schemes or those types of fraud cases?

A Well, a classic recent fraud of the day was

back- -- backdating options.

around. You drop everything.

options cases as possible.

When we were working on Stanford, the -~ one of the

fraud of the· day was market timing, late trading. And so

everyone is to use our resources to do that, and you just -~

chasing headlinei.

Q So is it fair to say that during your time in

commission there have been various points in time where there

were particular matters that it seemed like ~ou -- there was

an encouragement in the agency to look for; and this

particular type of fraud that you found as a potential in the

'97 exam was never one of those particularly -- areas of

fraud that were foc~sed on?

A This became fraud of the day after Madoff.

Q But prior to Madoff, this particu~ar type of fraud

that was potentially found in the '97 Stanford exam was never

the fraud of the day?·

A It was never the fraud of the day of the

Commission. Our -- to be fair, the Fort Worth office has

be·en one of the most aggressive offices in terms OT Ponzi
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1 sch~mes. And there's -- and so there's some irony there.

2 And we actually received a great deal of pushback

3 from all of the Ponzi schemes that we were doing. But most

4 of those are really quite easy to prove, and you can get into

5 court quickly. And we were just very aggressive on doing

6 those.

7 So during Hal and Spence's tenure, we did many

8 Ponzi schemes; but they were small in comparison. They were

9 much -- you know, very easily proven. Once they start to

10 break and you can get some bank records, I mean, in

11 comparison, the difficulty of those cases is, you know -- it

12 doesn't compare.

......
',. )

..
13 Q Okay. Was it your understanding that Spence

14 Barasch made the decision not to go forward with the '98

15 investigation of Stanford Group based on the '97 examination?

16 A That was my understanding because he called me to

17 his office to give me that information.

18 MR.  : Do you-know if Hal Degenhardt weighed

19 in at all in that decision?

20 THE WITNESS: I- have no idea. I don't-recall. He

21

22

very well may have. I

BY MR. KOTZ:

I donit know.

23 Q But is it fair to say as of the date that you were

24 informed that the-MUl had been closed and there .was not going

./
25 to be a full investigation of the findings from the '97

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 very involved in both sides.

2 Q And so what was it you -- what was your

3 understanding of what the IA branch was looking at exactly?

4 A That wasn't very clear to me just because it was

5 pretty much all broker-dealer stuff, and s6 I was unaware

6 that it was very significant in any tAo And I think that's

7 kind of what the report showed.

8 I mean, I think they found similar problems, but it

9 was much smaller in scope.   had a great

10 background in terms of being involved in what they used ·to

11 call small issues. And he had an issue where-- problems~

12 and so I think his report concentrated on --

Q Do you know if the IA exam got to the issue of how

14 Stanford was able to achieve these returns, which you said

15 were extraordinary or impossible?

16 A No. I just know the scuttlebutt was that we all

17 knew that it was a fraud and -- so we could go down there and

18 again demonstrate that it's a fraud and that there's a --

19 probably a fraud because we couldn't get -- we didn't have

20 all of the records.

21 Q So was it your uncierstanding that the IA examiners

22 who looked at Stanford after your group did also believed

23 there may have been a fraud?

24

25

A

Q

That was my understanding, yes.

Okay. I'm going to show you another document.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Q Uh-huh.

A And so whether or. not, you know, registered reps or

whether or not a f1rm can sell an unregistered offshore hedge

fund -- you know, maybe -- maybe you can. I don't know the

answer to that.

Q Okay. But one last question. And just generally,

your based on your understanding of the several different

bases that the SEC is asserting jurisdiction in the current

matter against Stanford, were those bases avai1able to the

SEC to assert had they -- in a '98 investigation and action,

had they pursued your referral? Did something change between

'98 and 2009 that made these arguments that they're making in

2009 viable and they wouldn't pave been viable in 1998?

A W~l~, they had two real positive things happen to

them that made it possible to.bring it in 2009. One is they

did finally get more information from the insider, which made

it easier to go directly to the fraud instead of going after

the broker-dealer .. They always

Q . I'm not talking about like evidentiary ,you know,

20 developments . I'm just t:a1king about legal theories. Were

21 the legal theories available in '98,· or was there something

22 that happened that made these theories available only in

232009, not in 1998, that you're aware of?

24 A Well, clearly when Madoff broke, that changed

,
,/

, :.,

25 everything. People felt like now, you know, maybe the courts
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1 will take us seriously and that the Commission will not turn

2 us down if we bring to them, you know, an imperfect case

3 where we don't have all of the documents.

4 So there came with that this sort of feeling of

5 maybe we really can do Stanford now whereas before they

6 didn't have that feeling.

7 The due diligence theory, I don't know if we

8 discussed it in '97. It would have been the same then as it

9 is now. There's just lots and lots of case law regarding the

10 due diligence theory,         

11   . They certainly had that option in '97.

12 Q Okay. One last questio~, just wrapping up. With

13. respect to the co~versation you had with Mr. Barasch in New

14 Orleans, I bel:ieve you pinned it to late July or August of

15 this year. And then if I understand your testimony

16 correctly, you said that you subsequently talked to   

17 about the conversation you. had with Mr. Barasch.

18 Can you give me a Iittl.e sense of ti.mi.ng and the

19 circumstances of your conversati.ons with   ?

20 A We Probably discussed it several times. He's very

21 anxious about discussing anything related to Stanford. He

22 doesn't want to know. He wants to be far away from it.

23 I believe we talked on another trip, a business

24 trip we were on in New Orleans. And we were at the same

25 steakhouse, and it was brought up. And I had discussion with

(b)(5), (b)(7)a 
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1  then. And he really didnlt want to talk about it, but

2 we were there at the same steakhouse where we had dinner with

3 Spence. So I I brought it back up to him'because it was

4 very upsetting to me and --

5 Q And the topi.c was not just the topi.c of Stanford

6 but the comment that Mr. Barasch had made about closing the

7 MOl because of representation by Wayne Secore?

8

9

A

Q

That's right.

Okay. This -- this time you were at -- that same

10 restaurant that you brought it up again with   , do

11 you have an approximate time, date?

12 A We took testimony in -- I think it's called Houma.

... -; .......
\

.",.' .!
13

14

15

16

17

18

And we stayed overnight in New Orleans at the Harrah's.

Probably October.

MR.  : All right. That's all I have.

MR.  : I just have one follow-up.

EXAMI NAT·ION

BY MR.  :

19 Q When you were discussing the p~rsonnel changes in

20 Fort Worth i.n 1998, you men.ti·oned. Spence Barasch replacing

21 Hugh Wri.ght as the head of Enforcement, and you described him

22 as very different than you,. . In what sense was he very

23 different?

".
\

.'

24

25

A

Q

He was just much more aggressive.

Who's he?
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1 worried about for some time and we were having -- I was

2 having a planning meeting with Mr. Hugh Wright regarding what

3 the schedule would look like for the 2005 fiscal year and he

4 expressed -- he thought it was very important that we do

5 Stanford Financial Group in the upcoming year.

6

7

Q

A

Did he say why he thought that was important?

I don't recall if he said why. We both knew why.

8 '1 was very anxious about doing it because I didn't think that

9 anything had changed so that we would necessarily be more.

10 effective than the past in terms of being able to get a case

11 done, so we had a discussion to that effect and Mr. Wright

12 was adamant that it was the right thing to do and we needed

13 to go do it.

14 And not that I disagreed with him, but he.was sort

15 of asking me to go to battle, I guess, in some way and it was

16 going to take a lot of energy and resources and so we talked

17 a lot about that and decided that the -- you know, the -- the

18 affected investors needed to be served and so this was how we

19 needed to do it.

20 Q Okay. And so when you say "battle," you mean a

21 battle with the enforcement division to get them to begin an

22 investigation out of the information that you had already

23 learned about Stanford in adqition to what you find in the

24 2004 exam?

25 I meant it in that way. It was a two-pronged
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1 battle.

2

3

Q

A

Okay.

Because Mr. Stanford had a very well set-up fraud

4 and it was going to be very challenging to break that down

5 and also with enforcement and what, could I bring to the table

6 or how could we bring it to the table so we could get action

7 on a referral.

8 MR. KOTZ: All right. Let me show you another

9 document. This is an e-mail dated 9/29/2004 from  

10  to   and   I'm going to mark

11 this as Exhibit 2.

12 (SEC Exhibit No. 2 was marked for

13 identification.)
·.'.'.

14

15 Q

BY MR. KOTZ:

Your name is not on this e-mail, but there's a

16 reference here from someone named   to   

17 saying, I did a search on the Stanford Group because we wer~

18 tracking down referra~s from OC to enforcement to seewhetller.

19 they had been fol~ow~dup on. Here's the information that I

20 found. And then it re~erences the previous -- a previous

\
. i

21

22

23

24

25

referral, both a referral in December of 2002 and an earlier

referral in 1998. Do you see that?

A Uh-huh.

Q Okay. So do you remember that at a certain point

in time they were tracking down referrals to see what

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Okay. And so what was your role in the 2004 exam?

I was not in the field, but it was very involved

3 from selecting the staff that were going to participate,

4 helping them develop the areas of focus.

5

6

Q

A

And so which --

Untold amounts of meetings. I helped them put

7 together the outline of the report and the outline of the

8 draft memo, very deeply involved in the details.·

9 Q Okay. And so who did you choose to conduct the

10 examination?

1'1 A I chose the two people that I thought had the most

12 experience and were likely the most capable examiners on

13 .. staff and that was   He had just corne over here

14from·F  or it might have been  at the time and· he had

15 maybe  years experience there, including being a

16 supervisor. And I selected   , who had· also

17 recently corne over from  . And he had been with the SEC

18 and  previous to coming to our office and he had·also

19 been a supervisor at  , extraordinarily capable staff~

20

21

22

23

24

Q Okay. And then what was   

   role?

A She was the Branch. Chief and --

Q She was not as involved as  and  ?

A She was not as involved. Although she was her

25 supervisor,--

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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 . And I had tremendous confidence in   and I

wanted it steered towards him.

The info that we had received was, you know, really

give it to the -trio and that th~y would handle it and I sort

of went around that and steered it to  .

BY MR. -KOTZ:

Q - Okay. And around this time, was there this

regulatory summit in Austin?

A Yes.

QCan you tell me what happened in Austin with

respect to the Stanford matter?

A I had asked Victoria to give a summary of our case

to ~resent to the other regulatory agencies that were there.

Hal Degenhardt, I believe, was there and I know Spence

Barasch was there. I don't recall if Jeff Cohen was there or

not. ~e may have been there at that one.

Victoria made her presentation. Spence was

dismissive of it, didn't think there was anything there. I'm

pretty confident that Hal was there and kind of echoed that.

It was very disheartening.

Q Did Barasch specifically say why he didn't think

there was anything there? What was his basis for that?

A I think he mentioned something about     

 .

Q Okay. And so what were the other regulatory

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)c 
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A Yes.

Q Okay. This was the first effort in that arena that

you're aware of to talk to Office of International Affairs',

. about Stanford?

A I don't know if enforcement had previously or at

anyotner point i,n time, I don't know. I know that we made"a:

decision that we were going to go ahead and start' withl~ke

the preliminary steps of an investigation and not end 'it . ; .

where ·an examination typically did. And Victoria: had..·.a· lot

of experience in this and she thought it was· one of the

places to go and basically start the investigation.

Q Okay. So you weren't aware of any contacts between

the Fort Worth office and OIA prior to April 2005 about

Stanford?

A None that I can recall.

Q Okay. And you don't .recall Office of International

Affairs responding by ~aying, Oh, you know, we heard abo-ut,·:~

·this already. We've already talked tofol.ks about Stanford~! .'.

I mean, did they give you the impression that this was

20' . something that had come up before?
.:,-

21

22

23

·24

:\ 25

A No. This -- my understanding this was' all quite·

novel.

.Q Okay.

MR.  : And back in 1998 and 2002 was that

ever given as one of the reasons why it would be· difficult· to

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Q Not necessarily.

A Jeff Cohen was     

           

         

            

    

He wanted to have all of his cases so they were

narrowed down to something so small and so bulletproof that

you could be exempt from any sort of·possible criticism that

it would tend to gut your case.

Q And so in effect he onl¥ wanted to bring cases that

were slam dunk, easy cases?

A Yes .

MR. KOTZ: Let me show you another document. We're

going to mark this as Exhibit 11. This is an e-mail from

Jeffrey Cohen to you 06/24/05, 11:13 a.m. Exhibit 11.

(SEC Exhibit No. 11 was marked for

identification.)

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q And this references in this e-mail string, it·

references a communication with someone at NASD,  

 , a conference call to discuss Stanford Group that took

pl~ce in June of 2005. Do yo~ remember. what that was about?

What the conference call or any communications with NASD was

about at that time?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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I don't recall specifically. I think Jeff was very

2 hopeful that we could get the NASD to do the case instead of

3 us.

4 Q And so if there was a case that, say, wasn't a slam

5 dunk, easy case that could not be subject to any criticism,

. 6 was Jeff Cohen interested in having somebody else do it other

7 than SEC?

8

9

A Anybody, anywhere but him.

MR.  : And what could the NASD have done that

THE WITNESS: I think the real optimistic hope, and

there is some validity to this, is that under the rule about

knowing your customer or under the rule about is it just and

equitable principles of trade, somet.hing like that, that your

.J

10 the SEC Gould not have done at this point concerning Stanford

11 in the Summer of '05?

12

13

14

15

16 standard would be less than the standard to prove fraud and,

17 therefore, perhaps they could do a case with less evidence or

18 less show of egregiousness than it would take to do a fraud

19 case.

20 BY MR. KOTZ:

21

22

Q

A

Did the NASD ever bring a case, to your knowledge?

They brought a couple de minimis cases. I'm sure

23 one of the next things you'll bring up is our referral to the·

24 NASD.

. i 25 MR.  : I mean, how did this reaching out to

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 NASD start? Was that -- we've gone from May, when it's an

2 SEC matter to June. Do you know whose idea it was to ~nvolve

3 NASD or who first reached out to NASD?

4 THE WI~NESS: I don't recall who in enforcement

5 asked. I believe Hugh Wright, because I believe Hugh Wright

6 asked me or he asked me through Victoria, I don't reme~er,

7 that this should be referred over to NASD.

8 So I complied and suggested it to   over

9 at NASD, but I felt that the idea was ludicrous and, quite

10 frankly, after the rererral was made I just pretended like it

11 had never happened.

12 BY MR. KOTZ:

, : 13 Q So we're going to mark now as Exhibit 12 the June

14 29th, 2005 letter to   and just to confirm this

15 is the referral you're referring to.

16 (SEC Exhibit No. 12 was marked for'

17 identification.)

18

19

20

21 Q

MR.  : Or a draft thereof.

TH~ WITNESS: Yes.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Okay. Let me show you another document. This is

22 dated 07/12/05, 10:11 a.m. from Victoria Prescott to you,

23   and   I'm going to mark this as Exhibit

,24 13.

25 (SEC Exhibit No. 13 was marked for

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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questionnaires?

2 A We did receive responses and my recall was that the

3 responses were generally that people were happy.

4 Q Did any investors express any concern that they'

5 were getting this questionnaire, that perhaps 'the SEC"was ·c'"':'.;

6

7

looking at this matter?

I don't recall that.

.:. ..., ,...

8· Q Okay. So with respect to this e-mai:l dated -- this

9 'e':"mail string from 10-24-2005, you were infomed by  'c':

10  t~at .the decision was made to close the Stanford, .

11 investigation. And is it correct that it was your ; . .!. ~ ~...:::... . .

12 understandil1g that Jeffrey Cohen made that decis'ion? .' ...:.,;.

.13 A Yes. I immediately called  arid. she told'me

14 that that's what Jeff wanted to do.

15

16

17

Q

A

Q

And how did you react?

I reacted in a very negative fashion.

Okay. And you didn't want to let th'at' just end :the

18 thing; is that right?

19 A Yes. I went into gear to protect the case. I

20 wasn't going to accept that, so I immediately went to 'Kit .

21 Addleman, and I think that's actually when I got the .".' ..

22  call, that's -- from Jeff, because I· went to. Kit

23 telling her how mueh we needed not to close this.' and :tha·t .'

24 angered him because she told him about that. Talso believe

'..
I

. '
25 I went to Jim Clarkson.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 those conversations with Kit in a way that Jeff would have

2 known about or been a part of before he wrote this memo?

3 THE WITNESS: Yes, because when he decided to close

4 it, I went to Kit and I believe to Jim Clarkson. I know I

5 went to Jim Clarkson. And Kit told Jeff about me going to

6 him and that's when he got very angry at me and called me

7 with the  call about not to go around him to Kit.

8 He had been trying to my impression was to limit

9 the information to Kit and control that flow of information.

10 And so by going around him, Jim and Kit were exposed to, you

11 know, more info on the case.

12 Kit and Jim also hadn't been here for very long, so

13 we hadn't had a lot of discussion, but I knew that she had

14 told Jeff because he was angry with me about me having told

15 Kit. .

16 BY MR. KOTZ:

17 Q And in some fashion it was conveyed by Kit to Jeff

18 that you agreed ':"'- that Kit agreed with you and was going to

19 authorize an investigation?

20 A Well, Kit was interested enough to at least have a

21 meeting where we would present both our sides.

22

23

Q

A

Right.

And I don't know if Kit had expressed to him that

24 she agreed with me or that -- my impression was that Jeff

25 just didn't think" that he would be able to carry the day at

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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are the chances of that, but --

MR.  : Did anyone ever disagree with those

red flags? We see no evidence that anyone, you know, sort of

took on the predicate, if you will, of your referral and

said, No, I donit think these red flags add up to evidence

that there's a ponzi scheme or a fraud?

THE WITNESS: No.

MR.  : Did anyone in thisoff{ce ever say,

No, I think you're wrong. It doesn't look to be a ponzi

scheme to me. It doesn't look to be a fraud?

THE WIT~ESS: Never. No. The response was· this is

indicia of fraud. You can't take that into court, indicia of

fraud, you must be able to prove it, so we came up with the

alternative·, right, we probably can't ever hit it dead-on,

because we don't know if any court will agree with us, we

don't know if we can get the Commission to agree, we could

try -- so if we don't feel like we can go to court, because

you have to, you know, tell the judge that you have the

evidence to do so, so we presented other theories to

enforcement so that they could try to do it directly.

So we couldn't convince them to do it directly, so

it· became our goal then to find ways to do it indirectly so

we Can get to the same spot."

MR.  : So is it fair to say that everyone in

this office, even on the enforcement side that you dealt

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 with, had ever looked at this, concurred with the predicate

2 that there was high probability here that this. was a ponzi

3 scheme or some type of a fraud?

4

5

THE WITNESS: Yeah.

MR.  : And is it fair to say then the only

6 difference of opinion was 'between sort of the staff. that felt

7 like, well, that inevitably leads to the conclusion that we

8 have to try to do something and the staff that was more

9 focused on the difficulties or the possibility of getting

10 embarrassed if an attempt to do something failed?

14 has come up in other i.nvestigations that we've conducted.

'J
./

11

12

13 Q

THE WITNESS: Yes.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Let me ask you this, because this is something that

15 I'm trying to understand the mindset that has been

16 represented to be the case in numerous investigations that we

17 did -- that we've done invO'lving eIiforcement attorneys of

18 this idea of they're only going to take a case if it's a slam

19 dunk case.

20 Now, there have been different theories about why

21 that mindset occurs and one of them has been that in some

22 . ways if you're an. enforcement attorney, you're hurt worse by

23 criticism from the Commission or losing a caSe than if you

24 don't -- you know, and that's worse and that's a reason why

. ,. 25 you.might not want to try a hard case because you -- you will

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 be praised and/or be promoted by bringing'cases even if

2 they're not hard cases, but you would be more adversely'

3 affected if you tried to bring a hard case and you were ..

4 criticized. Do you know if that's the case? o•• :: .~.

5 A That's certainly one theory. Working in regulation

6 cases I have found that those that will take r:egulation ·cases .

7 on a routine basis, that I consider those attorneys to":be

8 heros and deserve a lot of pats on the back, ~ecause the

9' gauntlet,' even before you get to the part of t;'he Comrniss'i'oh,"

"10 is nightmarish, to get through market reg, to :gE;itthrough.IM,

11 to get through general counsel. And anything wi'th a ·reg·

12 related notion has -- 1M and trading markets can.be

13 extraordinary difficult to get anything through.. And it' s· '.'

14 just like hitting your head against the wall rep'eatedly 'over

15 and over and over and you may put years into it and some

16 dimwit, excuse the language, in Washington wil.l .prevent· your"

17 case from happening.

18 I've had caSeS here that I·had somebody in

19 Washington kill. I just simply waited until they: moved' ':to .

20 another position. I went out~ did a similar eQCarn; came. Up' /,

21 with a same fraud, and guess what, tn.at person wasn't· there

22 to kill it' and, you know what, now it's a case.

23 Q So is it your impression that ~n general the eas1e~

24 cases --. the harder cases, more challenging cases· are-goi·ng·

I
./

25 to be difficult to get through the bureaucrati~.process1n
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Washington?

A A nightmare. Difficult is an understatement. It is

a horrific miserable· process and you have to really know your-

piS and q's, which many don't related to regul:ated entities~

It's :not their area.

MR.  : Does that difficulty include the

enforcement staff in Washington that you have :to get your'."

matters through? You mentioned 1M and market ·,reg.

THE WITNESS: They're very challenging, ..because I

know that that's much more challenging when yo.u do a reg

case, because that's my frame of reference

MR.  : Okay.

THE WITNESS: -- obviously the cases· I've dealt

with.

And dealing with market reg and 1M is very

challenging. And I've seen ones where they do commentssbc

months later that come back and they want to do comments

again because there was a case that came out somewhere and

now suddenly they have whole new thoughts on i.t._ And now· 'You·.
- .

. 20. . ·think you're all ready to bring the case and tihey: just-

21 . suddenly announce to you they have more comments' tha.t· .

22 completely change the flavor again of the case:~ ~.

23 It's a horrific negative process. It's:very, very

24 challenging for enforcement to go through and they need to be

·.......
.! 25 able to continuously to go back to regulation,. to answer' the

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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questions and to deal with it.

And sometimes we just can't even understand where

the people in these other offices are coming from.. And ·they...

get narrowed down to just a couple of liaisons' that sometimes'~'

are just completely off-base and you let this 'amazing power"

in the hands of a few people that you have to ·try to deaL·' ->

with to try to get your case done.

So not,only do they have to worry about criticism

if it:finally gets to the Commission, if they don't like it:

First they have to deal with a-year or two of nightmarish

difficulties, so it really was no small thing fo.r us to" as·k

them to try to bririg this on a more novel case.

Did I think it was worth it? Did I think that the

senior people then should have supported and helped that

process and p~otected their staff in some way ··from the mi'sery·.·

-to make it happen, I did. But I don't want to give the

impression I thought this was easy to do and t.hey. could· just

go do it and they were stubborn. Nobody wanted ~o face the ..

people in Washington. They didn't and for good reason.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q' So it's your view that .the .bureaucratic':

infrastructure in Washington cre~tes incentives for

enforcement folks in regional-offices like. Fort Worth·· to···.,·'

bring the easier cases?

A To bring the easier cases or the casesdujour, the

;~ ".
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1 Stanford?

2

3

A

Q

That's correct.

Okay. Now, prior to working on that matter, were

4 you aware that the SEC conducted an examination of the

5 Stanford Group Company in 1997?

6 A As I sit here today, I
o
-- I just don't have a

7 recollection of ~hat one way or the other.

8 Okay. Let me show you a document. I'm going to

09 show you -- we're going to mark it as Exhibit 2.

10 (Exhibi t No. 2 was marked for

11 identification.)

.. ::.'.

12

13

And this is a four page document. It says on the

top Stanford Group Company, 5056 Westheimer, Suite 605. It

14 is an examination report, so I want to show you this and ask

15 you maybe this refreshes your recollection.

16 A Okay.

17

18

19

20 Q

MR. KOTZ: Here you go.

MR. WOLK: Thanks~

BY MR. KOTZ:

So if you could, just take a minute or two to maybe

21 look 0 through it. And then I'll ask you a couple of questions

22 about it. o.

23

24

25

A

Q

A

Okay.

Okay. Do you think you've ever --

(Handing. )
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You can keep it. Do you think you've ever seen

2 this document before, Exhibit 2?

3 A I don't have a recollection of seeing this document

4 before. I don't -- I don't know one way or the other. I

5 just don't have a recollection.

6 Q
.

Sure. What about some of the issues that were

7 referenced in this document? The findings of the

8 examination, possible misrepresentations, do those -- are

9 those familiar at all?

10 A In that time frame, no, I don't recall them. 1--

11 what I recall about this -- well, to answer your question,

12 no.

13

14

Q Okay.

MR. WOLK: When you say "time frame," what do you

15 mean? Because I don't think -- I don't -- unless I'm

16 misunderstanding

17

18

19

THE WITNESS: Well, he

MR. WOLK: it doesn't have a date on it.·

THE WITNESS: Mr. Kotz represented that it was

20 this ·was from 2000 -- I mean -- I'm sorry -- 1997. And it

21 referenced it in --

22 MR. KOTZ: Page 2, it says the FWDO conducted a

23 surveillance examination of Stanford Group in August 1997.

24 The report doesn't have a date,· but that reference is to when

. :. 25 the field work was.
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(Exhibit No. 3 was marked for

Q Okay. Let me show you another document. This is a

this examination that took place in August of 1997. If you

And this document just references information about

IWhat I recall about it was that allegationsA

Q Okay. You were about to say "what I do recall

identification.)

Q Okay. The enforcement matter that you said you

that's what I mean, the 1997 time frame.

THE WITNESS: Okay. So when I said time frame,

BY MR. KOTZ:

A I don't. I don't recall.

A . Yes.

about it"

trafficking, and just other -- the allegations of, that

American drug traffickers, those types of things.

recall there being allegations of money laundering, drug

nature, that they -- the firm may be involved with some South

were assi~ed to, do you remember what precipitated it? Do

you remember if it was precipitated by an examination?

printout of a STARS system. It says on it Office of

Compliance, Inspections, and Examinations. And it's a five

page document. I'm going to mark it as Exhibit 3.

take a look at. the last page of the document, Page 5, you see

where it says "violations description" --
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Q -- "possible misrepresentation, possible Ponzi

scheme"?

A Yes, I see that.

Q Okay. And we've had testimony that in August 1997,

the SEC examination broker-dealer program conducted an

examination and referred to the enforcement division

investigation of possible misrepresentations and possible

Ponzi scheme which they found out about by doing an

examination.

Do you know if that was what maybe precipitated

your or do you think it was something else?

A r just -- "r just don't recall one way or the other.

And oftentimes, investigations, r guess, have multiple

sources. So I j~st -- r just don't recall.

Q Okay. Do you understand that the matter that you

were working on in 1998 that related to Stanford -- did you

understand that at least part of your investigation was to

look at Stanford for fraud?

A What I have a recollection of is that -~ as I

indicated earlier, is that it involved allegations that I

described earlier, the money laundering, drug trafficking.

That's what I recall. So if there were more -- if there was

something more, I just don't recall that at this time.

Q Do you recall anything about someone alleging

during that time period, 1998, that Stanford was engaged in a
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1 Ponzi scheme and that this information came from the

2 examination?

3 A I do not. I spent a lot of time thinking about

4 this matter. And I what I recall -~ that is what I

5 recall, just about the money laundering, the drug

6 trafficking.

7 Q OUr records show that a matter under inquiry was

8 opened in May of 1998. The examination concluded in August

9 of 1997. Do you have any idea why there was a --

10 MR. WOLK: No, you s-aid -- I'm not· sure I

11 .understand. I don't mean to be problematic. I thought you

12 said that the MUIwas opened in ninety -- May of '97 --

13

14

15 '97.

16

17

18 '97.

19

20

21

22 Q

MR. KOTZ: 1998.

MR. WOLK: -- and that the -- it had concluded in

MR. KOTZ: No.

MR .. WOLK: Or -- or the examination concluded. in

MR. KOTZ: Right.

MR. WOLK: Okay. Sorry.

BY MR. KOTZ:

So I guess the question is, do you have any idea

23 why there was that -- there was a long lag period between

24 when -- there has been test~ony that the matter was referred

25 to enforcement and when a matter under inquiry was opened.
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No, I have no knowledge of that. I mean it was the

2 routine practice to open -- once it was assigned to a staff

3 lawyer, to open a .MUI, a matter under inquiry.

4

5

6

7

8 Q

COURT REPORTER: I'm sorry. "A matter"

THE WITNESS: Matter under inquiry.

MR. KOTZ: It's all caps, MUl.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Al.l right. Let me show you another document. This

9 is a letter dated May 27, 1998, from you to   ,

10 Stanford Group Company.· And we will mark this as Exhibit 4.

11

12

13

14

15

A

Q

A

Okay. Okay.

(Exhibit No. 4 was marked for

identification.)

Okay. Do you remember this document?

I don't remember this document, but I believe that

16 to be my signature ·on Page 4 of the document.

17 Q Do you believe that this document related to the

18 Stanford inquiry matter?

19

20

21

22

A

Q

A

Q

Yes.

Okay. And so what is this document?

An information or document request.

Okay. Do you have any· recollection of what

23 specifically you were looking into as part of this inquiry

24 involving Stanford?

25 A To the best of my recollection, there were

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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allegations, as I've indicated, of the money laundering, drug

traffickirig. And we were just trying to get a better sense

and better understanding of this firm because as I look at

this document, it's -- it was one of our typical documents

that we would send out. I mean it's not really focused in

one particulararea~ They were asking for just about every

document at the firm.

And so it was really an effort to gain a better

understanding of the firm, its business operations, and who

is involved is the way I interpret the -- the document.

Q I'm just a little bit curious. Money laundering

and drug trafficking, would that be something normally the

SEC would be investigating?

A In my career at the SEC, there were not -- I had

not worked in another matter involving money laundering Or

drug trafficking; but I think the -- to the best Of-my

recollection, if an SEC registered broker-dealer was engaged

in money laundering, then that would be something that. the

SEC would want to know and want to -- to look at. So that

was my understanding.

Q What about drug trafficking? Would the SEC

investigate drug trafficking?

A Well, no. I mean I don't know how I'd go about

investigating drug trafficking. I mean I think we would look

to seek to understand the -- the firm's business operations,

.;
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1 look at their books and records and, you know, see if -- if

2 we could see any unusual activity there; but I don't think

3 that the SEC would investigate drug trafficking. Idon't

4 know how it would go about

5 Q Just to be clear -- and because obviously, it was

6 some time ago.

7

8

A

Q

Right.

So we have testimony that this examination was

9 done, they were concerned tha~ Stanford was operating a Ponzi

.10 scheme or engaged in some other fraud

11

12

A

Q

Right.

-- that Julie Preuitt referred it to enforcement

13 and had conversations with you about ·the case, that she made

14 efforts to convince enforcement to investigate it, but that

15 it didn't -- I mean from what we heard, it didn't have

16 anything to do with money laundering or drug trafficking.

17 Is it that all·you remember is the money laundering

18 and drug trafficking part, or ~o you think that perhaps that

19 was the entirety of what you were looking at?

20 A That's all I remember. And I don '·t remember having

21 conversations directly with Julie Preuitt. So I guess to

22 understand -- to understand your question, are you saying she

23 had conversations directly with me,   

...
.j

24

25

Q

A

Right.

-- regarding trying to convince me to open a case

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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on it?

Q Right.

A Okay. Well, that would be incdnsistent with the

way the -- the process worked at -- during that time.

Q How is that?

A Because I was a staff attorney. The --" by this

time, I don't remember what Julie's role was and if she was a

branch chief. I don't know if she was branch chief at that

time.

Q Right. I think she was.

A But the bran -- the enforcement -- I'm sorry

regulation management did not make personal appeals to

individual staff attorneys to open cases. There was a

management structure and hierarchy there that would have

dealt with this matter in terms of assessing whether or not

it was something to open or to close. So that -- that is not

at all how the process worked.

Q Okay. Just for you to understand what was said,

Julie testified that in order to get enforcement to take a

matter, it was helpfu~ to get an enforcement attorney who was

interested in the case; and you are more likely to get

enforcement to open something if you had an attorney who was

interested; so you go to the attorney, try to get the

attorney interested; and then you would go to enforcement and

say "I have somebody that wants to work on" --
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A Okay. That's not -- that's not my recollection.

Q Okay. But forgetting· about the conversation with

Julie part, do you think that it may have -- the matter that

was opened involving Stanford may have been a result of this

examination and dealt with issues of fraud, but you don't

remember that part of it?

A My testimony is I don't recall. I -- I remember

the the drug trafficking and the money laundering issue,

and that could be just what I remember $0

Q Okay.

A I -- it's just my recollection, so it could include

other things. I just don't recall.

MR. WOLK: Have you told him when the money

laundering and drug trafficking carne to your attention, those.

issues?

THE WITNESS: Well, that there -- that there ,were a

series of regulatory tips, asI understood it, that had corne

in that made those allegations.

And I recall attending a meeting in Houston, Texas,

with several other law enforcement agencies and organizations:-

where we all sat around the table and discussed the various

information and facts'. that the. various organizations had.

And what I remember from that, the key issue was

the money laundering and drug trafficking. And if I recall,

some of the participants at the meeting were the -- the U.S.
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1 Attorney's Office, the Postal Inspector, the Secret Service,

2 and maybe even a representative fro~ the DEA and possibly the

3 IRS but

4 BY MR. KOTZ:

5

6

7

Q

Q

Do you know where these regulatory tips came from?

I do not.

Okay. So you think they weren't from an individual·

8 or someone outside the government? They were something

9 inside the government?

10 .A No, I think they were coming from the outside; but

11 I don't think any -- I don't -- I don't know -- I shouldn't

12 say "I don't think." I don't know if we ever knew the

13 source.

'15

16

17

18

19

20

Q

A

Q

1998?

A

Q

A

There were tips. There were numerous tips.

Numerous anonymous tips. During that time frame in

To the best of my recollection, yes.

And they came into the SEC?

I don '-t recall how I gained knowledge of the tips.

21

22

23

24

I don't know if it was when the case was assigned to me,

if -- if I was told at that time or if the -- you know,

through my attendance at that meeting; but I learned- somehow

that there were these tips.

- 25 Q And the. tips were related to money laundering and
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drug trafficking?

A That's what I recall.

Q Okay. Okay. Let me show you another document.

And this is dated June 19, 1998. This is a letter from Jack

Ballard of Ogden, Gibson, White & Broocks to you. And it's a

four page document we're going to mark as Exhibit 5.

(Exhibit No. 5 was marked for

identification.)

Just for the record, this Exhibit No. 5·is a June

10, 1998, document from Jack Ballard to you.

A Okay.

Q So do you have any rec01lection of this document?

A I do not.

Q Does it look like it was a response to the previous

document, May 27, 1998, with regard to the request for

documents?

A Well, yes, based on the first sentence in the

. letter.

Q Okay. Do you recal.l. whether Stanford was

responsive with respect to the documents that you had asked

for in the May 27, 1998, letter?

A I have no recollection of receiving this letter. I

have no recollection of the -- the documents that were

actually received. Just reading through this, it appears

that the firm provided some documents; but then in others
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Q Do you have any idea why it would be informal, not

under oath?

A I don't. The only thing I can think of is that we

did not have a -- we did not have subpoena authority because

this was still a MUl. We didn't have a formal order.

Q So is {t fair to say that in the HOI stage, there

is a request for documents and a request to have somebody

come in; while in the·formal order stage, there would be more

of a demand?

A Subpoena. Right. A subpoena.

Q In this same letter from Jack Ballard, he asks that

you consider limdting your review of the files to 300, 400

new customers. Do you remember anything about Stanford's

counsel asking that you limit inquiry?

A No, I have no specific.recollection of the

investigative steps.

Q Do you remember Hal Degenhardt?

A Yes.

Q Harold Degenhardt. Was he involved at all -- do

you know -- in this matter? If you notice, he talks about

it says "please let me know at your earliest convenience when

a personal meeting with you and Mr. Degenhardt can be

scheduled."

A As I indicated earlier, it was -- Hal was very

active in the cases. And as a staff attorney, everything
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1 that I would have been doing would have been going through my

2 branch chief, through the head of enforcement, and through

3 Hal just because he was a very, very involved director.

4 So to answer your question, it doesn't surprise me

5 that he would be copied and people would request a meeting

6 that he would be involved in.

7 Q So it was common on the enforcement cases that you

8 worked on that the meetings you had with the folks. you· were

9 interviewing, Mr. Degenhardt sat iIi on?

10

11

A

meetings

I definitely recall him participating in

not testimony. And I'm not talking specifically

12 about Stanford. I'm just talking generally.

13

14

So whether or not he actually sat in on thi~, the

informal interviews, if they were held, I don't know; but he

15 was -- he was very involved. So it would not -- it doesn't

16 surprise me that someone would request him to appear at a

17 meeting. Now, whether or not he actually did, I have no

18 idea.

19 Q Okay. Do you recall in July of 1998 -- so this

20 would have been shortly after the MOl was opened,. before it

21 was closed there was a second examination of Stanford, .

22 this time not by the broker-dealer group of   ,

23 but the investment adviser group?

24

25

A

Q

No.

And you don't remember the folks on the investment

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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was involved?

A I don't recall.

I -- there could have been others. There could have been

inquiry?

I -- I don't have a specific recollection, but IA

A Well, as I indicated, at that meeting, I believe

Q Other than that one meeting that you described, do

Q All right. But if there was an allegation of drug

referring further information to you or to   about

Q Do you remember anything about the fact that two

Stanford that was very similar in nature to what  

 found in his examination for use in your enforcement

adviser side,   ,   ,   ,

A No, no, I have no recollection one way or the

very short time period and examiners felt that that was a red

compliance officers for Stanford had left the firm within a

other~

flag?

regulatory agencies about these allegations of money

you remember any other communications with other federal

laundering and drug trafficking against Stanford?

other.communications as follow-up to that or as preludes to

tbat meeting ..

trafficking, for example, that was beipg looked at, wouldD.'t

you think there was another entity other than the SEC that

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

' . 25. '.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 that the DEA was there. I believe that the Secret Service

2 was there. I believe the Postal Inspector was there. The

3 u.S. Attorney's Office was there. So I knew that there were

4 others involved.

5 Q Do you know what, if anything, they did in terms of

6 these allegations?

7

9 did?

10

A

Q

A

No, I do not.

Do you know if you were ever informed what they

I don't know that I was ever informed, but my

11 general recollection is that I don't know of any cases that

12 were brought.

13 Q Do you know who made the decision to close the 1998

14 Stanford MUI?

15 A I don't have specific recollection regarding the

16 StanfordMUI and matteri·but it would have been -- the

17 typical .process would be that the head of the enforcement,

18 the branch~chief; the staff lawyer, and in many instances Hal

19 would all be involved in that decision.

20 Q Okay. So the ultimate ciecision to close a MUI

21 would not have been made· by you or, say, a staff attorney?

22

23

24

25

A

Q

A

Q

No.

Okay. It would have gone through several levels?

Absolutely.

Okay. Let me show you another document. This may
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1 shed some light on things. This is an e-mail from someone

2 named  to Wright dated 5/18/98. It's a one page document,

3 and we're going to mark it as Exhibit 7.

4 (Exhibit No. 7 was marked for

5

6

7

8

9

A

Q

A

identification.)

Do you know who   was?

He was an ex -- an examiner.

And Hugh Wright?

Hugh was the former head of enforcement. And if

10 he -- if Spence was there, then he was over working in the

11 regulation as the administrator.

12 Q Okay. In this e-mail, it says "I received a note

13 from   " -- I don't know if I pronounced that

14 right -- "to· contact   re a BD exam.   ,

15 . enforCement,. Washington D.C., explained he received a
.. .

16 referral from U.S. customs department regarding possible

17 money laundering and wanted information regarding our BD

18 examination of Stanford Group. I orally provided him info

19 from report and deficiency letter."

20 Do you think that might have been part of what you

21 were discussing earlier, that there was a referral from the

22 u. S. Customs Department, as well?

23

24 just

A It could have been. I -- I -- I don't know. I

my memory is that there were several agencies.

25 Customs could have been at that meeting. Those are just some

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)c 
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of the names of agencies that I remembered, and I remembered

money laundering as an allegation.

Q Okay. Do you remember at any point in time the

Texas State Security Board having any involvement in the

Stanford matter?

A. I don't believe they were at that meeting that I

attended; but I don't -- we routinely would do things you

know, parallel type investigations. So while I don't have a

specific recollection, it would not surprise me if they were.

Q And did you do any other work related to Stanford

while at the SEC before you left the SEC other than the MOl

that we discussed?

A To the best of my recollection, that was the only

matter that I worked in involving Stanford.

Q Okay. And then when you went to the  , you

began working on another Stanford matter?

A In 1995 -- I"m sorry -- 2005, I worked on a matter

involving Stanford.

Q Okay. I'm not going to get into a lot of details

about that.

A Okay.

Q But that matter you worked on regarding Stanford in

2005, did· that relate to possible fraud or a Ponzi scheme?

A Yes.

Q Okay. So at that time, when you got the

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)c 



1 conversations with him.

2 Q What about with   Do you remember any

3 conversations you had with   about the Stanford MUI

4 in '98?

5 A No, but 1 definitely would have -- I mean the --

6 the branch chiefs worked very closely with the -- with the

7 staff lawyers. And so' she would have been involved in, you

8 know, every step of what 1 was doing. And we would have been

9 talking to Spencer and most likely Hal, too.

10 Q But you wou1d have had more conversations with

11   , you think, about the Stanford matter than with

12 Spencer?

;.!
13 A You know, I don't -- 1 don't know because it's

14 if -- if they -- they being Spence and Hal, who were kind of

15 the senior management in the enforcement area during this

16 time period, the 1998 time period -- and if there was

17 something that they were interes.ted in, they could be -- you

18 know, they could be very proactive.

191mean I know that sometimes the branch chiefs used·

20 to get. frustrated but -- feeling like Spence and Hal would go

21 over their heads to, you know, get involved and stuff. So

22 so 1 don't -- you know, 1 don't know how many conversations 1

23 had with Spence versus  

24 Q Were there times where a 1awyer for the subject of

\
i 25 an investigation or the target of investigation would contact

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 someone above either the staff attorney or branch chief 1evel

2 like Spence or Hal and get them involved in the case?

3

4

A

Q

That was very common.

And did some staff attorneys or branch chiefs

5 somet~es feel like they were being undercut when that would

6 happen?

7 A You know, I think that the answer to that -- and I

8 can only -speak for myself -- it was -- it was frustrating'

9 sometimes; but it happened.

10

11

Q

A

What was frustrating about it?

Just that -- tbe feeling that -- and this is not in

12 respect to a specific case, but it happened to me several

· ... 13 times while I worked there -- but just that, you know, I'm

14 working on this case; and this person is really trying to

15 undermine me; but, you know, it was a frequent occurrence,

. 16 just the way it was, and --

17 Q So when you say this person would try to undermine

18 you, you mean counse1 for the person you were against in the

19 case?

20

21

A

Q

Correct.

And the counsel wou1d be at least somewhat

22 successfu1 in that if they brought in people who were above

23 you?

24 A You know, it wasn't the matter -- I mean because

..,
!

25 I -- because it was a frequent occurrence, I don't -- and I
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don't think the managers even minded getting those calls. I

mean I think it was just a frequent occurrence.

And, you know, it wasn't -- like in my cases, I

mean everyone was always kept well informed as to what was

going on. So I don't think it was a surprise to -- to

anyone; but, you know, it was just -- it was just

frustrating. You're dealing with somebody.

You're -- things seem to be going fine. And then,

you know, Spence walks in your office or Hal walks in "1 just

got a call from this person." And ,it wasn't -- you know, my

~ecollections of when it happened to me, it wasn't situations

where they were necessarily complaining about something

you've done. It was just they wanted to talk to someone more

important ~han you were.

Q . And then you had to explain what was going ~n in

the case, your position, to Hal or Spence in order to get

A Well, it depends on the circumstances. Imean

there were times where lawyers just felt like "I don't want

to deal with the staff attorney. You guys don't have any

power. You don't have any authority., You know, I want to

deal with someone who can make decisions."

So in those instances, as I said, it wasn't always

like the staff attorney is doing something they don't like.

It was "just you don't have enough power. You don't have

enough clout."
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And then there would be times where if they felt

like, you know, you were making unreasonable demands or

requests or time frames or things of that nature. So in

those instances, yes, I would have to explain this is why I'm

not giving an extension or this is why -- you know, whatever

the issue was.

Q And in those cases, th~ motivation of the outside

lawyer would be to try to get a better deal by getting

somebody else involved than the deal. they were getting fr()m

the staff attorney?

A They -- I mean in those instances and specifically

those instances where they are complaining about something

that the staff lawyer is doing, they are ~~ they were trying

to right whatever the thing -- the thing they perceived to be

wrong.

Q Right. But in doing so, they would be getting

something out of it? You would -- they would try to convince

your higher-ups to have something that wasn't as 'strict as

'what you were requesting in that case?

A Well, you know, one thing that comes to mind that

was a frequent issue was the timing of production of things

or the scope of production. And so I do recall instances

where, you know, lawyers went to Spence or Hal trying to

either get additional time or that type of thing.

Q And so were they successful in getting additional

~., ".
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1 time or a smaller scope when they would go to Hal or Spence?

2 A You know, I just don't -- I don't recall. I mean

3 I -- I think it depended on the -- the issue, whether or not

4 there had been extensions previously. It was just, I think,

5 case-by~case.

6 Q So when you W'ere working on 'a matter as a staff

7 attorney, you knew that the pe1;son you're dealing'with on.the

8 outside could go above you at any "time?

". 9

10

11

12

A

Q

Right. And it happened often.

Okay.

MR.  : A couple of questions.

MR. KOTZ: Okay.   is goipg to .ask a

'..:

13

14

15

couple of questions.

EXAMINATION

BY MR.  :

16 Q Just in kind of the vein Mr. Kotz lfaft off. One of

17 the exhibits he showed you earlier was an exhibit from Mr.

18 Ballard. It was a letter from Mr. Ballard to you. And among

19 other things, it requested a meeting with Mr.. Degenhardt. Do

20 yOU recall if such' a meeting occurred.

21

22

A

Q

No, I do· not recall.

You don't recall that you participated in a meeting.

23 in an office with Mr. Ballard or Mr. Secore?

24 A No·. And to be honest with you, I don't even recall

25 who Mr. Ballard was. I recall Mr. Secore because he's

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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someone that I have continued to deal with; but Mr. Ballard,

I don't even recall who he is.

Q Do you recall ever hearing that Mr. Secore had

talked to Mr. Degenhardt or Mr. Barasch about the matter, the

Stanford MUI?

A No, I don't recall other than, you know, just what

I read in the letter.

Q Did you -- and I'm apologize if you've already gone

over this. But I'm trying to get sort of a sense i.n my own

mind of how much work was done during the course. of the MUI

before it waS closed. You know, a very long document request

was sent out. But in addition to that, was. there anyone that

the staff i.nterviewed or --

A You know, based on the -- the letters there, it

appears that we made requests for informal interviews. And I

have no recollection as to whether or not they actually

happened, but it appears. that they were requested if they

send that letter.

Q Okay. Would there have been any records that would

have been maintained if there were such interviews conducted

in their -- in the SEC's NRS! system, for example?

A I'm sorry. The what system?

Q The NRSI system. I'm just trying to ascertain

whether there's any way that we could determine today whether

anything has been done, an entry has been made in the NRSI
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A Yeah. I'm thinking '78, uh-huh. Probably '78. And

then in January of 1981 I became the Assistant Regional

Administrator for Regulation.

Q Okay.

A And. I held that position from '81 to '83. I left

from '83 to '86 and I was regional counsel for the NASD.

Q Oh.

A And then I came back in '86 -- I was gone three

years almost exactly and then I retired --and I held that

I came back as assistant for regulations the same job I had

before and I retired in that position in -- well, at the end

of 1997. I think my official departure date was like January

the 2nd, '98, something like that.

Q What were your duties in the time period 1986 to

1998 as Assistant Regional Administrator for Regulation?

A Okay. Well, I was a general supervisor for all the

regulatory activities in the office. That included examiners

in the broker-dealer section, Investment Advisor section,

Investment Company section. I also oversaw the consumer

affairs person. And I think when I came back we still did

have a full disclosure branch. We did at that time. Later

that was eliminated, but that was also under my supervision.

Q So how many people total were under your

supervision?

A I think at the time I retired, I'm just going to
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Q Right.

A .And I do remember that brochure. And, yeah, I

talked to them about --well, the things that were obvious

and that she is speaking here that she's concerned about is

Q Maybe with   ?

A That could be. I would have talked -- I know I

talked to Julie, and if there was another examiner involved,

I would have spoken to him, also.'

Q Do you remember what you talked to Julie about with

respect to the exam?

A . Well, I looked at the documents and she refers in

here to this brochure.

this in here, but the interest that those CDs were paying and

those -- they called it the Flex account. I had forgotten _.

I don't remember about that particularly, but I do remember

they were offering these CDs offered by this offshore bank

that was affiliated'with Mr. Stanford.

Q Right.

A He was involved in it. Maybe he owned it. I don't

I don't remember specifically about that.

Q Sure.

A But I do remember that the ~- the thing that

aroused my suspicion and that I think I remember, this is

what I recall, is that the interest that they were

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13'

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

they one of the things is -- well, she doesn't really say
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purportedly paying on these CDs was significantly higher than

what you could get on a CD in the United States. And as far

as I know -- I mean, I wasn't an expert on foreign

investments, but I was generally aware of the financial

situation around the world at that time. And whatever it was

he was offering was far above what anybody else offered, so

that was, yo~ know, kind of a red flag.

Q Okay. And also the fact that in the brochur~ in

the products they used they talked about how they were

investing in, you know, investment-grade bonds, --

A Exactly.

Q -- safe, conservative approach.

A Exactly.

Q So did you come to the conclusion at that time that

it didri't seem possible that these kinds of returns could be

achieved using that conservative approach?

A I felt it was highly unlikely.

Q Okay. And- so let me show you another document.

This is a STARS printout, Super.Tracking and Reporting

System. If you remember the STARS system back. in the day.

(SEC Exhibit No. 3 was marked for

identification. )

THE WITNESS: I don't remember it.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q I'm going to mark this as Exhibit 3, and it's a
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several-page document -- five-page document that's a

printout. It says on the ·top Office of Compliance Inspection

and Examination Super Tracking and Reporting System.

A Okay.

Q You see on this document it has the examination

information, exam start date, entity name, field work start

date, the lead. examiner,   .

A It says field work start date not known.

Q Right. Field work end date 8-29-1997 .

.A '97. Okay.

Q Last exam inspection date 9-25-1997.

A Uh-huh.

Q And then if you turn to page five, the last page of

this document, it says violations description, possible

misrepresentations, possible ponzi scheme.

A Uh-huh. Yes. I see that.

Q So do you recall that that was -- that there were

those' concerns arising from this examination of possible

misrepresentations and possible ponzi scheme?

A Absolutely. I do remember that very well.

Q And so do you recall that because of those concerns

that came up in the examination, there was a referral made to

enforcement?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Do you know how that referral was made? I

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A And whatever -- he did do that and whatever he

found was not significant, so I don't remember specific, but

I'm sure -- but I. do remember talking to  . I know he

went down there, sol feel quite confident that I did talk to

Hugh Wright about it because that was what we always did.

Q And you also remember that you thought that this

was a matter relating to Stanford that should be investigated

by the enforcement ~-

A I thought there were a lot of red flags.

Q Okay. And do you know what enforcement did?

A No.

Q Okay.

A But I retired, you know, shortly -- thii says that

they did that examination in July and I retired at the end of

the year. To the best of my recollection, nothing had been

done as of the time I retired.

Q Okay. And do you recall any frustration on the

part of you or Julie that enforcement wasn't moving quicker

to take action with regard to the Stanford matter?

A Well, it's been a long time, but this is what I

remember.

Q Okay.

A This is what I think I remember.

Q Okay.

A There was a -- I thought -- it's my recollection

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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there was a major jurisdictional issue, because while Mr.

Stanford was -- may have .been in Houston, Texas dreaming up

this idea, it's my recollection that, to the best of our

knowledge, the securities that we were concerned about were

issued by a foreign entity. They were being sold outside of.

the United States. And the person -- the investors that were

buying them we~~ foreign citizens not residing in the United

States~ so I remember that -- you know, we had a problem -

or that's what I think I remember.

Q Okay.

A That there was a difficulty about it because there

was a jurisdictional issue, whether we had jurisdiction over

it.

Q Okay.

A And I think, if I remember from way back, there was

some kind of case that said the SEC didn't have jurisdiction

over those things. And in any event, I don't think that the

Commission itself was interested in entertaining cases not

involving United States citizens.

Q Okay.

A Especially when the scheme was being executed

beyond our shores.

Q And is it your recollection that that was kind of

the perspective of the enforcement division?

A I think so and I'm not -- and I kind of understood
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A Well, all that -- I've been gone 12 years. And

during that period of time I probably have seen or talked to

Julie Preuitt perhaps six times. And every time I talk to

her I'd say, Whatever happened to Stanford? Because my

parting words. to her upon retirement was keep your eye on

these people because this looks like a ponzi scheme to me and

someday it's going to blow up.

Q Really? You said that to Julie --

A Yes.

Q -- Preuitt --

A Yes.

Q -- right before you retired?

A Yes. And every time I talked to her -- you can ask

her, I'd always say, Whatever became of Stanford?

Q Huh. And so how did you feel when you learned in

2009 that

A When I picked up -_.

Q it was an eight billion dollar ponzi scheme?

A the Wall Street Journal and there it was I

called her up on the phone and I said, You finally got him.

Finally blew up.

Q Wow. Although wouldn't you say that if it had been·

investigated and/or stopped in 1997, it would have saved a

lot of money then when it was finally caught in 2009?

A Well, obviously.
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Q Okay. Do you remember anything at that time about

other concerns about Stanford relating to money laundering or

drug trafficking?

A That sounds kind ot familiar. I think we might

have speculated about that, because of just, you know, the

business as a whole, the way he was conducting his business

and where was he getting all of this money and he was -- I do

remeInber this or this is my recollection, that· he was

primarily selling these -- I don't -- I see in this -- let me

start over.

Before I read this exam report again today, it was

my recollection that his customers or we believed his

customers to be exclusively outside·of the United States and

non-American citizens. When I'm reading the exam report it

sounds like they were soliciting people within the United

States, because we're talking about the books and records and·

-- well, it actually said in the exam report how many

accounts they had and -- maybe 2,500 and 1;200 of which were·

foreign accounts. I believe those were the numbers. And I

didn't -- yeah. Firm has approximately·2,000 customer

accounts of which apparently 1,200 were foreign.

I thought -- what I thought before I came in today

my recollection was that virtually all of their customers

wera outside the United States. And what the business that

the broker-dealer was doing, which seems to be confirmed by
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the report, was just a regular broker-dealer business. They

were just, you know, dealing in OTe exchange -- I don't know

what kind of securities but nothing exotic.

Q Right.

A And I don't know where I was going on this, but

just to emphasize that we thought most of all of this

activity was going on o~tside the United States and they were

focusing on customers .in Mex -- I don't remember Mexico

specifically but south of the United States, the western

hemisphere south of the United States, and that they didn't

really -- and that bothered me.

Back to the money laundering thing. Now I know

where '1 was going on that. Why I was concerned about that,

because at that time -- well, and even today, as we know,

there's a lot of drug and narcotics trafficking through South

America

Q Right.

A -- and Central America and so forth and we know

that a lot of that money is laundered. And so I was just

looking at his business as a whole merely speculating,.

absolutely no evidence,

Q Right.

A -- just thinking, --

Q Right.

A -- that this was a good opportunity, a good way to
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launder money.

Q Right.

A I didn't know if he was doing it or not.

Q Okay. I see.

A But I was just -- I had thoughts in.my mind about

that.

Q Okay. And did you hear of anyone else coming

any other tips that came from the outside about that or do

you think that was· just based on your speculation of what

. they found in the exam?

A I don't know.

Q One matter that was in the exam report related to

the fact that there was a 19 million dollar cash contribution

made

A Uh-huh.

Q -- by Stanford.

A Uh-huh.

Q And that the general counsel stated that the cash

contribution came from personal funds and not from the above

loans, but then the report concludes, seems at least

questionable whether Stanford had access to 19 million

dollars in personal funds. Do you remember that being also

kind of a red flag that there was this huge cash

contribution?

A One of several, yes, absolutely.
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And when I came back one of the very first cases I

worked on was an investment company case and Spence Barasch

was a new lawyer in the office and he was assigned to it.

And so maybe he wasn't -- maybe -- you know, Wayne might have

hired him. I don't know.

Q Okay.

A But right at the end of his --

Q Okay.

A And other than their relationship, that I don't

know.

Q Okay. Were you aware -- and this might have

occurred after you left, but were you aware that the

Investment Advisor, Investment Company examinations group did

an examination of Stanford in early 1998?

A No. I would have been gone by then.

Q Okay. What was your assessment of   

ability as an examiner?

A . I thought he was very competent.

Q Okay. And what about Julie Preuitt as a Branch

Chief?

A Excellent.

Q What about the folks who did the ICIA exam,  

 ?

A Oh,  He knows everything there is to know

about the Investment Adviser's Act and Investment Company

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Office of Compliance Inspection and

E~aminations Super Tracking and Reporting
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September 25, 1997 letter from Mary Lou

Felsman to   ,   and

  

October 17, 1997 letter from Lena

Stinson to   
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A
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Okay. What year was that?

1985.

Where did you get that degree?

  . Actually '84. I'm sorry. I started

5 employment in '85.

6 Q Okay. And did you work for the SEC right after

7 graduation?

8 A No. I went to the     

9   .

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

Okay. How J.ong did you work for the  ?

Seven year;:>.

Okay. 50 that was from approximateJ.y 19 -

'85 to '92.

To 1992. What did you do for the  ?

I was an examiner.

Okay. What· kind of exaIilinations did you work on?

Broker-dealer, same function I do now -- well,

18 before I moved over to lA, but.

19

20

21

22

23

Q Okay. And so in 1992 did you join the SEC?

A Yes. September.

Q September 1.992. What was your first position at ..

the SEC'?

A Examiner. I don't know my exact title, but

24 function was examiner.

25 Q It might have been staff accountant?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), 
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(b)(6), 
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I don't think we had staff accountant at that time.

2 I was probably compliance examiner .

3 Q . Okay. And so how long did you serve as a

4 compliance examiner?
:-" :,

5 A The function I'm still doing. The title I'm not

6 exactly sure when we went to staff ac~ountantf but it was

7 like a couple years later.

8

9

10

11

12

Q

A

Q

A

Q

Okay.

I mean -- yeah, staff accountant.

So somet~e in the mid-1990's?

Yes. Whenever they allowed us that promotion.

Okay. And so from then on till today you're a

13 staff accountant with the SEC?

14

15

A Yes.

Now, in the 1997 time period, do you remember who

·16 your supervisor was?

17

18

19

20

A

Q

A

Q

I believe it was Julie Preuitt.

And she was the B~anch Chief?

Yes.

Okay. Prior to conducting an exam in August of

21 1997, had you ever conducted an exam that related to

22 broker-dealers for involvement in possibleponzi schemes?

23

24

A

Q

Not to my knowledge, no.

Okay. When did you first learn of the existence of

25 Allen Stanford, the Stanford Group Company or Stanford
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A -- side of it.

Q Right.

A And I know it talks about some people I talked

with. I never talked to Mr. Stanford at all.

Q Okay.

A I don't even know if I ever saw him. And as far as

being responsive, my best recollection, yes.

Q Okay. All right. Let me ask you about some

specifics in the findings. The finding possible

misrepresentations Rule 10b-5.

A Uh-huh.

Q It talks about the fact that SIB promoted its

products as being safe and secure, referenced

investment-grade bonds, safety of assets, conservative

approach, yet it paid out in interest and referral fees on a

CD 11 to 13.75 percent. Is that a concern?

A The 11 -- are you talking about the last sentence

there?

Q Yeah.

A That 11 to 13 and three quarters was an overall --

that would include what they paid to the reps.

Q Right.

A plus what they were paying out ~or the CDs.

In my mind, yes, that was a concern, because what

they represented to me was that this bank would take these
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funds and were investing in safe, liquid securities. Well, I

don't know where you can find something that's safe and

liquid that's going to pay 11 to almost 14 percent.

Q Right.

A It just doesn't exist.

Q Right.

A And what they explained to me was that they w~re

t!'ley were investing in foreign-type securities, maybe, you.

know, Mexican bonds or some foreign -- the government-type

~ssuances or maybe even corporations, but that's the way they

represented it to me. And a lot of this· language here, and I

sure wish we had the work papers, came from the brochure that

they were providing to the clients.

Q Okay. They were very fancy glossy brochures?

A Oh, yeah. And they were just a little bit bigger

than 11 and a half papers. Yeah. They were slick.

Q So is it fair to say you didn't believe that they

were able to achieve these .kinds of returns with the types of

investments that they we~e claiming?

A I had my doubts, yes.

Q Okay. And then if you could look at page three of

this document, Exhibit 2, the exam report. There's a.

reference to cash contribution of 19 million dollars.

A Uh-huh.

Q What was your concern about that?
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A Well, just what it says, I didn't -- I didn't know

Mr. Stanford, but it just baffled me that someone has 19

million dollars cash sitting on-hand to -- to loan out.

Q Right. And the fact that the general counsel

stated that the cash contribution came from personal loans,

that didn't se~ to be evidenced anywhere?

A No. And I'm trying to remember where I got this.

I believe it was from either -- either the bank brochures

that we had or -- it was probably from the bank brochures.

I'm not exactly sure where it came from.

Q Okay. But the general counsel couldn't demqnstrate

that it came from personal funds, not to your satisfaction.

A They didn't -- no.

Q Okay. And then the maintenance of books and

records issue, if you see in that paragraph it talks about

the fact that the RR is recommending a particular product of

SIB's and therefore should have a basis for making that

recommendation.

A Uh-huh.

Q What was the issue there?

A Well, if you're going to recommend a particular

investment, you need to know that that investment is suitable

"for that client.

Q Right.

A And in this instance, they weren't -- they didn't
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have that, I guess, new account information that we would

require, name, address, financial background.

Q So during the examination was anybody able ever to

explain to you what investments were being used specifically

that could achieve these returns?

A Other than the foreign bonds and whatnot. I mean,

that's

Q That's all they told you, it was in foreign bonds?

A Right. It was other than U.S. and it was -- yeah,

either corporate or government-issued bonds, securities.

Q So the people who were selling the CDs or trying to

convince people to buy the CDs weren't able to articulate

exactly how these returns were being achieved?

A Right. It was probably Mr. Stinson is who I talked

to.

Q Okay.

A Or Lena, Mrs. Stinson,

Q Okay.

A -- and that's the explanation I got. Well,

actually that's the books and records.

The FlexeD, that information, when I asked how

what investments were being invested in with the money,

that's what they told me. But it was all on the SIB the

bank side. And since we didn't have jurisdiction --

Q Rig~t.
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business.

Q Okay. But it's fair to say that there were

significant red flags that came out of your examination of

Stanford in 1997?

A Yes. I mean, the lOb-5 is very significant.

Q Let me show you another document and that is a

printout from the STARS system. Do you remember --

A Yeah.

Q -- the STARS system?

A I don't have -- I don't put that information in the

system.

Q Okay. But still maybe it can help.

A It's accessible. And I don't know that I even --

at that point I don't think I even had access to it~ I do

now.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Let me show you the docu,ment. We're going to mark

it as Exhibit 3, Office of Compliance Inspec~i6n and

Examination Super Tracking and Reporting System and it's a

five-page document.

A It's a mouthful, isn't it?

(SEC Exhibit No. 3 was marked for

identification. )

BY MR. KOTZ:
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Q S6 you see it talks about the date of the exam,

lists you as lead examiner, but you dbn't think you would

have been the one tb put this information in the system?

A No.

Q Okay. Do you know who would have been?

A It could have been Julie. I'm not sure.

Q Okay. If we could turn to the last page of this

document, page five.

A (Witness complied).

Q See under violations description it says possible

misrepresentations, possible ponzi scheme?

A Uh-huh.

Q So is it fair to say that that was accurate in

terms 6f the possible concerns that you had arising out of

the 1997 examination of Stanford?

A I don't recall talking about ponzi scheme. Most of

my concerns was with the misrepresentations that they were

obtaining investment funds on misinformation to the investor.

They were saying that their deposits were being invested in

the liquid, safe investment and that there was no -- based on

this there was -- the ~ikelihood of them losing their money

was small.

Q Okay. But was th~re kind of an overall concern of

possible fraud, maybe not specifically a ponzi scheme, but

overall concern that there might have been fraud going on?

..
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Q . But as far as the examination record, that would

close the matter, the deficiency response?

gave it to enforcement to see if they could handle it.

But my understanding was because it primarily was

foreign investors that's probably why it didn't proceed as

much as it should have.

Q Right.

A And part of my sampling I tried -- I looked at

accounts to see if there were any u.s. investors that had

invested at SIB and I didn't note any. And so based on that

and the fact that it was represented to us that everything is

foreign investors, and since, you know, we kind deal with

that's kind of more also why we

Q All right. Do you remember at any time you or

Julie trying to encourage enforcement with respect to this

investigation of the findings you made?

A I don't recall like sitting down with someone and

saying you need to take-this. I don't recall that, but I -

I do know that I wanted them to. I thought this was

something that was absurd and someone needed to look at it.

I know that because it was a foreign offshore,

didn't -- and that was another thing when I looked at the

exam, one of the concerns was were there u.s. investors

involved in this.

u.S. investors, it was
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Q You were aware, were you, that a MUI, a matter

under inquiry, was eventually opened in April of 1998?

A I may have been.

Q Okay. But· were you aware that enforcement was

looking at this matter?

A Yes.

Q Okay.

A Yeah.

Q And you're aware that eventually they didn't do a

full-blown investigation?

A I'm sure I was. It was -- you know, it was kind of

a disappointment, but it was explained that since it was

foreign investors and offshore entity that, you know, we

didn't have -~ my understanding was we didn't have a lot of

jurisdiction.

Q So that was the reason that was given to you as to

why enforcement didn't do a full-blown investigation?

A That was my understanding~ I don't know if they

actually verbalized it or, you know, gave me a letter, but

that was my understanding.

Q Okay. And that was, you think, from Julie or did

you talk to the enforcement people yourself?

A Oh, I don't know if I talked with anybody directly.

It was probably just kind of filtered down.

Q Okay. Do you remember anything about other
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1 allegations about Stanford relating to money laundering or

2 drug trafficking?

3 A No. I don't recall -- that wasn't a focus. I

4 mean~ that was kind of -- I don't know if hearsay is the

5 right word, but it was just something, man, all this money,

6 something's got to be going on wrong, but I didn't know

7 anything.

8 Q Okay. And do you know if the enforcement division

9 was looking into that issue, th~t possible --

10 A No. To my knowledge, no. I mean, my understanding

11 of him, you know, Mexia, which is just south of here, that's

12 where his family is from. And so that's kind of -- he had

13 Texas ties.

14

15

16

Q

A

Q

Who is that? Stanford?

Yeah.

Do you remember anything about   going

17 down to Mexia and checking out where the operation took

18 place?

farm down there, so.

Q Okay. What about Spence Barasch? Did you work

with him at all?

A He was an attorney. I don't know what level he

was, but, yes.

Q Do you know if he was involved in the decision on
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A I don't recall that. I know he lives -- he has a

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Stanford?

A He could have been.

Q Okay. Did Julie Preuitt ever express to you

frustration that she felt like the enforcement group wasn't

taking this matter on as significant

A I'm sure we both discussed the fact that we were

frustrated that it wasn't going forward.

Q Okay. Was there at that point in time sometimes

some tension between the examination group and the"

enforcement group in terms of when matters would be referred

from examinations?

A I never was. Management might have been.

Q Okay.

A I didn't.

Q But there were times where folks in the examination

group fe~t that the enforcement attorneys weren't focused as

much as they could have been on some of these referrals?

A I'm sure there were times, sure, but I didn't dwell

on it.

Q Okay. Were you aware that in July 1998 the

Investment Company, Investment Advisor examination group went

in again on Stanford?

A At the time, no. I do now.

Q Okay. And are you aware now that they -- that they

found some of the same concerns that you had found?



from them, that he did have a bank once before at another

island and hurricane came through and knocked it out and so

that's why he moved his -- the bank to Antigua. Is that

where it is now?

Page 34

information, answer questions about the broker-dealer, but

this SIB, they don't know anything about?

A Yes. Yeah. They -- you know, that was -- that was

Allen's deal. And I do know that --

Q I'm sorry. You said that was?

A Allen, Allen Stanford.

Q Oh, ~len Stanford.

A That was his bailiwick, but I do recall -- and I

. Q Right.

A So I got that bit of history.

Q But to the extent you asked questions about SIB,

the response would be --

A They -- they were open, you know, as far as it's a

bank.over there and they do these deposits and they have

these FlexCDs and we -- we refer clients -- I call them

clients, they wouldn't, but, you know, we refer the foreign

investors to them with an application and once it's over

there, we're out of the -- we're out of the picture, so.

Q Do you remember an issue where there was a

recurring annual referral fee? -In other words,this was a
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referral fee and then the next year they got the fee again

and the next year again.

A As ·loilg as the . money stayed in the bank was my

understanding. As long as the client funds were at the bank

and a CD they were getting a referral fee. You know, like

mutual funds do the same thing with their trailers, but it's

not that high.

Q Right.

A They have smaller trailers.

Q Right. And if the SIB was paying out in interest

and referral fees between 11 and 13.-75 percent, there must

have been a portion that they were making in addition to

that, right?

A Yeah. Well, yeah. You wouldn't want to be doing

this for free.

Q So that would be at least a couple or one or two

points at least higher than 11 to 13.75 percent. So really

with these very conservative investments they were making
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upwards of close to 15 percent?

A You could say that and this was my concern as well.

Q Right.

A And this three and -- or three and three quarter,

the recurring referral, I'm sure that the broker-dealer kept

part of that --

Q Right.

A -- and paid out the rest to the rep. who brought

the client to the bank.

MR.  : How far back were those rates going as

far as the rate's return that you got the information "for?

THE WITNESS: How far back?

MR.  : In time from -- was this going on -

were those the rates of the return for two or three years or

just for the -- that current year?

THE WITNESS: It was that current year. And if I

had the brochure I could -- we could answer the question a

little better. I do have a footnote that the referral fee

prior to me being there was as high as five percent, so that

was even a little crazier,

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Right.

A -- if you will.

Q Were you aware at the time generally of what CDs in

the market were giving?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A I can't recall, but ...

Q But have you ever heard of a·CD that's making that

kind of

A Oh, yeah.. I was -- I was surprised. And you know

they kept saying, well, you know, this is foreign and, you

know, the foreign markets, and I didn't follow foreign

markets, you know, they have .better returns and that was

their explanation.

Q Right. But I mean if everybody could get 15

percent return consistently with foreign markets, then

A I agree

Q we'd all be rich.

A with you. Why are they investing in the U.S.,

exactly, yeah.

Q Okay. So you didn't really believe that this could

be possible?

A I didn't buy into it, no.

Q Okay. And that was an opinion that was also shared

by Julie?

A Yes.

Q And by Mary Lou as well?

A I can't speak to her mind, but I can't -- she

agreed with it because, you know, she okayed the report.

Q Right.. And do you know if a copy of your· report

was sent to enforcement as part of the referral?

'.
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A I don't know if it was, but that was the procedure

at the time.

Q Okay.

MR. KaTZ: Okay. Why don't we take a minute, take

a break. I think we'te almost done. I just want to confer a

little bit.

THE WITNESS: I gotcha.

MR. KaTZ: So we'll go off the record.

(A brief recess was taken.)

BY MR. KaTZ:

Q All right. We just have a couple more things.

Nothing too much. We'll go back on the record.

There was another examination that occurred in 2002

that also related to Stanford. Were you aware of that one?

A Probably -- sure. I mean --

Q At the time?

A At the time, I'm sure I knew it happened.

Q Okay. Did you ever have a conversation with the

folks who did that exam,   or   ?

A Oh, it was an lAIC exam?

Q Yes.

A Oh, no. I thought you meant BD. No. I wouldn't

have known that, because -- I mean, now we have three floors.

At the time I think we only had two and we were all separate.
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the same entity, you wouldn't necessarily be involved in it?

A I wouldn't be involved. They may have, you know,

pulled our report. Chances are back then they didn't

because, you know, we were -- that's BD and that's lA, we

just kind of never talked to each other. That's kind of -

now it's all kind of intermingled.

Q Right.

A But, you know, they may have pulled our report and

looked at it just to get glean information, because I know

that just reading this one, you know, they offered lA

products, so, you know, "they may have looked at it. They may

even -- what we"do is when we go in and do an exam, we look

at prior exams and look at work" papers and reports and kind

of glean what they were doing then and s~e if they're still

doing it now, if they fixed any deficiencies. And I know

that the lAIC side would do that with their own area.

Q But not necessarily with the BD area?

A They could have. I don't know if they did or not.

Q But nobody came to you in either '98 or 2002 and

said we're looking at the same entity that you looked at.

Can I ask you some questions or talk to you about Stanford?

A To my recollection, no. But that wouldn't be -- I

mean, they could have and I would have -- I would have talked

to them, but I don't recall.

Q Okay. Do you remember anything about other
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BY MR. KOTZ:

Q And so in 2009, when the SEC brought an action

against Stanford and it came out he was running a ponzi

scheme, you weren't surprised?

A I wasn't surprised that he finally got caught. I

didn't realize it was a ponzi scheme. I personally just

thought, you know, he had this bank over there and he was

just fraudulently obtaining the-funds and I diqn't think that

he had the wherewithal to make these returns.

Q Okay. But you weren't surprised in 20Q9 when it

came out that he was engaged in some-kind of fraud?

A No.

Q And do you kind of wish now that maybe --

A Oh,yeah.

Q -- enforcement had gone forward and opened a full

investigation back in 1997?

A I wish then that they had but my understanding was

that because it was all foreign, offshore investors and the

bank was offshore, that we didn't have jurisdiction. That

was my understanding.

Q Okay.

A Yes. I, at the time, sure, I was gung-ho and

wanted enforcement to take action.

Q Okay.

MR. KOTZ: All right. I think that's all we have.

- .
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conservative investment-grade bonds and securities. And the

examiners felt that it was not possible for those returns to

be achieved using the method of investments that Stanford

stated they were using. Do you remember th~t as an issue in

the inquiry that enforcement did of Stanford at that time?

A What I remember is that -- well, no. I don't --

what I do remember is I dO'recall that there was some sense

that the return was -- was, you know, sort of over-market,

and so the suspicion was that it was fraudulent, because it

wasn't realistic, but that really is all I remember.

Q Okay. And that was what the enforcement division

was looking at in their inquiry of Stanford in 1998?

A I suppose that was. And, again, what I remember is

because there was a foreign aspect to it and there wasn't

access to the foreign records, that there wasn't sufficient

information to establish what representations were made or

what method was used for achieving the return.

Q Okay. So .do you remember whether enforcement made

efforts to gain that information from this foreign entity? .

A I don't remember if the enforcementstaf£ sought

assistance from the Office of International Affairs. Their

ability at that time to help, especially in, you know, a tax

haven was very, very limited, if at all, so I don't remember

if that was sought.

I -- I do think -- so if you're asking broadly what
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memorandum froDl Hugh Wright (phonetic) by   to  

 (phonetic), examination liaison. Here's a copy of

the report.

A ·Okay.

Q So if you.look at the second page it references you

as an examiner along with   (phonetic). But

  was more senior than. you, is that right?

A Yeah, I was more like a follower and he was the

lead examiner.

Q But you did work on the Stanford exam, right?

A Yes.

Q Now if you could turn to the next page. You see

the exam actually talks about another exam that the

broker/dealer unit had done. Do you remember that Julie

Preuitt and the broker/dealer folks had done an exam prior to

·your exam?

A .Oh gosh. I remember Julie Preuitt. I now her name

and I know she worked for the broker/dealer unit. But I

don't remember

Q Do you remember what you were looking for at

Stanford, what you were concerned about? Would it be CDs?

A Yeah.

Q Stanford was sell~ng these CDs?

A Yeah, we were looking at some CDs.

Q And was there a concern that the CDs were getting

"t:
(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), 

(b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 very high interest rates?

2 A Yeah. But that's the only, yeah. But I don't know

3 the other reasons why we went there besides CDs.

an examination?

4

5

6

Q

A

Okay. Do you remember if Julie Preuitt's group did

No I do not remember Julie Preuitt did an

",. ~

7 examination just so you know that. I want to 'clear that- up

8 for the record. Ide not remember that.

9 Q Okay. Do you remember an examination being done

10 prior to your examination?

11 A Honestly, I can't recall that. I don't_ remember-

12 that.··

13

14

15

16

17

18

All right. Do you remember when you did the exam

that you looked at these CDs; one of the missions: was the

CDs?

A Mrn-hrnrn.

Q Yes?

A Yeah. I think we looked at CDs but -r don't know-

19 that we looked at other stuff besides CDs. I'm not sure~ -

20 Q Okay. And were there concerns that -the CDs were-

21 giving these very, very high interest rates, which were

22 higher than regular bank CDs at that time? -

23

24

A

Q

I'~ so sorry. It has been a long time ago.

Do you remember Stanford not providing you with

25 information that you were asking for? If you could look-at
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A It could be. It could be. But there are some

exams that felt like that, not just Stanford. So I don't

want to single out Stanford like that. You know, if I think

back there could be others that there are some; that.could

be. But I just don't remember, but minor things.

Q You don't remember anything specifically about the

CDs that'Stanford that selling? They were in Antigua?

A I just remember like CDs that just gave out very

high rates. I remember that aspect.

Q Do you remember if you ever figured how he was able

to give such a high rate?

A I don't remember.

Q Is that something that as an examiner you could do,

is to try to analyze?

A· Yeah, yeah.

Q To see how it was that such a high rate would be

given? Is that something that an examiner· can do?

A Yes.

Q Yes?

A Yeah, we can ask that information. But I don't

remember what our results were. I don't remember how did we

find out or what was the answer. r don't remember that.

Q Was  a good examiner?

A r·think so.

Q Yeah? Was he well respected in the office?

.,

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A Shortly before the first exam back in '97, I

believe, sort of in preparation for conducting that first

exam.

Q So this is the exam -- and I'll show you documents

that was done by the broker-dealer group.. Is that what

you're talking about,· or you're talking about the exam by the

investment adyiser group?

A I'm talking about the exam by the investment

adviser group.

Q Right. Okay.

A Now, I was familiar with the broker-dealer exam

generally through discussions, but my real familiarity with

Stanford started with -- when I started to prepare for my

exam.

Q Right. Do you know what triggered the

broker-dealer exam that was -- occurred before your exam?

A I don't recall. Maybe I could review the report,

but I don't recall it.

Q Okay. Were you aware at any point of a referral

from the Texas State Security Board to the SEC in the 1990s

about Stanford?

A No, not -- not sitting here today, I don't recall.

Q Okay. And, so, in connection with the exam you

did, did you gain some familiarity with what the

broker-dealer side did in their exam?
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A Some, yes, but not a great deal.

Q Did you ever speak with Julie Preuitt about the

exam, the broker dealer exam?

A I don't recall, but I -- I just don't recall.

Q Okay. What about with   ? Do you

recall speaking with   about that exam?

A I don't recall.

Q' What about Mary Lou Fe1dman?

A About the broker-dealer exam?

Q Right.

A I don't recall.

Q Okay. Let me show you a document. This is the

examination report, and we're going to mark this document as

Exhibit 2.

(SEC Exhibit No. 2 was marked for

identification.)

MR. KOTZ: It is a four-page document -- let me

see. It's a four-page document. It says on the top Stanford

Group Company, 5056 Westheimer, Executive Summary and

Comments, and we're going to mark it as Exhibit 2.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q If you cou1d take a 100k at this document and te11

me if you recognize it.

A I don't recognize it. I don't remember seeing it.

Q Okay. Do you think, though, that when you were

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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preparing to do your exam, you would have read the

examination report from the BD exam or not necessarily?

A I'm not a hundred percent sure that the BD exam

report had been completed at the time I began my IA exam. I

don't specifically recall, but I would -- believe I would

have at least have had discussions with the broker-dealer

examiners about what they were doing.

Q Okay.

A I can't recall any specific discussion.

Q Okay. And do you think that irrespective of

whether the broker-dealer exam report came out before or

during your IA exam, do you think you would have read the

broker-dealer report or not necessarily?

A Back at that time, I can't say with a hundred

percent certainty that I would have looked at it or read it.

I was aware of it. I was aware of what they were finding,

and I was focusing on what was the adviser doing with respect

to those CD sales.

Q Okay. All right. Let me show you another

document. We're going to mark this one as Exhibit 3. It's a

STARS printout, Office of Compliance, Inspection and

Examinations STARS printout, and it is five pages. It says on

the top, Office of Compliance, Inspection and Examination,

Super Tracking and Reporting System, STARS. We're going to

mark it as Exhibit 3.
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(SEC'Exhibit No.3 was marked for

identification. )

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Do you recognize this, the STARS system?

A I recognize the STARS system, yes.

Q Okay. And what is the STARS system?

A It is a system that is designed to track the

progress and ultimate disposition of examinations.

Q Okay. So if the investment adviser side was going

to do an examination, would they look at the STARS system to

see if another examination had been done?

A Could, yes.

Q Okay. So if you could turn to Page 5 of this

document, Exhibit 3. If you could see on Page 5 it lists the

violations description.

ARight.

Q Do you see where it says, "P.ossible

misrepresentations. Possibl.e Ponzi scheme"?

. A Yes, sir.

Q So was it your understanding at the time that the

broker-dealer exam had determined in their examination that

there was possible misrepresentations and a possibl.e Ponzi

scheme on the part of ~l.en Stanford when you were working on

your exam in 1998?

A Definitely.
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Q Okay. What else do you remember about what you ~

understood the broker-dealer folks to have learned inthe~r

If you could see in the first paragraph:, it talks

about how SIB pays a recurring annual 3.75 percent referra~

fee to Stanford Group, and it notes in the third full·

paragraph, under Findings, "SIB pays out in interest and" .

referral fees between 11 percent and 13.75 percent annual.ly."

A Well, what I understood was -- is that they were

·concerned that there wasn't a lot of information :about what

the offshore bank was doing with the money that was being· '. '

raised through the sale of the CDs.

Q Okay. If we can go back to Exhibi., t 2 for a second,

which is the broker-dealer exam report, :I want to· ask·:·about:'·a

couple of things in this respect. If you could,. turn to Page

2 of that report, Exhibit 2.

In the section noting "Findings, possi:ble.

misrepresentations, Rule lOb-5 -- that's that little b _.- it .

says in the second full paragraph, "SIB promotes its produ·cts

as being safe and secure. A brochure regarding the products

offered through SIB states that" -- et cetera -- "funds: from

these accounts are invested in investment-grade bonds.· "·The

brochure indicates a high level of safety for customer

deposits," and then it gives severai representa~ions of'· that·

- ... : ... '~ .' .safety.
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It also states in the second paragraph, "Based on the': amount .'

of interest rate and. referral fees paid, SIB statements <,.

indicating these products to be safe appear to pe

sentence.

A Okay. What was your question?

Q So was it your understanding that the broker-dealer

group had concerns about the fact that these CDs had

relatively high interest rates and yet werebeinq promoted as

being Vfe:ry safe and secure, and so they had concerns about

how stanford was able to achieve these returns with such

allegedly safe investments?

A. Yes.

Q Okay. Did that -- was that something that you also

shared in terms of your concern about how this was possib'l·e?·····

A Yes .

. Q Okay. And, so, was that part of the concern about

it being a Ponzi scheme, that it didn't seem ~- .i't didn i,,1:',...· .' '.

seem possible that you could get those returns· wi.th ... ,.... '::.':: .... :.

investment-grade bonds and securities, particularly since '.

those returns were significantly higher than oth~r banks::-:were':

giving for CDs at the time?

A I don't know whether my analysis went that far

misrepresentations." Do you see that?
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Where was that last part you read?

That's the second full paragraph and the last

. '",:" .',,:. -.

. :~.
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Do you remember anything about a concern that there

were reoommendations being made to folks to buy these CDs?

There was a referral fee, but then they were claiming that

.Q Okay.

A -- except just to say extremely high interest

rates, extremely generous compensation, the firm is ext'remely'

dependent upon that compensation to conduct· it·s day-to-day "

operations. It just smells bad.

.Q . Okay. Then if you look on P~ge 3 of this dooument,

the exam report, there's a reference to a cash contribution

that Stanford made of $19 million. And if you could see at·

-- the last sentence of the paragraph that's labeled Item 'of: " .

Interest, Addition to Capital, . it says, "The general counsel;'

stated that the cash contribution came from personal ·funds'

and not from the above loans. However, it seems.;ilt lea·st

questionable whether Stanford had access to $1.9 million· in·

personal funds." Did you understand also that t.obea

concern? Did that seem odd to you?

A I don't recall much about that.

Q Okay. Okay. What about in the next paragraph,

which is entitled Maintenance of Books and Records, and it

says, about three-quarters of the way doWn, "It 'appea'rs: ··that··:

. :the:RR is recommending a particular product of· S·IB'sand,:-:;: ..,.

therefore, should have a basis for making that .. "';":
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1 they didn't know anything about how these CDs were being

2 invested?

3

4

5

6

A At what point are you asking about?

Q Okay. Well, we'll talk right now prior to the

exam. ' ,

A Prior to the exam, I didn't know a lot about

7 precisely how they referred to their referrals.

8

9

Q

A

Okay.

I just knew their client ended up investing in the

10 COs, they were suspicious, and we needed to find out what's

11 happened .'

·12 Q Okay. Okay. So woul.d you say that -- that your

13 investment adviser exam kind of came out of what the

14 broker-deal.er side had learned in their exam?

15 A My thought at the time was that my adviser exam was

16 to supplement the broker-dealer exam from the adviser side

17 because it was our understanding that the adviser had to owe

18 a greater duty to investors than the broker-dealer. So it

.19· was, 'in my mind, an easier claim of some fraud or some

·20 misrepresentation or undisclosed conflict on the adviser side

21 ·than it was on the broker-dealer side.

22 Q Okay. Now, were you aware that there was a

23 referral made by the broker-dealer folks after their

24 examination to enforcement?

25 A Yes, I was. It's in my exam report. I was aware
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that there was a matter under inquiry.

Q And do you remember whether you were aware of that

prior to when you started the exam or during the exam?

A I don't recall. It was right arounq that time.

Q Okay . But it was clear that before you completed

the examination, the investment adviser exam, .you. were aware.' "
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of this referral?

A Oh, yes.

Q Are you aware of what enforcement did in connect10n

with the referral?

A Back in'l998?

Q Did they -- do you know whether they investigated

.Stanford? Did they take any steps that you can recal.l.?·

A I remember, I believe, talking with an enforcement

attorney,   .

Q Okay.

A And as far as I knew, she was the one that was the

staff attorney assigned to look into it.

Q Right.

A And I -- I'm sure I discussed things' with her, but

I can't recall too much of the detail of that.

Q Do you rem~er if, in your discussions with Ms.

 or others in enforcement -- did you have the'

understanding that the enforcement division was investigating

Stanford for a Ponzi scheme?

.; '.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A I presumed it was for a Ponzi scheme because that

was everybody's concern, that they can't make this work. So

I don't know if anybody ever said we're investigating a Ponzi

scheme, but that was clearly what ~ understood they were

doing~

Q . Okay . But do you remember any particular steps

that enforcement took in connection with this investigation?

A No. I can't recall any at· this point.

Q. Okay. But did you get the sense that it was a

kind. of a vibrant investigation, they were doing lots of

things and, you know, gathering lots of materials and coming

to conclusion·s?

A I presumed they were conducting an inquiry the way

they would any other inquiry

Q Okay.

A -- that they would first seek voluntary production

of whatever information they wanted to get from the entities

involved, and if they didn't get that cooperation, then they

would.go to the next step to get a formal order and all that.

So that's just the general way everything should go.

Q Do you know if, in the Stanford case, they got a

·formal order?

AAs far as I can recall, they never -- they did not

get a formal order as a result of that 1997, '98 matter under

inquiry.
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Q
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Do you have any idea why not?

Do I have any idea? It was my understanding that

3 they saw, number one, tney didn't have any clear evidence of

4 a fraud simply because they didn't have enough information

5 about what was going on at ~he offshore bank. Number two,

6 they had questions about the jurisdiction and about their

7 ability to successfully subpoena information from that

8 offshore bank. Those are·thetwo big things that come to my

9 mind.

,10 Q Because there's a lot of things that happened over

11 a long period of t~e, do you remember that specifically in

12 connection with the referral in 1998, or is that general

13 understanding of how enforcement viewed the Stanford case

14 over a longer period of time?

15 A That was my impression of how they viewed it from

16 almost the beginning, that that was -- those were the two big

17 issues that they were trying to overcome.

18

19

20

Q

Q

Okay.

BY MR.  :

And when you say a question of jurisdiction, I just

.,
".

21 want to make sQre, what were you referring to?

22 A With respect to the international bank, the issuer.

, 23 They were focused on the issuer.

24 BY MR. KOTZ:

25 Q Okay. Our records show that the broker-dealer

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 of the CDs and what's happening with the money.

-2 Okay. So do you think it's possible that

3 enforcement was actually focused in a different· area- at· that-·:

4

5·

t " ?:uDe.

A" It I s possible. I -- I don't know. That would be .

".,".

" 6 speculation for me to say that. I don't know.

7

8

9

Okay.

BY MR.  :

Was there any coordination efforts between your

10 group and enforcement in the sense of looking to see what

11 documents enforcement had requested to see whether it's

12 something that you were also interested in even looking at?

13 A I didn't do that. My exam was done. I did the

14· exam report. I understood enforcement was looking at it. I

15 just thought enforcement will go put and get whatever

16 additional information they need.

17 Because one of the things was is that we had an

18" offshore bank. I had an adviser saying we don't have much

19 information about it. So I didn't have really any access" to

20 a lot of the information I thought enforcement would" need,

21 and it was enforcement that was going to have to go get it.·

22 BY MR. KOTZ:

23 Okay. I wanted to see if I could get a little bit

24 of general kind of information on the difference between the

25 broker-dealer group and the investment adviser group. Okay?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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portfolio management." What does that mean?

A Okay. That -- that's not referring to the

portfolio of the Antiguan bank.

Q Okay.

A That's referring to the portfolios that were

actually managed by the inv~stment adviser for the clients of

Stanford Group Company, the adviser. They had real advisory

clients.

Q Okay . Oka~ . And then itstates, the next

paragraph, "The examination revealed at least· 17 SGC advisory

client accounts have also invested in an as-yet undetermined

amount in the CDs. II How did you make that determination that

there were at least 17 client accounts?

A Well, we asked the compliance personnel at Stanford

have any advisory clients invested in these CDs, and their

first answer was we don't know. And I said, well, how can

you not know. They said, well, we just refer them over to

the bank, and we don't know whether they end up buying a CD

or not.

And, so, I said, well, I need to know. And, so,

during the course of the exam, maybe even after the

completion of the fieldwork, they eventually got back to me

and gave me a list, I believe, of names ·that included 17

names.

Q Okay. Did you find that suspicious that they say
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they didn't know?

A I sure did.

A I always presume they can be lying, right.

Q And certainly if the SEC is coming in to examine

them, it would be in their interest to say they don't have

any clients who are U.S. citizens, right?

A Exactly.

Q Okay. It says in the next sentence, "It was also

represented to the examiners that these clients are non-U~·.S".

citizens." What do you mean by represented to. the examiners?

A By the compliance staff when they told·Us, you know

because the obvious question was are these:U. S··. inves:tors·

whether the clients were U. S . citizens, other .than asking"

Stanford? '. ",',~., .';.;.

A Not by myself.

Q Okay.

A At the time we did the report, I presumed that was

something enforcement was going to be following up on.;

' .."

-.:

do you know if enforcement

Okay. Were there any attempts made ·:to learnQ

or are these investors who are not u. S. residents'.

Q Okay. Do you know if

ever followed up on that?

A I don't.

Q Okay. So it was certainly possible ·:tha·t the

compliance person from Stanford would be lying, .right·?·
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A Hold on. Enforcement -- investment adviser?

Q I'm sorry.· I'm sorry. Yes. Did the investment.

concerns and obtain more information on that?

A I'm sorry. Rephrase your question.

Q Did the enforcement adviser group, in their

adviser investment company examination that you conducted;i:~;· ".~

did it· take any steps to fol.low upon what the br()ker..dea1.eri.'·

exam report had found regarding the CDs? ' ::. I' '.";- '.. :

A We asked for all due diligence information that the

adviser or the Stanford Group Company possessed concerning'

the COs, whatever they had as to how the money was being

invested, performance returns of the portfolio, whatever: they

had, and as I recall, they produced very, very little. They

claimed, we don '·t have access to that information..

It may have been the most that I got was some sort

of fairly dated annual report or financial report of a-bank·

that gave very top level information.

Q Okay. So you had requested this information but

didn't really receive anything that was helpful? .

A No, not really. And they claimed we don't have it,

we can't get it~

Q Okay. Did you believe that representation that

they don't have it and they can't get it?

A In some ways, I did. In some ways, .1 didn't. On

.. ;" .

" .examination
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Q .Essentially, local blindness?

A . Correct. So in that way, I might believe it • And

.themes on the exam was Mr. Stanford is a very dictatorial

person. So it sort of fit his persona that he would keep

crucial information pretty tight to his chest, so --

BY MR. KOTZ:

Page 42

the one hand, if it was really a planned scheme, then I could

believe that the folks carrying out the financial fraud would

not want to give that information to the folks in the United

States selling it. So at least they could claim some

·plausible deniability.

BY MR.  :

Q How would one go about recommending to clients, and·

obtaining a fee for that, of a particular -- to invest in a

particular investment vehicle if he didn't know anything

about how the vehicle was achieving its returns? How would

how would you sell the vehicle?

A Well, the question is how would you sell it

consistent -- in the case of an adviser, consistent with your

fiduciary duty to your clients.

Q ·Right. But, I mean, even beyond that, if you're

going to try to·convince somebody to invest in something and

they ask you, oh, okay, well, what is it invested in, and you

say I don't have any idea, who would ever invest in it?

is I was seeing one of the recurring·the second thing is
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Exactly. And that's what -- that's what I said. I

2 said I can't believe -- of course, first of all, they backed

3 off and said we'.re not recommending this. We're just -- if

4 they look like somebody who might want to invest in a CD, we

5 refer them over to a bank employee. Okay?

6

7

8

9

Q

A

Q

A

give me

gave me

And they get a fee?

And they get a fee. So I didn't buy that.

Okay.

Okay. So my conclusion was, as·I have asked you,

12 would be a reasonable basis for making a recommendation of an

13 investment.

14 So that's why -- I think if you see the letter I

15 .. sent to Stanford as a result of this report,· I put in there

16 206 language about it doesn't look like you've got enough

1.7 information to fulfill your fiduciary duty in making this

18 recommendation. The first thing I told them is -- is I'm not

19 buying your, oh, we're just· referring them over. You're

20 recommending them.

21 And, so, that was all I could do, was say, hey, you

22 don't have enough information, and you are -- you are risking

23 violating your fiduciary duty. And that would have -- in my

24 mind, have been one of the theories to bring a case against

25 the adviser by enforcement that that was such a -- a glaring
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absence of basis for a recommendation that it amounted to

deceit or fraud upon the client.

Q And, so, is it fair to say that there were

suspicions before you began your examination and those

suspicions were even greater after you did your examination?

A I don't know if I'd say they were greater. They

were pretty high to begin with.

Q Okay.

A But

Q But there was nothi.ng that Stanford provided that

allayed your concerns?

A No.

Q All right. Let me ask you about a footnote on this

Page 4 of the exam rt9port. It says, "It was first

represented to the examiners that no records were kept by SGC

in relation to the client investments in the CDs. However,

SGC later represented that such records do exist and is

compiling a list as r~quested."

Does that seem to you like a pretty big red flag,

that they would say something and then you kind of caught

them in a lie?

A That was one in many red flags. I found it

incredible that they wouldn't know who they had referred, at

a minimum, over to the bank. They should know that.

But this is referring to records of the· actual

.. _~



A After.

exam or before?

Page 47

Q Do you remember, in what form was that brought to

Q Okay. So you remember some discussions with  

 . And do you remember whether you talked about what

:~: '.' "...enforcement '.s attention?

A . Sending them a copy of our exam report probably.·

Q Okay. Who would you have sent that copy of your

exam report to? Would that have been   ·:'.·,,· .,.:-

A I hate to say definitely who it would have been. r

wish I had the -- the transmittal information, but· it would

be speculation for me to say I sent it to   ~ ·It'·

would be reasonable.

Q Right. But you're pretty· confident that you sent a

copy of this July 16, '98 exam report to someone in

enforcement who was working on the referral --

A Yes.

Q -- in the Stanford matter?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Do you remember·if you.had any conversations

with them saying here's what I found, I'm sending you the·:-'

exam report, if you have any questions, come talk to me?· .-.

A Not specifically. Like I say, I rememb€r some

·discussionswith   . <

Q But do you think that was after you finished the
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1 Q Okay. So is it fair to say that even after

Page 55

2 Stanford responded to your deficiency letter, you still were

3 suspicious about their operations?

4

5

A

Q

Definitely~

Okay. So do you feel like they sat~sfactorily

6 provided you a response to the deficiency letter?

7 A They provided a response, but it wasn't adequate to

8 allay my concerns about what they were doing, and, basically,

9 I would have considered this to show enforcement that

10 Stanford is continuing to ignore our concerns.·

11 Q Okay. Was there any thought to kind of reopening

12 the exam or going back and asking for more information after

13 you received a nonsatisfactory response? .' .'.

14 A I'm sure there would have been, but .eitherthe

15 enforcement inquiry was ongoing or enforcement had. decided to

16 close it. Either way, it generally was not fruitful to get.

17 into a letter-writing campaign with the registrant.

18

19

20

21

Q

A

Q

A

Okay.

You know, it kind of makes you look:weak.

Okay.

So my idea was -- is that the only response to this

22 type of response to the deficiency letter was to begin an

23 enforcement inquiry in this particular situation.'

24 Q Now, had there not been an already ongoing
'~;' .

25 enforcement inquiry, is it fair to say that you would· have
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referred what you found in your investment advisory exam' to

enforcement?

A Definitely.

Q Okay. Was there any discussion about consulting;'

the SEC's Office of international Affairs to getassis'tance: '::

since this was a matter that was partially taking place: ;in'.-"

bringing an action against Stanford in any way based ~n what:

you found? We talked about the hook previously.

A Well, this gets into an enforcement strategy, which

is nbt my area. I only was an enforcement attorney for a

year-and a half.

Q Okay.

A If that happened, it would have happened by

enforcement. ,They have a whole lot more dealings with 'orA ",

than the examiner.

'Q Okay. Do you remember if that was ever brought 'up?

-- -A--!' don it remember. r don't remember~'

Q Okay. Well, let me ask you this question. And you

were a former enforcement lawyer, and so you have some' -- -

..' .';"

: .' ..'

..;: "

. :;

Antigua?

background in this.

But putting aside the issue of jurisdiction

relating to Antigua, just simi>ly'based on the information,

that you were aware of as of this time period, 1998,wou~d

there have been -- would there have been a p08sibility-' of',
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A It's kind of like staying at the Holiday Inn

.Express. ( ."

Q A:1itt1e bit better than that.

A· My thought at the time was -- is that we've got,·

SEC-registered entities selling an inves·tment.: We may;:·:not·;··· ..,

have much'pull on the ish-worthy investments, ·but:.· the·,· --:,.

registered entities, we certainly have mote than enough:.·

interest and jurisdiction to regulate what they are doing.

So at that point, it just became an issue of how

much risk was enforcement willing to take to bring an action

or even· start an investigation and run the risk of losing'..'·· .' .

My idea, as i:t sort of germinated over time, was -- is·,' that:·

the enforcement staff would just do the standard thing" se'nd

·out.a voluntary request for information from the registered.

entities, we want information about what's happening to the:

money offshore, and probably they would not provide it. At

that point, you get a formal order.

Then you subpoena the information from·those

regulated ent.ities. They say, we don't have it, we' can,'·t'. 'get'

it.' At that point, now you can file a public ·subpoena..:\ '.

enforcement .action in a. federal court and layout, all· of your·:

.suspicions about those CDs for the entire world to know ... It .:,

would be about two weeks after that you found out whether' .

there was a Ponzi or not.

QAnd is it fair to say that that, that you just
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described, could have happened in 1998?

A It could have. And like I say, you ·know, we're

.going back into time, different circumstances.. You know,

·it's a subjective determination by the people ·in ·charge :in:· ...

Q Right. But isn't it fair to say th~t it could have

happened in 1998, and if it did happen in 1998:, knowing:· now~·'

what we know, that would have saved tremendous amount'S ·0£ ' "

folks from investing in Stanford' s Pon~i scheme? :.: '.

A It's possible~ yes~ if it -- if it had been done.

impediment, that you're aware of, in 1998 from taking that .

approach? There was nothing new that occurred later that you'

could then -- that then made it possible to ta.ke'that

'approach, correct?

A N9t that I'm aware of. I mean, in my mind, it

seemed that there was a preoccupation with the fact we" re·'

dealing with an Antigua bank, and I was always saying"forget,

the bank. We've got a BD and an·IA. Focus on ·them.

Q . Right. Now, were you aware that the, eii'forcement':'

division eventually closed the 19913 Stanford matter under;-· :,.:,...

inquiry?

A I was aware of it.

Q Okay. Were you aware of it at the time? In other

words, did they come to you and say, you know,' you did 'all, of ..

enforcement. . : : .

ther'e was noOkay. And there was nothingQ
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this work on the exam, we appreciate your help,

unfortunately, we're going to close it?

A No.

Q How come?

'A I don't know. It just wasn't done.

Q .. Isn't that a little odd? I mean, you had kind of

. ·put ".some of your own time and effort into it, :and you~ '.. : .,

..wouldn 't even be notified, sorry, nothing came of:' it for. this' .

reason, you know, we tried.

" A I can't say forcertairi I wasn't notified. I mean,

that's.a long time ago.

Q Okay.

A .r know I became aware of it. You know, Thad had

discussions. Everybody knew, that needed to ~now, what my

vi.ewpoint :was, so

Q So were you disappointed when you heard that

enforcement had closed the matter under inquiry?

A I was concerned because, you know, wes'till had the

same concerns that this thing is going to continue to. grow.

.and we're not really comfortable that it's a legitimate.

operation.

Q Okay. So at that time period when enforcement

closed the matter under inquiry, you were still concerned

that Stanford was operating a Ponzi scheme, is that right,' or

another fraud?

.....:.:

"
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A I would prefer to say a fraud. I don't, --

Q Okay.

A I thought in my mind, in the best-case ::scenario,;'

Mr. ,Stanford was using the money at the bank to -':'" to fund

Going

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

A

thing.

Q Right.

saying a Ponzi scheme is a very specific

..~ .

:.::-.;

8 - what I understood to be his, passion, which wa~ real esta~e

.. -9, development. So I suspected he was using that mo.ney to· -:.

10 bankroll some of---his deals-. Was that a Ponzi, ,no. But could

11 it be a fraud, yes.

12 Q Okay. So it's fair to say that as of 1998, when

13 the enforcement division closed the matter under inquiry,

14 that you were still concerned that Stanford was operating

15 some kind of fraud?

16 A Correct.

17 Q Okay. Do you know who Wayne Secor is?-

18 A Yes, I do. ".,

19 Q Okay. He used to work at the SEC?

20 A Yes, he did.

21 Q Okay. Did you know that he ever --if he ever

22 represented Stanford?

23 A Sitting here today, no, I can't recall that.

-24 Q ,Did you ever hear that the reason that the

25 enforcement matter under inquiry was closed wa's that WaYne
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BY MR. KOTZ:

Q And what were your -- what was your reaction to

that complaint?

A -- saying thank you for your complaint or your

information I don't know that she really wanted to call it

Q Okay. Well, we'll -- and then there's a reference

here to a complaint letter from a Mexican resident concerning

SGC's apparent sales of _CDs to her 75-year-old mother in

Mexico. Do you remember that complaint letter?

A Oh, yes.

Q What do you remember abo:ut that?

A Well, it was written by her daughter, I believe,-

who was an accountant of some sort, who apparently had

learned from her mother that-- she had invested -in the CDs and

had concerns, after looking at the materials, about what

the safety of this investment. In a nutshell, I ,;,.- r-think

-that was the --

seeking additional information, contact

How come?

Well, what I started to do was draft a-reply letter

the -- I believe the daughter --

Right.

My reaction was we need to talk to that lady.

Okay. Did you talk to that lady?

No, I didn't.

Q

A

Q

A

Q

A

to the

a complaint
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information, that we would really be interested in talking. to

her about what happened. But as far as I know, that.letter

never went out, and I think we'll develop that as.we go along

here.

Q Okay.

A But that was my initial response, we need to get,in

.touch with this lady and here 's how I propose 'to do it.". let's

send this letter.

Q Okay. And, so, is it fair to say that you felt

that her complaint might have been valid, that there might

have been something to her complaint? . ' ...,

A Well, I was almost certain there was something to

her complaint.

Q Okay. Okay. All right. We'll get 'to that with

some documents, but let me continue with this report .····I£ you

look at Page 7, Footnote 2, one thing I didn't ask you··about·

before, it references that "SGC. receives a' three. percentage.

annua~ trail commission from SIB for convincing'clients-: to. ',.,

invest· in SIB's CDs." By the way, what's a trail cominis·si·on?·

A That refers to a -- a percentage compensation based

on assets placed with an issuer in the past. ::It.' s kind 'of' ,....

like a 12b-l fee. They're compensating the seller, in

essence, for having made the original sale plus ·.keeping tha't

money in place, because obviously the CDs mature. Theycan

walk away. So the reps presumably are doing something to
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maintain those CDs, to get the people to rollover, reinvest,

put more money in, whatever.

Q Okay.

A So that's kind of a continuing --

Q Right.

A-- compensation.

Q . Right. And, so, they got this three percen.t fee;

every year?

A Yes.

Q Okay. And was that parti.cularly unusual, that here

you have a situation where they sort of feign nO't· to :real'ly'oo,

be doing much, and yet not only did they get this' initial

fee, even though they don't have any idea what the

investments were I they're continuing to get the .fee every:'···

year? Was that a big red flag?

A That was a big red flag.

Q All right. Let's turn to Page 10, Referrals to'

, Affiliated Bank for Certificate of Deposits. ,"A revi'ew: of,·-' ,'",:

SGC' s du~ diligence files for the SIB ce~tificates of:'-deposi,t:,

revealed that SGC had little more than the most ·.recent· ·SI·B···

financial statements and the private offering memorandUm" and"

subscription documents." Did you find that to be odd?'

A Yes. Well, not odd. I -- I considered it to be

extremely lacking.

Q Okay. So "There was no indication that anyone at
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So case law talked about when can a CD be a

security~ and one of the things is are they subject to

regulation. And if not, maybe they are a security, so

Q Okay. Let me ask you this question about the --

this particular issue. Does the question of whether there

were -- there were o.s. investors, does that matter in terms

of the SEC's ability to bring an action?

A No, but it does factor into their priorities.

Q Okay. In terms of resources within the office of

enforcement? :.

A I believe so, yes.

Q But, I mean, as a matter strictly speaking, as a

matter of law, the -- if th~re's an entity that is engaging

in fraud and they're only defrauding foreigners, the SEC has

the same jurisdiction to bring an action against them as if

they were defrauding the United states investors, right?

A Yes, and, in fact, we have done that in our office

before. So it's not something that hasn't been done.

.In my view, whenever you have activities of a

registered broker or a registered adviser under the

regulation of the SEC, anything they do that's not right

could cause damage to the u.S. financial reputation and

system, whatever.

Q And, so, when was that done? Do you remember the

case?

.,,;
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handwriting, and it says 12/13/02. Is that YQur handwriting

by any chance?

A Yes, it is.

Q .Okay. Could you read it for me?

A . "Complaint letter sent to TSSB on 12/10/02."

. Q What does it say on top of that?

A "Telephone confer.ence with  l."

Q. Who's  ?

A   was the person who was.basically in·

charge of all of the tracking systems in enforce.ment. She was

.sort of 'in charge of making sure all the data 'got inputted .'.

into the system, like this system here, reflected in the

printout.

BY. MR.  :

Q Is she in D.C. or Fort Worth?

A In Fort Worth. She just retired a couple of years

ago. I'm trying to remember how this -- well, I'll let you

ask the questions.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q How come it was referred to TSSB?

A I don't know.

Q Did you participate in that decision to refer it to

TSSB?

'A No.

Q ·Who did make that decision?

:.. -

.; 0.
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A As 1 understand it, it was Spence Barasch.

Q Okay. Did you agree with that decision?

A I was puzzled by it.

Q Why were you puzzled hy it?

A Because I didn't see how the Texas State Securities

Board could do. even as much as we could potentially do,:. much

less more. So it didn't make any sense to me.· . ,...'

Q .. Do you know why Spence Barasch decided to refer ·it

to the TSSB?

A No,. I do not.

Q Okay. All right;, Let me show you the next

document. This is an email dated 12/12/2002 from  

 to   with a copy to you,   and

Hugh Wright. We're going to mark it as Exhibit 13, and ·it's

a two-page email.

(SEC Exhibit No. 13 was marked for

identification.)

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q This may be what you were referring to before. ·If

you look at the bottom of this Exhibit 13, there's an··emai-l.

from you to Hugh Wright, with a copy to  , Wednesday,

December 11, 2002, 11: 32 a.m. "Hugh,  and I have come up

with this draft respollse to the lady in Mexico. It should at·

least get the ball rolling on responding~ Let us know what

you· want us to do."

.' .

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)c 
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A I believe he was a branch chief in enforcement. :

Q Why was he looking at this? Why was he involved in·
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And then   sends it to   .

"Would you look this over for any comments or additions that

you may hay-e?" And  says, "I want to spend more:' time:

with this. It may make sense after we look at everything.""

The letter should come from the enforcement attorney .... ·:What·

A At this time, I believe that an enforcement

attorney in our office,   , was looking into the"

Stanford, and I think   was in   branch.'

That's my that's my best recollection.

Q So this is at the same time that it ,was referred to

TSSB. Before it was referred, they were looking at it,. or

how did that work? Do you remember?

A As far as I know, we had received a complaint just

as we were doing this exam, and I thought, oh, this. is· great,

'we'vegot actually somebody complaining. And -I ·said, here's:

a letter to send to the person.

And, so,   was in charge of responding to

consumer complaints. And, so, that's why I sent it to her.

Here's a letter we can send. Or at least I sent it t~ Hugh

to look over it and make sure I was not too far off base.

And I guess  was aware that  was looking

; .....:::'..was   role in this?
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BY MR. KOTZ:

identification.)

Q This is a reference to communications with the

have -- having communications with the Federal: Reserve,'" ., .....

contacting the representative at the Federal Reserve?,";,': '.'

" :..

-'.: ..

or someone decided to

Do you remember a point in time tryi:ng-" :to

Yes.A

Federal Reserve.

Stanford. So I had decided, I think

Q What was that all about?

A Well, we had the issue of we have CDs being sold

that for all intents and purposes appears to be banking.

activity. We thought the banking regulators might have some

say in thi~ and might ha~e a regulatory hook to use against

contact the Federal Reserve and find out what they thought ..

'about this.

Q And did you have any luck with the Federal Reserve?

A After a long time of effort, we finally did talk

with some people who were familiar with Stanford.

Q And what did they tell you?

A            
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1 or wasn't going to open any kind of review themselves?

2 A Yes. This was a shot out of the blue because I had

3 sent him the draft of my response letter to the Mexican lady

4 and was waiting to get some'comment, get it cleared to get it·

5 going. And then I received this email saying,·  , ·it's

6 already been referred to the Texas State Securit~es Board~

7 Q Okay. And you understood that to mean that it's

8 not just the letter but the entire -- the entire exam

9 referral?

10 A Well, I took it to mean only the complaint.

11 Q Okay.--..-.--.-...----.---.----=------------.--------------- ---------1----

12 A Because I st~ll had control over the exam report

13 and what its findings would be and what its recommendation

14 would be. That didn't depend upon the lady in Mexico .

. 15 Q So did you understand it to still be an open issue

16 under consideration by enforcement.at this point?

17 A Based on his statement that i'Wheri you are finished

18 with your report, however, I would like to read it .. At that

19 ·time, I will reevaluate our interest in the matter."
.- ...

20

21

22

23

Q

A

Q

Okay.

So I didn't give up.

BY MR. KOTZ:

And, in fact, 1et me just shoot a little bit

24 further to this email dated 6/4/2003, which is a significant

25 time many months later, and these conversations are still

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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diligence with the Stanford International Bank because they

still couldn't tell me -- they didn't provide records of

exactly what they're buying and selling, what actual

investment activity is generated in these returns. And,-so~

all they're doing is quoting me performance information that

may or· may not be accurate or supported by actual financial

and viable .operations,. so

BY MR.  :

Q. They·needed to know what SIB's portfolio was that

supported the CD rates, right?

A Right. I mean, they did that with all: of their

managers in·the Schedule A in the wrap program. Theywere

constantly reviewing to make sure these managers .were

complying with their investment mandates, staying within

their universe and all those things. They didn't do any of

that with Stanford International.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Okay. All right. And, then, if we go to the March

13, 2003 response .to that letter, which we're goi.:ng to mark '

as Exhibit 22, from. Stanford to   -- ...

(SEC Exhibit No. 22 was marked for

identif1cation.)

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q -- you can see their response on Page 4 is, "We do

exercise proactive due diligence with respect to Stanford

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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identification.)

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Here it says, "  ,  and  all 'agree with

your assessment that there's something sinister about the'. "';" .,...

Stanford black eagle. Isn't it swell they are eXpanding ....

their operations? I guess they need more and new ,moneY"'for

tl:1eir bank." This is from  to you. Who are  , .,.   :

and  ?

A  is   ,  is   , and·

 is   .

Q And who are those people?

A   is now a branch chief in investment

advisers.   was a former member of my branch and ,a

former branch chief in the exam program. And   is

currently an assistant director in the exam program.

Q How did they all know about what was going on with

Stanford?

A This was a subject of common discussion in the

office.

Q Okay. So what does it mean that they agree with·,

your assessment there's something sinister about the Stanford

black eagle?

A That may have been relating to some -- ! don't

remember using those terms. It may be that they're just

coming up with a cute way to refer to Stanford --

,.:-

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), 
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A I have a general recollection that our office,

after the Madoff situation, said, hey, is there anything· that

we have any concern about that we haven't done someth~ng

about, and I believe Stanford was one of them. I don't o· ••

occurred other than -- you know, re1ating to Stanford ..,.-.. .-~..

other than the Madoff situation, which is unre1ated to'··' ...

Stanford -- that changed, that was different in .2009 rather· ..

than in 1998 that enforcement then could bring the action?

A You mean in 2009?

Q Yes~

A One thing that was different was -- is that

And, so, we decided we need to pick this up and run.

with it ·and·see if we can do something because, you know; ··the::.·

game has changed. The risk of losing is a whole :lot less ..

now. We -- we're going to be punished more for not doing

something than for doing something and endingup.peing

unsuccessful or whatever. That was my general feeling,.: ·that·

we couldn't let that sleep anymore.

Q So 100king back now, with the benefit of hindsight,

do you wish that that kind of decision might have been made

remember the others.

" .

.". ; ..;." ._-.

.. :

Were there any different circumstances that.:

ten years ear1ier?

A Sure. Hindsight is 20/20.

Q But was there any different facts that were

.uncovered?
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certainly gives me the impression that T may have read the

the Stanford exam report.

Q . Okay.

BY MR.  :

Q Who was your assistant director at --

A This surprises me --

Q Oh, I'm sorry.

A Go ahead.

Q Who was your assistant director at that point?

A Oh, that would have been   .

Q Okay.

A Yeah.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Now, from what we understand, the matter was

eventually referred to the Texas State Securities Board?

A Uh-huh.

.Q Does that ring any bells?

A No.

Q Okay. So do you remember at any point in time

looking into seeing whether there might be a case to be··

brought .against Stanford?

A You know, I remember having a discussion or

possibly two with   about it. I couldn't tell

you the content of that. I mean

Q Okay.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A Okay.

Q A discussion between you and Jul.ie Preuitt

-regarding Stanford on a business trip to New Orl.eans, and the

discussion was that Mr. Barasch had -- was the one who made

the decision to close the matter under inquiry in the

Stanford matter because of representation made by Wayne

Secor, who at the time was representing Stanford, that there·

wasn't any fraud there. Does that ring a bel.l. at al.l. ?-,

A It does not.

Q Okay. So you were onl,y in New Orl.eans-.once, is .:.

that right, over the l.ast year, or more than once? We' --have.

reports of a trip in July, l.ate Jul.y, earl.y August, and

ariothei: trip in October. Do you remember which was the one:'

you went to?

A I do not. I know we drove there, and I want to --

I don't recall when it was.
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in that conversation?

A I don't. I don't. I know Wayne.

Q You do know Wayne?

A (Nodding.)

Q Do you know that he represented Stanford?

A I did not know that.

Q- Okay. Let me -just give you the testimony we '-l.l.

give -- we were given and just see if it refreshes your

_recol.lection. ",.: ...-.. :
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But you were only there once?

Right.

Okay.· And at the time you were there, the dinner

4 you had was both with Julie and Spence Barasch?

5

6

A

Q

·And   .

And   . You weren't there a second time

7 where you had a dinner with Julie Preuitt at the same'p1ace

that you previously had dinner with Spence Barasch?8

9 A Oh, I might have. Hold on. I know·I've eaten

.. "

10 there twice because there's a specific restaurant in New

11 Orleans ~- oh, well, there

12 went and took testimony

there was a second time that we

13

14

15

16

17

Q Okay.

.A -- in in a commission matter .

Q Okay. Was Julie Preuitt there?

A Yeah. It was just Julie and I on that· one.

Q Okay. So from what we understand is there· was a

18 dinner at the steak house at one point in time with Spence

Barasch?19

20

21

22

A

Q

house.

·Correct.

Then you and Julie went back to that same steak

I guess it was good, the same steak house that· you

23 went to with Spence Barasch. And because it was the same

24 steak house that you went to with Spence Barasch, Julie

25 raised Spence Barasch's name, because I guess'he came up

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 



Q Okay.

BY MR.  :

.Q When was this dinner that you were there on

testimony? .,

Q Or Wayne Secor at all?

A No.

BY "MR.  :"

-- I mean, we took testimony at a little town outside of New:

Orleans so we'd have a. record of the transcript, of when it

occurred.

and I can find out because weIt would have beenA

Page 27

since you were there with him, and then had this conversation

with you.

A I honestly don't recall a conversation.

Q But do you think that the conversation didn't

happen, or you just don't recall it?

A Either one. I mean, I just don't recall ever

having a discussion with her alone about Spence Barasch and

Stanford. "

Q Okay. Do you recall. when you had this dinner with

Julie, the second dinner, what you guys talked about?

A No idea.

Q And you don't recall during that dinner talking

about Stanford at all?

A I don't recall.
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Q Three or four months ago at most?

A Yeah. It was very recent.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Do you have any idea why Julie would say that you

had this oonversation -- it has not been that long 'ago -- and

you wouldn't remember it?

A Not really, other than we had finished testimony

and it had been a long day. So I -~ I just do not recall any

any any discussions about Stanford.

Q Okay. Are you aware of any role that Spenoe

Barasoh played in the Stanford investigations?

A I am not.

Q Okay. Would you have assooiated Spenoe Barasoh

with Stanford?

A Frankly, no.

. Q Are you aware of Julie's oonoern about Spenoe

Barasoh? Has she ever indioated to you any oonoerns about

Spenoe Barasoh?

A Yes.

Q What kind of oonoerns?

A Well, Julie -- Julie's view of Spence was that he

was someone that she would never want to get on his bad side.

Q How oome?

A It was her view that Spence was pretty ruthless

with people.
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A I think it was about four years before I became a

branch chief. I'd have to go back and look; but I think in

about 2001, I became a branch chief.

Q Okay. What were your ~uties as a staff attorney?

A Investigating cases, usually fraud cases, involving

a variety of different things, from prime bank schemes to

broker-dealer fraud to accounting cases.

Q And that was in the Division of Enforcement?

A Yes.

Q Okay. Who was your supervisor when you were a

staff attorney?

A The first one was   . And then I'm

wondering if there was another one after that. She was the

direct supervisor. Hugh Wright was the head of enforcement

here at first, and then Spence Barasch became the head of

enforcement here.

Q Okay.

A As a staff attorney, that's all I remember. I

don't know if I actually had another --   might have

left at some point right before I became a branch chief, but

I don't think I had a substitute branch chief at that point.

Q Okay . And how long have you served as a branch

chief?

A Since around 2001.

Q Okay. What are your duties as a branch chief?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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I'm sure I did, if I said I did, but I don't

2 remember anything specific about it. And I'm sure I talked

3 to   about it, too. I just don't

4

5

8

Q

A

Q

Okay.

Looking at it now, I ~-I don't recollect reading

Okay. And then 1!hat about the complaint? It looks

A Right.

Q -- the  case?

A Yes. I was in on the  case.

Q What was the  case?

A That was similar. It was a   -based

9 like it's comparing it to  . Were you familiar with

10

11

12

13

14

15

16 investment complex that had an IA and a BD. It was

17 representing -- I'm trying to remember this; because this was

18 one of the first ones when I was in here -- well, about 2000,

19· maybe '99 _.- basically, representing, you know, safe, secure

20 investments to what were primarily, I believe,  or

21 foreign clients; although I believe there were some

22 U.S.-based clients. And I know we shut them down. I came in

23 at the end of that investigation to help -- when we filed the

24 case, the receiver took over -- help kind of garner

25 everything at the offices there in   .
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Q So it was a fraud?

A It was a fraud.

Q Was ·it a Ponzi scheme?

A I think, ultimately, it was at least partially a

Ponzi scheme. I think there were, obviously, new-investor

funds used to pay the old investors their interest, and

perhaps principal,as well.

Q Okay. So what do you remember about looking into

this matter? It looks like you were given a copy of a

complaint that compares it to --

A Uh-huh.

Q -- a fraud

A Right.

Q -- potential Ponzi scheme, and you were given a

copy ~f an exam report. You had some conversations with

  , who did the exam ~

A Uh-huh.

Q What do you remember about looking into this

matter?

A I remember talking about it with -- with Jeff Cohen

and Spence Barasch. And the issues that we came up with that

were difficult ones -- I mean, I think we recognized,

obviously, what was being represented on these CDs that were

being offered by Stanford looked suspicious, just because of

the -- I think the consistently high returns that were being

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Page 18

put together with the claim that it was safe and secure.

But the issues we ran across were, A, this was a CD

from a bank in Antigua. And I believe there was a case --.: I

think it was a Marine Bank case -- that basica:lly. held· :that·

CDs issued by banks here in the United States,: af' least, ·were··

not securities regulated by the SEC. So we we·re ·trying to·

overcome that is~ue.

The second issue was that the offerings, as far as

I knew -- and I think I mention' it in the e-mail -- were··not··

made from Houston, but rather, the Houston folks 'were

referring clients to Bank of Antigua folks, supposedly, :i-n

Antigua. So the sale of that was being made ~ctually out of

Antigua to primarily, if not completely, offshore citizens.'

So that was an issue, whether we -- the SEC would. cover that ..

And then the third issue was the records, should we

try to get them, were probably -- or likely in Antigua.

Q Right.

A Therefore, you know, what's the likelihood that we

could -- we could end up getting enough to -- :to make a·case?

Q Right. So do you remember if you. know , who made

the decision to not go forward with this, or how did it· work?·"

A I mean, it was made above my level. Whether it was

Spence, or Spence and Jeff together, or even Hal Degenhardt,

who was the head of the office, I don't know.

Q Uh-huh.
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A All I know is that we presented the issues that

were recognized by Jeff and Spence; and rather than spend a

lot of resources on something that could end up being

something that we could not bring, the decision was made· to .

-- to not go forward at that time, or at least to -- to not

spend the significant resources and -- and wait and see. if

. something else would come up. Because, don't f:orget, this.·

complaint· on Exhibit 2, I believe, was anonymous,· -which' made

it a little more difficult to prove whether what .they're

saying is is true.

Q Okay.

A I've found, in my experience, that anonymous

complaints are really difficult to -- to make use out of

because you don't have anyone to talk to to ask .follow-up

questions.

Q Were YQuaware at that time that there·had been a

previous complaint from a woman in Mexico? Are you aware of·

that·, in addition to that complaint?

.A I don't recall anything other than the  

information and the anonymous complaint. I don't reca-ll

that.

Q Okay. Let me ask you a question about· Exl1ibi t 4

A Okay.

Q -- which is the exam report.

A . Uh-huh.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Page 37

A Does she have the ability to do deductive

reasoning?

MR.  : What do you think?

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q I don't know. Was she not one of your strongest

examiners?

A No. And we've had some strong ones.

Q Uh-huh. But  was strong?

A Oh, heck, yeah.  has probably got the most

experience and.knows more about whatever

Q Right.

A goes on in the -- the securities industry.

Q So the fact that   and/or   ,

or ~hoever else worked on he enforcement MUI, didn't contact

 , from what we can see, does that indicate to you that

there probably wasn't a lot going on, or ~lse they would have

at least sought the assistance of  , who did the exam?

A And he says he didn't have any contact with them?

Q' No.

A That's unusual.. It's crazy. It makes .- it's

nonsensical, because -- unless to come back and say that

they've given us a plausible story.

Q Why would you say it's unusual or nonsensical?

A Well, you go to the people that's been there.

Q Right.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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into and examiners had done an exam contemporaneously, would

they -- would they come to them, if they were interested in

pursuing it, to kind of pick their brains or

THE WITNESS: More than likely, it would be a

formal order. If it was something we referred to them, they.

-- they got a formal order, and we would pursue it to ~

generally, the best we could and support enforcement in

anything that they did.

MR.  : I'm just trying to say -- just going

back to your --

THE WITNESS: But I don't remember

MR.  : -- to your statement about

that it was kind of non- ---just generally, would be

nonsensical for them to not talk to him. What we understand

happened in this case is that they opened the MUI and-- and

 was, you know, doing a-- an exam and did a pretty

detailed report, yet the people that were working on the MUI

never came to him and-talked to him about it. Is that

THE WITNESS: That doesn't make any sense.

MR.  : And do you say that because if they

had been interested in pursuing that MUI, they -- the way

things worked around here, they would have come and talked

THE WITNESS: How quickly did they close it?

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q A few months.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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Q  

A --  .

Q Was  a good examiner?

A You bet. He's got an interesting background. He

carne up as a    --

Q Uh-huh.

A -- and then a   and then went to

got an accounting -- took the CPA exam and passed the CPA

exam. And then next thing I knew, he was knocking on the

door and wanting a job.

Q Right. And now he's at  .

A Yes.

Q We're actua~iy going to see h~ tomorrow in New

Orleans.

A Oh, I bet he's interested in that.

Q Yeah, I think he will be.

A I hope you enjoy New Orleans. I've never been --

even thou9h I was with the Commission this long, I've never

been to New Orleans.

Q And so do you remember both --   a~so

fee~ing ~ike there was a concern about Stanford's operations

and

A I don't know -- can I --

Q Sure.

A The best I recall, yes, we had concerns -- major

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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concerns. Without looking at this, there were major

concerns. I thought, you know, the amount of income ,that

Stanford Group Company was receiving was humongous.

Q Okay. Do you want to take a look at the report?;

A Well, you can see one thing. We spent a heck of a

lot more hours on it with two people that knew wha't they were

doing. Jane Bates was the chief compliance officer,

according to the report, and she was a very weak compliance'

officer.

Q What do you mean by "weak compliance officer"?

A Best I recall, we invited her up after this exam to

to talk to us. And I dealt with Jane at VALlC, Variable'

Annuity Life Insurance Company, down in Houston. She was the

chief compliance officer -- or worked for VALlC, which is a'

wholly owned subsidiary of American General Life Insurance

Company, which is now part ofAIG. And her experience in

variable annuities in an investment company complex did. not

go over well, as far as I was concerned, as an adviser .. I
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looked at it more as a flunky to do whatever S,tanford or his'

the powers that be at Stanford wanted her to do.

Q Oh, I see. If you look at -- '

A Oh, my God. This is, back where we had to do these

what did they call it?

MR.  : Are you talking about the,SR-CEM?

Yeah, that's what I thought you were talking about.

. ,
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Q You do not?

A I -- I don't.

Q How come?

A I

Q I mean, a receiver was appointed immediately after

the SEC brought its complaint.

A Correct.

Q .okay. Couldn't a receiver have been appointed in

1998 or 1997?

A I don't know that you could get it.through the

Commission.

Q How come?

A Well, the way it's designed now -- then, it's where

you've got -- I don't know what you call it now. BROA? Is

BROA still around?

MR.  : That's become the Office of Chief

Counsel. It's the same organization, just a different name,

OCC. I mentioned  --   that we talked about

earlier

THE WITNESS: Uh-huh.

MR.  : -- he came from the group that is now

-- was formerly BROA.

THE WITNESS: Okay.

A But, you know, usually, it was always "Mr. No"s.

No, you can't do it. No, you can't. No, you can't. Your

l",-.-.

"-'-.
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stuff doesn't --

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Who was saying "no, you can't"?

A Washington.

Q And what were they saying -- no, you can't do what?

A Well, there were certain types of cases the

Commission, you know, wanted to see. And they were at. the' ""

table and were able to determine whatever, and if it didn't:

fit with -- if you've got a round hole and putting a· square'· ,.

peg in it, they didn't want, you know, to let it go through.

Q And was Stan- --

A It was very frustrating.

Q Was Stanford a round-hole-type case?

A I think so. I think it was a square peg going in a

round hole and didn't know what to do with it.

Q So you think there was concern that the Commission

wouldn't approve of a request to go forward with the Stanford

investigation at that t~e?

A Well, you'd have to talk -- yeah. And if they --

if ·they did; it still, I think he' was blowing smoke with

the -- with the attorneys that he had and his supposed

position. I think there's an investigation going on right

now about the congresspeople that were -- the members of

Congress that were wined and dined in Antigua.

Q Right. Let me show you another --
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  could have done.

A Well, give him a star. Make him an assistant.

Q ~l right. I'm just trying to get your take on it.

A No, there's no question. He's been -- h~'s been,

you know, left out.

Q What do you mean, "he's been left out"?

A Of promotions, as ~ar as I'm concerned. I mean, I

hired nearly every -~ nearly all of these examiners that were

here.

Q How come -- how come  has been left out of

promotions?

A I don't know.

THE WITNESS: Go off the record.

MR..KOTZ: We can go off the record.

(A brief recess was taken.)

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q Okay. We're wrapping up. I just wanted to -- to

ask you something that we discussed while we were off the

record. You talked about the fact that at that time,

enforcement and other groups within the Fort Worth office

were· concerned about the number of cases that they were

making and that perhaps if it wasn't a slam-dunk case, they

might not want to take it because they wanted to make sure

they had enough numbers because that's what they felt the

Commission wanted them to do. Is that right?
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A That's correct.

Q Okay. And so, perhaps, that might have gone into

the thinking in the Stanford matter, that this was a case

that had some -- some difficulties, and so they were not

necessarily apt to take on the tough cases because there was

a concern within the Commission, as a whole, about making

sure that they have enough numbers of cases.

A And that --

Q Is that r:i.ght?

A And that goes forward from the standpoint .. ofwhy

enforcement took Enron away from us.

Q But is that -- is that correct, what I just s.aid?

A Yeah. From the exam program -- and we started out

each year you know, at the end of the year with writing

this glowing report about yourself and how you walk on water,

and then OC -~ you know,   and   , et

cetera, and   , and whatever, would get together and

-- with the managers and try to determine what are our goals

·and.objectives for the next year. Because, apparently,

.Congress is real interested in goals and objectives --

Q Right.

A -- and did you meet them and did you .do this and

did you do whatever, rather than, you know, did you do your

job.

Q Right. So there was pressure from Washington, on

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A

Q

2007?

A

Q

A

Q

A

And at that time,   was one level up.

Q Okay. And how about when you were in  ,

who'd you report to?

  was my branch chief.

And did you go right to  then from the SEC in

Yes, sir.

And what's your title today?

Principal.examiner, I think.

And what do you do now?

Basically the same sort of job, except I gd out to

broker dealers instead of investment advisors just make sure

that they're following all the rules they're supposed to

follow with the 34 Act and all of our rules, as well.

Q And in your time with the SEC, did you -- putting

aside Stanford for a moment, did you ever look at any other

matters that seem like they could possibly be Ponzi schemes?

A Not that I can recall.

Q And when did you first learn of the existence of

20 . either Robert Allen Stanford or the Stanford Group Company or

21 Stanford International Bank?

1

2

3

4

5
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7

8

9

10

11
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13
.j

14

15

16
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18

19

22 A I think the first time I heard of Stanford was

23 sometime late in 2002.   gave us a great deal of

24 leeway in scheduling our own exams and I pulled up the

25 schedule and sorted the schedule for a Houston exam. I like
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to go to Houston and a lot of other examiners weren't

particularly fond of Houston.

And I just picked out Stanford at random. I was

just looking for a medium to small size investment advisor.

And I think I picked out three files in total for a two-week

trip to Houston, and Stanford was one of them.

BY MR.  :

Q Is this list the five-year plan?

A Yes, sir. I think  and Hugh would break out the

five-year plan into annual pieces so, we would go into, share

a drive., and there could be about a hundred exams or so. And

 usually assigned out cause exams and investment company

exams but investment advisory exams, as long as we were being

productive, and, you know, he gives a great deal of leeway in

where we went and which exams.

BY MR.  :

Q And so was the 2002 exam a cause exam, then?

A I don't believe so. I think it was just routine.

Q And at the time that you were preparing for the

exam, were you aware that the -- of the SEC conducting any

prior exams of the Stanford Group?

A Right when I picked the files, there was one other

examiner that I knew, like, going to Houston and we worked

together a lot and that was   . I told  I

was planning a two-week trip to Houston and that I picked
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three files.

He asked me which three, and I can't remember the

other two. But one of them was Stanford. Right when I

mentioned Stanford, he kind of had an odd look on his face

and I asked him, "What's wrong with Stanford?" And he

explained to me that he had been there in 1999, and that he

had strongly suspected that the affiliated bank of the

investment advisor had problems.

BY MR.  :

QDo you have a sense of what kind of problems, was

it a sort of quality issue?

A Yeah, I asked him what type of problems, you know,

what was the deal, and -~ I can't remember whether h~

actually came out and said Ponzi scheme or fraud but he made

it clear that the bank was taking in deposits and he

suspected that, whenever there was a redemption, they were

just taking that money out of. -- new money from new

investors. So like I said( I can't remember if he used the

word "fraud" or "Ponzi scheme," but he made it clear that

that's what he suspected.

BY MR.  :

Q And apart from the prior IA exam that  

 partic~pated in, in 2002, do you have an understanding

that there were any other exams that the SEC conducted of

Stanford Group?
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happened at the State of Texas, so I don't know whether the

information he had came from when he was at the State of

Texas or the SEC.

BY MR.  :

Q Do you know who in the Fort Worth office conducted

the inquiry on the enforcement side in 1998 for Stanford?

A No.

Q And have you ever spoken to   about the

Stanford Group ata11?

A I remember   . I want to say she left the

Commission sometime in 2000, late 2000, not long after I got

there. I remember -- I'm sorry, might have been after that.

So -- but I don't ever recall speaking about Stanford with

her.

Q How about   , have you ever spoken to

  about Stanford?

A I believe she may have been in some of the meetings

after the exam. But I'm not' certain about that. I do

remember several meetings 'with enforcement, from the time

 and I got back from the field, to the time I left for

 . I can't recall exactly which attorneys were there.

I do remember that there were no high-level attorneys there,

there were branch chiefs and staff attorneys .. I don't

remember any meetings with, like, Hal or Spence, but, like I

said, I just can't remember which attorneys were there, at
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A No.

Q And I guess, turning back to page three, the part

that says referral fees, towards the bottom of the page,

discusses the referral fees -that the Stanford Group got from -'

Stanford International Bank. Did you look at this issue at

all in your 2002 exam?

A We looked at how the rates that the bank was paying

and with that~the rates that they were also paying to the:

reps,- so if you were a rep-of Stanford and you'sold a: CD, you

would look at how much money -- how much conuniss,ion you got.

And I just remember when you looked at just the CDs, -the

rates weren't that much higher than a regular bank, but when

you looked at what they were paying to the reps, and added

them together, it just seemed very unlikely that the bank was

able to invest that money in something that earned more than

that. So I guess that whole part of it was, you know, the

ma,in basis of our concern.

Q And so did you find either the referr'al, fees or the

commissions to be unusually high?

A When you added them ,together, they were unusually

high and then just being on site,' seemed -- seeing the

building they were in, the furnishings that were ,there, the

way people were dressed, it was a lot of overhead to cover,

as well. And when you take the CD rates, theconunissions,

the overhead and added them together, like I said, it just
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seemed very unlikely that they could invest in anything

legitimate to earn a return to cover all those expenses.

Q And turning -- the same topic, turning to the next

page, on .top of page four, it starts and says that the exam

reviewed at least 17 SEC advisory client accounts that also

invested in COs, which represented to the examiners that

.these clients are non-U.S. citizens. Did you have any

understanding in 2002 as to whether· there was any ti. S.

investors referred by SGC to invest in the SIV CDs?

A ·1 remember  and I had to ask several times

for basically a list of all the investment advisory clients;

who did. refer to the bank to purchase a CD. We eventually

got that list, I can't remember how many were on it. It

wasn't many. It was probably less than 20. +do remember

people from Baton Rouge, or at least one person in Baton

Rouge, and it seemed like others in the United States, it was

represented to us that most of the other investors, the

..nonadvisory client investors, were foreign nationals, people

from other countries.

Q And so -- yeah, just following up on that last

part, to make sure I understood that, was Stanford Group

representing that most of the investors that ~- that th~y,

that is the Stanford Group, referred, were non-U.S.

residents?

A I don't know if I remember them saying that, so

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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BY MR.  :

A I'm not certain about that.

say the international bank, 1: mean, what issu& about ,the .:..... "

international bank was something that caused them; to beo.--· .. : . :, :

A Right, our suspicions the internati6nal bankwas'a

Q What was it about Stanford, do you recall, that

caused you and  to· assign it a high ris.krating? ,

A The international bank, I'm sure, was a: big factor ..

Generally speaking, a lot of dual firms would be rated high

anyhow, because they're operating as a broker dealer ina

bank especially if the advisory clients are customers of that··

broker dealer. Just be a lot higher risk than your regular

;":,';

~. I"

. :,'

." .. ' .':

And, again, just so the record's clear., when you"Q

Q Okay.

BY MR.  :

Q As far as the risk labeling which is right below.

that, it's got a I-H. for risk level on this cover·pag$·,·~ha:t

does that mean?

A If I remember right, that's high. We would set

that at the end of the exam. .As far as what the examiners

thought, after completing t·hat SR-CEM ·module, ·we.would·· t·ake

that into consideration and assign each firm a risk rating:.·

BY MR.  :

investment adviso~.

Ponzi scheme.
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1 but I do know we asked a lot of questions and I'm sure that

2 they knew that we were concerned about the bank.

3 Q And is there anyone else that YQu remember talking .

,4 to in this trip about the Stanford International B~k CDs?

5

6

7

A

Q

A

At the firm?

.Yeah.

Oh, maybe there was one other compliance person,

',8 his name is  , we may have spoken to  . That's about all.

9

10

11

12

13

Q

A

Q

MR.  : Is that  ?

BY MR.  :

  ?

Yes.

How about after you got back from Houston, what

14 work did you do, if anything, further, for the exam? I

15 guess, in general, for starters?

16 A I guess, as far as field work, I can't remember how

17 much field work we had to complete when we got back. I do

18 remember a lot of meetings with   and Hugh Wright,

19 about the firm.

20 BY MR.  :

21 Q Was that typical, you come back after exam, have

22 those kind of meetings?

23 A It was typical on our .first day back that  would

24 corne in and brief us on the firm. If it was a very simple,

· } 25 straightforward firm, that might take an hour or two,
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something that's complicated, might take a whole lot more

time than that. I think it's safe to say, that before we

even went out in the firm, that  knew that we had

concerns, and he had concerns as well. So our conversations

just sort of picked up from where we left off when we left.

BY MR.  :

Q And so what did you discuss, then, sort of to

follow up, once you got back with Mr.  and Mr. Wright?

A I can't remember exactly the discussions, but, like

'r say, rthink it's safe to say that  was very much aware

of how concerned we were and that the likelihood that this

international bank was legitimate, which was slim. We told

them about the interest rates and, you know, the exam, in

general. Yeah, I can't remember exactly what else we

discussed.

Q Maybe if we could hi t some of the points in the

report itself. And the executive summary, on page two, in

the second paragraph, it -- it discusses the area of concern,

the prior examination of all registrants, referral of

customers to affiliated'offshore bank, etc., it says, "In the

end'it was determined this there was insu~ficient information

tosuppo~t an enforcement action." This is -- I think

referri~g to the 1998 time period. Do you know where you

either you or Mr.  had the basis to write that that was

-- that was the determination that was made back then, that

(b)(6), 
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there was insufficient information to support enrorcement

action?

A We had found that they had some problems with

principal transactions or agency cross transactions, I

couldn't remember which. And that is just with the investment

advisory clients. The main -- I guess the mor,esignificant

wri te-up in this was the second part; that when we W'er.E~. ·at

a<;ivisory clients they were fiduciary and whenever·. they.. refer ..

that client to some other investment product, whether it's a

security or not, they were supposed to do some due diligence.

into doing that. So we asked them: Give us the. due

diligence file for this offshore bank. We want to see that'· .,., ..

A Since  wrote this report, it ~as~pretty

customary for whoever led the exam, at least bn paperi to

write the sections of executive summary background exams. So

I think it's probably pretty safe to say that  wr<>te·

this. I don'~ know whether he was just going ·off·of what he·

knew and remembered before or whether he had s·ome document he

was looking at when he wrote that.

Q And it may be actually easier to start on page one,

just before that, the summary violat.ions and maybe go· through·:

each one. And so the first section that was violated· was

Section 206 and then Rule 206 3-2. ·So what was the issue

there?

,,:'

for all of their investment· :back up. Asthe firm
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1 everything you looked at before you made this recommendation

2 to refer these clients over. The only thing we got if I

3 remember right was just the file .with the financial

4 statements· and maybe a couple other things in there. So

. 5  and I took the position that that wasn't enough.

6 Like, they -- just because it's an affiliate did not relieve

7 them of having to do some due diligence of making sure that

8 what they were referring their clients to wasn't a fraud.

9' And we felt. like they -- you know, having a set of financial

10 statements that was put together·by an accounting firm that

11 we:had never heard of or auditing firm we had never heard of,

.12 .. · we just didn't feel like that was enough due diligence, so

that's why that violation.

Q Okay.

BY MR.  :

Q I think this is ringing a bell, but maybe this is

from my discussion with  . Did you and  discuss

or do you just recall the fact that with respect to the due" ,.

diligence the firm· had done on true indePendent third parties:'·

'like I ·think .it was in the context. of their mutual fund rep ..

fee program, .they had done a lot more due' diligence with "'-.

respect to those entities than they had with respect to' their ':.

own affiliate? Is that --

A It's safe to say we probably looked into whatever

due diligence they did for those mutual fund programs.
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there were U.S. investors in

Stanford Group?

A I don't think it came about until we were there.

We asked them, as I said, a number of times for all the

investors that were advisory clients who were invested in the

bank. Eventually we got that list, and the only reason why I

remember one was, at least one investor was a u.s. investor

because I recognize the name of   in Baton Rouge,

who's the        for a

number of yeaTs and I recognize the name from being from

Baton Rouge. I think that's probably the first time, wherein

you can be certain that some investors, at least some were

Americans.

Q And where did you see that list or that

A I can't remember if we were at the firm or whether

they sent it afterwards. But I just remember looking at the

name, and right away I recognized   name.

Q And did you understand that could be inconsistent

at all with anything that SEC had said in the past about U.S.

investors or did   -- do you remember him

knowing anything about that?

A I remember  and the firm saying that the

vast majority of the investors were not Americans, but I

think I'd always understood that there were probably at least

a few American customers.
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And was that relevant at all to your exam, whether

2 :there were u.s. investors or how many there were?

3 A As for me, I don't think it mattered either way,-

4 you know. We were there to protect investors, whether- -they

were Americans or not.5

6

7 Q

BY MR.  :

Well, what was your sense on whether or not -- this

8 is kind of jumping ahead a topic , although we' regoing-- there,-

9 but we've heard references from various people- that it .;.-- -it-,-

10 was or it may have bee~ a factor on the enforc~ent side. I'

11 mean, do you have any sense, just generally speaking,· of

12 whether or not -- whether u.s. investors were involved? :-Was

13 it a factor that enforcement considered, whether or not to

14 take a referral from the exam side?

15 A Everything I heard was secondhand. I don't think I

16 heard anything frQm somebody in enforcement

Okay.

-- mentioning, you know, that most of.these people

Americans, why should we spend time on: that? -r-:me-an,'·-

said, everything I heard was secondhand.

Did you hear that secondhand here on- this matter,'?

Yes.

Do you rememper it from  or your-friend?

I can't remember who it was from. I think there~
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Q

A
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A

was just discussion amongst regulation that that may be-a
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was a referral here. But was that kind. of --

BY MR.  :

Q Okay.

Q -- at the time the decision was made by enforcement

;-'.-:'iThat would have been after --A

the paragraph ends, it says the guaranteed rate on an index:

QAnd at the bottom of page ten, that paragraph that

they didn I.t take it.

remember people bring~ng up, you know, they believed that may
/

be a factor, and whether they would take it.and afterwards,·

QOkay. And can 'You give us a time frame? Was that

AI think it was not long after we got. back., :·1 just

factor in why they didnlt pursue it.

again, lIm jumping ahead in terms of the fact that there

rates of return. I was hoping if you h~d any understanding'

~ns into-the next page, it discusses some of the offered

not to pursue it or a year or two later or
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18· LCD is 3.90 percent, and maturity i~ at 3.5 years'. What. does" ,

19 '.. it mean to have a guaranteed rate? .W~re all the rates', :.. " ".:: .:. :. "_0"::' .~

20 guaranteed, to a degree? Or was there guarantees' associated:'·'!-,·

.: 21:· with. these returns, verSllS either past. performance or'~e"hope< .... ,,,

22 we can get you this return?

23 A I canlt remember them advertising that the rates

24 were guaranteed. Yeah, so I donlt know if I could sayohe

25 way or another. 1 1 m sure if they did advertise: that they were·
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Q Okay. Do you recall   drafting a

response at all?

A No, I sure don't.

Q Okay.

A. You mean a response to the complainant?

Q Yes.

A I don't know if he did or. not.

Q Okay.

BY· MR.  :

Q What do you think about the s~stance of that

lady's concerns?

A It looked like she had the same sort of concerns we

had, about the higher rate of interest and I think the one

thing that sticks out that I remember was her pointing out

that there were a lot of investors from Mexico at the bank,·

and that she wanted us to look into it. But, yeah, I

understand the concerns she had.

Q I gather you would say they were legitiinate

concerns?

A I think so.

Q Similar or the same as you and  concerns?

A Yes .

BY MR.  :

Q And as far as those concerns over the rates of the

return, we've been ta1.king about that?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 paragraph, it talks about SIB promotes its produots as being

2 safe and secure, a brochure regarding the products: offered

3 .. '. through SIB, including the flexi E account, states that funds·
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from ·these accounts are invested in investment grade bonds,

securities and Euro dollar and foreign currency deposits.

The brochure indicates a high level of safety for customer·'·

deposits. Do you recall. seeing similar statements aPout .the'

safety of the' products in any -- either SGCcommercial.

documents or SIB commercial documents?

A No, r sure don't.

Q Okay. Again, let me know. if I'm characterizing'"

this correctly, but it sounds like what you were saying

earlier, that there wasn't a·lot of specificity as to.

given by SEC as to what the Stanford Bank investments

actually were for the CDs; is that right?

A That's correct. r remember in the private

placement memorandum, they didn't really say what the money

was being invested in.       

            

          

             

    So I think it's mentioned here in

the report, but that's as far as it went.

. Q And did it make sense to you that Stanford Group

Company coul.d be earning -- seems l.ike a substantial amount

(b)(5), (b)(7)a 

(b)(5), (b)(7)a 

(b)(5), (b)(7)a 
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of revenue for these referrals in that Stanford Bank CDs,

that it will be able to persuade all these people to invest,

without having any understanding as to what ,the' product was,

in the sense that -- how can you get a customer excited about

something you can't explain what it is, even?'

A It's been my experience that, when you offer a

commission that ,high to a rep, they'll find some way to make

it attractive to the customer. Take equity indexed

annuities, for example, if you ask me personally, it's a

horrible product, it's got fees through the roof but they

offer these huge commissions and the reps will find some spin

or some way to convince investors that this is a great

investment. They sell themselves when you pay that much in

commissions, that's just what I've seen, I guess.

Q' Yeah, yeah.

MR.  : That's an -- I agree with what he

says.

BY MR.  :

Q I think that -- would you agree with this, ~at-the

high referral fee was indicative of a possible fraud in two

respects. One is just what we've talked about a lot ' today,

is how you make a safe. investment to support that,-and the

interest that you're paying?

A Right.

Q But two, it's indicative of a strong incentive

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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that's being put on the reps to sell that product. Is that

also somewhat of a red flag when a company is incentivizing

or steering its reps to recommend one product over others for

its clients?

A Yes, that's correct. That's a typical thing that

we look for in any investment advisory exam. Typically

investment advisors have different programs for their

clients. If there was one program where the advisor or the

employee made more money for referring that customer over to

~- they would always raise red flags and conflicts of

interest, and whether everything was properly disclosed.

Q Could it also be a red flag for something more, you

know, serious, like a fraud?

A Yes. Could be.

Q You also mention -- I'm sorry,  ?

MR.  : No, you're fine.

BY MR.  :

Q You mentioned something -- I want to make sure I

understood it correctly. You mentioned something. about the

Section 5 issue that I have never thought of before. I think

what I understand you said was that the issue of information

about what the bank's portfolio was in, let me just -- that·

issue, the information about what it was in, was relevant,

both to a Section 206 case, okay, in the sense that the reps

needed to do some due diligence to make sure they were

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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action letter somewhere. And like I said, I just couldn't

find it.

o Okay.

(A brief recess was taken.)

BY MR.  :

Q ~1 right. Back on the record..Go back to· EXhibit

a and page 15, at the end, it says, 1ast paragraph, "Each are

considering the possib1e unregistered pub1ic offering of the

CDs has been referred to Fort Worth district office's

enforcement division, which has decided to refer the matter

to the Texas State Securities Board." Now, why did you refer

the issue concerning the possib1e unregistered pub1ic

offering to enforcement?

A We -- as far as I was concerned, we referred the

whole thing over to enforcement and to be honest with you, I

didn't care which one of these issues they wanted to take

with and run, you know, we just wanted Some action against

the firm to try to ·shut them down. I remembered hearing

later on, through, I think  or  , that they had

decided to refer it to the State of Texas and if my memory'·s

right, that Spence had made that call.

BY MR.  :

Q You had mentioned earlier, after you guys came back

from the field, there were a series of meetings, you,

 ,  and Hugh. Was that one of the topics of those··

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), 
(b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c (b)(6), 
(b)(7)c 
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to take cases.

frustration on that topic?

Q Did you ever experience ~- express that -- that

they didn't have any expertise or --

'-.'.

:" ..~

apart from·Okay. And so how was the referralQ

A Once we spoke with Hugh and made a decision, we

A To Hugh Wright?

A I think it was a combination of two things. First

of all, I got the sense that they did not want to lose any

cases. So if there was a high risk of losing.a case, there

was a reluctance for them to take it. Secondly, out of all

the enforcement attorneys there, there just seemed to be not

A I don't ever remember Hugh being frustrated by

Q I mean, was it their sense they were too hard or

Q teah, Hugh Wright, I'm sorry.

even few~r familiar with the Investment Company Act, and I

many who were very familiar with the Investment Advisors Act,

anything. He was the most even-keeled person I've ever met.

I don't think I ever remember him being upset, 'angry,

anything like that. He was just very level, to describe it.

it's in the written report, but how more informally was the

that play?

would write up the report, sometimes we'd meet with

referral actually made? Who reached out to who and how did

suppose that probably had something to dq with the reluctance
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open up a MUI or not, based on that e-mail.

Q That's right.

A I don't know if I could ever remember, or if I even

ever knew if they opened a MUI from our exam. And just·

because they had referred it to Texas, in my mind, didn't

automatically mean that we weren't going to consider -- still

look at it.

QUh-huh.

BY MR.  :

Q We being the enforcement side?

A We being the commission side, the Fort Worth

office.

Q Yeah, okay.

BY MR.  :

Q You didn't take that necessarily to preclude them

from opening, just because they had referred it to Texas

State --

A. That's the way I had hoped anyways. I didn't. know

·for sure one way o.r another, but I' dhoped that they didn't

just push this off on Texas without -- and just close the

file and never look at it again.

Q And. to your understanding, what -- what could Texas

what interest would -- I guess, what would be the value of

Texas pursuing this versus the SEC? What would they be able

to do that you guys couldn't?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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I can't remember.A

it's safe to say I was pretty confused, or

expeciting a referral to the State of Texas.

Q Did anyone ever try to offer an explanation, that
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A That I never did understand. I don't know -- I

suppose the State of Texas may have some restrictions with,

like, the Freedom of Information Act, but, you know, I think

you recall, as to why they referred it to Texas?

A Not to me.

Q Or even indirectly that you heard secondhand?

A.. . Heard a lot of tl:lings secondhand. Second- and

third-hand, about resources and things like that, about

jurisdictional problems. I remember one of the attorneys

telling me, I can't remember which one, about this case they

had back in the '90s, I think it was Dominion, that it wasn't

a Ponzi scheme, but it was a bad firm that just sucked up an

enormous amount of resources and enforcement, they just never

could get th~ place shut down. And I had just heard stories

that that was one reason why it was referred to Texas.

Q And who told you that, if you can remember?

Q Okay.

A It was one of the attorneys in one of those

23 ". meetings that we had,. but I can't remember.
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A Yes.

Q And that in a nutshell ·is what we're trying. to

establish, if something like that happened.

A Uh-huh.

Q But it's unfair to .ask you to opine too much on· an

e-mail that you're not even on, much less that you didn't

write. I'm sorry, go on.

BY MR.  :

Q' OVer on Exhibit 15, though, I .wanted to· j.ust the:-

the e-mail .from   to you. It's discussing the

issue of trying to get·the names and addresses' of the.

investors·in the CDs. The only thing'I wanted to ask about·

is that first paragraph :1;rom  to you at the top, it

says, "On the one hand, I don't want to limit our request.

On the other'hand, if we aren't going to investigate the

thing, I don't see that it matters." Do you see· that?·

A Yes.

Q What do you think he meant by that? What was your

understanding?

A' That if Spence·had already decided to refer this: to

the State of Texas, that our hands were tied in that,' and: the

only thing to do was to move on to other exams.

Q At some point, is it not a productive exercise to

have the examiners push.for these documents if, in the end;

Enforcement's not going to investigate the matter?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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A That's correct.

. Q And were you frustrated at al.lby the decision not

to open a MOI in 2002?

A Well, I didn't know for sure if they had opened one

or not, but, yes, I was disappointed, frustrated.

Q You never learned for sure whether or not they had

. pursued an investigation around that time?

A I knew for sure that they had referred it to the

:Stc":lte. I didn't know for-certain, I guess, what was going on

behind the scenes. I didn '·t know if Hal or Spence was. on the

phone with the FBI or the DEA or' postal inspectors or someone

.12.:'· else. I just knew that from our perspective, that the exam
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was pretty much over with, and that's all we could do, and,

yes, it was frustrating.

Q And getting back to our conversation just a few

minutes ago, I mean, you looked at the dates of this', that

exchange that we were talking about between  and

 , is December 16th. And, you know, your report's not

even finished then, it's anticipating that. And on December

. 19th, this exchange with you and  , I mean,' ccartainly

indica,tes that,  understanding that enforcement had

decided not to investigate it, even before the report was

- ,finalized?

MS.  : Is that Exhibit 15?

MR.  Yeah.
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THE WITNESS: I think that's pretty much what I

had gathered from  , that they weren't going to

proceed. But, like I said, I just didn't know for sure

whether Hal had spoken with the commissioners, or like I

said, some outside agency, you could hopefully do something

to further investigate it. I mean, as an examiner, my hands

were tied, that I can't work under cover, you know, I can't

-- I can only ask for books and records and refer the

things that I have.

BY MR.  :·

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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BY MR.  :

Q You note that it's already been referred. Right?

A That's correct.

Q And as you pointed out earlier, you're pretty

confident, based on standard operating procedure, that your

report was never provided to the Texas State Securities

Board.

A I think that would have been unusual to -- for any

outside agency or anyone to receive one of our reports.

Q So presumably the decision, the decision -- if I'm

looks like -- I just want to see if you agree with this or

if I'm missing something, it looks like the decision to refer

the matter to Stanford was made without the benefit of your

report having been finished yet. And it was referred to an

entity for investigation, and that entity also, presumably,

never had the benefit of your report. And -- is that

correct?

A Yes. That's correct. As I said, I'm sure we sat

in meetings and they had a good idea of what was going to be

in the report.

Q Those being enforcement folks?

A Yes.

Q But not Sp$nce Parish?

A I'm not sure what the enforcement folks were

telling.

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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)

need to get in touch with the people in Antigua. She

definitely wanted to give the impression that they did not

have those documents onsite, and that theY had very little to

do with that offshore bank.

Q And you had already asked for the due diligence

files and they gave you next to nothing, except for. I think

you said just the basic financial statements; is that right?

A I think there.were a couple of other things in

there, but the basic things were the financial statements.

Q So it didn't have quarterly information about

portfolio allocation or anything like that?

A No. Not that I remember.

Q Was that suspicious or a red flag that all of a

sudden they claimed to have this information when they didn't

have it before?

A Yes.

Q And was that -- earlier, I think -- misstating it,

you said when you spoke with -- it was either Jane or the

investment officer, that they said that primarily the bank

investments were; for the CDs were commercial loans. Right?

A That's what she had originally told me. I remember

speaking with  after we received those financial

statements. If I remember right, there was nothing in the

financial statements. They gave me an impression that they

had much, if anything, invested in commercial lines. So we

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 chain, I had, I guess, four questions or questions about four

2 things. First one, going through the information that. the'

3 coo -- or CCO, now says constitutes their due diligence; if

4 you look -- it's a sentence that begins,. "Jane also says, II.· if

5 . you get there. It's about halfway or a little.more than

6 halfway through the last big paragraph. You see that?

7.

8

A

Q

Yes.

And you comment on them concluding their due

9 .diligence files, "l believe this to be a mistake by Jane,and

10 others at Stanford, this response. should come in handy· when

,11 .the. bank collapses and everyone ther~ plays dumb:, II so I

12 gather from that, that you foresaw the possibili.ty of the- -

13 bank collapsing?

14 A I think I had said before, I-mean, if I had given

15 it a percentage figure, in my mind, what I thought I

16 thought it was about a 95 percent chance that it was going to

1 7 collapse.

18 Q It was going to collapse. And that was because

19 I mean, your thought that it was going to collapse was

20 bE!cause you thought it was goi.ng to be a Ponzi· scheme ~ ..

21 Right?

22 A Right. There comes a point where the fund just

23 gets too big and they can't getenbugh investors in, if the

24 market turns south or some reason why people start pulling

25 money out, they'll run out of money to pay everyone.
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A I believe so. I mean, I just don't ever remember

getting a file big enough to account for the size of this

bank and the amount of deposits that they claim to have.

Q Did you ever get a satisfactory response, and a

full list of investors?

A Not that I ever remember.

(SEC Exhibit No. 19 was marked for

identification.)

BY MR.  :

Q I'm showing you what's been marked Exhibit 19, a

series of e-mails, the top one is May 23rd, 2003, 7:11 a.m.

e-mail from yourself to   .

BY MR.  :

Q We've just got a couple of questions about this.

So you need to look at it. The first one is to sort of

figure out A DC's involvement'at this point, and this person

  . Because there's a reference to having

realized that ceIE should have been contacted before the fed

was, the Federal Reserve. Do you remember anything about

that?

A I remember at some point aClE coming down and

saying we shouldn't be calling people .outside of the SEC

about any firm, without checking with them first, that they

had set up some sort of contact people with various federal

agencies that we should go through.
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beginning of an investigation?

A You're talking about in the previous?

Q Yeah. So you get down there in 2004, and you're

working on a referral to enforcement. So you're aware that

something had happened before. Were you aware of, you know,

anything ~pecifically they had done? Because if you're

working on a referral now and they had gone down a certain

road and that road didn't lead anywhere, that might be

relevant in terms of what you're referring now.

A When I got down there and began looking at

field work, I think, had already taken place. I was looking

at reports that they gave me. And looking at the report, I

felt like there was enough information there to make a

referral based on this given exam. So while I knew that

there had been previous examinations, I didn't try to draw

them into my written referral. If you don't have a copy of

the written referral, I can go get you one.

Q We do.

A There may have been a footnote in there. I haven't

looked at it in a while. I don't know if that answers your

question.

Q Sure. So you weren't focused on the old exam. But

what about what, if anything, enforcement had done in the

past? Were you aware of anything enforcement had done in the
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they still had small issues work or took different positions.

So  had that background, and I would sometimes go pick his

brain.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q And so one of the things that Leyla Basagoitia said

to you was she thought that Stanford was running a Ponzi

scheme? I guess you wrote here, "She thinks it is like a

Ponzi scheme," on Exhibit 5.

A I'm sure if that's what I -- I'm not sure where

you're looking right now.

Q It says, per  .

A Yes, okay. "She thinks it is like a Ponzi scheme."

I don't know if those were her words. They could have been.

Leyla is very emotive, very excitable. Her.English,

particularly when she got excited, was -- her English was

good, but she had a very thick accent. So when I wrote that

down, she.could have said the word Ponzi scheme or I may have

been trying to create my own notes of what she said. But I

suspect that's probably her words.

Q Okay. So did she provide some useful information

about Stanford?

A The most useful information that she gave was

giving me   name, and I think there was another

fellow named  . I followed up and called all the people

whose names she gave me, and I found them more helpful. They

(b)(6), 
(b)(7)c 

(b)(6), 
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(b)(6), (b)(7)c 



and set up a telephone call with   and members of the

enforcement staff to kind of facilitate the transfer -of

information. I sent my notes as well.

Q And when was that telephone call? Was that around

the time period you spoke to Leyla, or was that sometime

A That would have been sometime in 200;5. I could get

the date for you.

Q Let me show you a document. That might help you

quantify the particular date. This looks like the date that

you sent the actual notes of the interviews that you did.

Why don't we mark as Exhibit 7 an e-mail you sent  
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were -- they had a broader understanding, and Leyla had made-

up her mind that this was -- that Stanford was a problem, but

she couldn't really relate evidence. I don't think she had

any. She had her conclusion, and her approach to it was sort

of ipso facto that it must be, and I could ne,,?,erget details ,

from her that I would consider really useful ~rom-an

evidentiary standpoint.

But she did give me these other names, and I called

them and got additional :information from them. 1. tried to

follow up on the things that Leyla brought up. And I also
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later?

A

Q

you know, gave this information to enforcement-

The call with the enforcement folks?

Yeah.
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 , a copy to Julie Preuitt and   on June .•>1

2 21, 2005, as Exhibit 7.

3 (SEC Exhibit No. 7 was marked for

4 ide~tification.)

5 THE WITNESS: This would have been one of the ones,

6 but this is not necessarily the date that we had the

7: telephone call.

8

9

Q

A

Okay.

And I can get that for you. I just don't know it

10 off the top of my head. I think the date of the phone call

11 with   would have been after this date .

12

13

Q

A

.Okay. Who was on the call from enforcement?

  and I and originally Jeff Cohen

14 wanted to attenq it. So it was scheduled. Bu.t the call was

15 actually handled by me making the introductions and sitting.

16 in while  visited with   .

17

18

19

Q

A

Q

So was Jeff Cohen on the call?

No.

So originally he was supposed to be on the call,.'

20 . but in the end he wasn't?

21 A That's right.

22 Q Was there any specific reason?

23 .A I·was not told.

24 Q Okay.

25 A I did see a follow-on e-mail where he a'sked about
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it and  said she was going to get with him and give

him the details. I presume that they did so.

Q Okay. And so judging from this e-mail dated June

21, it looks like you spoke to Leyla twice,   twice,

and Mr.  once?

A Actually, I think I spoke to Leyla three times. I

think there was probably a third conversation.

Q And the information that these folks gave you, were

they consistent with each other?

A Ley~a and  and  ?

Q Yes.

A I don't recall anything coming to mind that was

inconsistent. None of them had, you know, evidence. They

were people from whom you could get a better idea of what

how things were handled from the perspective of s.omeone

inside the firm. It was a sta·rting point. It was not

Q Right. But I mean, you wouldn't necessarily expect

witnesses to come forward with aLl the evidence. I mean,

that's what the SEC's job is to do is to develop evidence,··

right?

A It's a starting point.

Q Okay. So, 1: mean, it's helpful in an

investigation, wouldn't you say, to have insider~ providing

information to you, and then the SEC's job is to develop

evidence from that?
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invested.

Q Okay. I guess in a previous conversation that you

had with my colleagues, you mentioned something about getting

pushback from Spence Barasch with regard to the Stanford

matter. Can you tell me about that?

A That would have been later after we had made the

referral, after the document that is attached to Exhibit 8

had been finalized well, actually, technically wasn't

finalized. We can go into that in a minute. But it had been

sent to enforcement sometime in April. Then subsequent to

the time it was actually sent to enforcement, we had as a

regulation division, we had quarterly or so meetings with

other regulators in our region to try to discuss regulatory

issues and share information. This would have probably been

the first one I. had ever attended. But Julie indicated to me

that she called upon people to share information about what

they had been working on. This is what I had been working

on. She asked me to present to the group a little sketch of

what we had been working on, and so I did.

Spence was present at that meeting, and so was Hal

Degenhardt. And after I made the presentation and this, I

believe, was in Austin at the Securities Board of Texas. As

we were standing in the meeting area after the meeting had

sort of adjourned, they came up to me and indicated that this

was not something that -- it seems like they said that they
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1 had already looked at it and made a decision that it wasn't

2 going to be worked, something to that effect.

3

4

Q

A

When you say they, you mean Spence Barasch?

I thi~k they came to me and said something like

5 that, we've already looked at this and it's not going to be

6 worked, and·it was Spence and Hal together. So I didn't I

7 was a little nonplussed, and I didn't --

had with Spence Barasch as well after that?

A No. If you have something to refresh my memory --

Q We understand, I guess, that, you know, that Spence

and Hal came up to you, and I guess Julie was there as well,

and made this cornment that you ju.s t indicated but that there

8

9

10

11

12

13

Q Do you remember a separate conversation that you

14 may have been a separate conversation that you had with

15 Spence, just the two of you, about the stanford case. Do you

16 remember that?

17 A I don't. If you can provide some additional

18 detail. I'd be kind' of surprised if I had forgotten it. It's

19 not beyond the pale 'ofpossibility, if you refresh my memory.

20 MR.  : Prior to that interaction with Spence

21 Barasch and Hal Degenhardt, did you have any understanding as

22 to whether Hal Degenhardt had any opinion as to whether to

23 pursue the Stanford matter in enforcement?

24 THE WITNESS: The only thing that and I don't

25 think it would have been specific as to Hal or Spence. It
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was those general conversations that I had had with Hugh

Wright when he first said we were going to do this referral

in writing because there had been previous referrals. There

wasn't a great deal of factual flushing out of what had gone

on in the past. I took the referral and went forward with

i"t.

MR.  : Did you have any concern as to whether

the referral would be accepted in light of the comments that

the head of the office said at that point?

THE WITNESS: I think that's probably a fair

statement. I don't -- you know, I think we were all

concerned and felt like we needed. to do a good job presenting

it to them. I mean, you know, from where I sat, I really

didn't know how the matter had been presented in the past.

A lot of times referrals, when I was in enforcement

and I received a regulation referral, what I would get would

be a regulation examination report, which is full of a lot of

information that is totally extraneous to the referral. And

then somewhere in the report, there will be -- and not only

always in one place -- the bits that you need.

I found it challenging to, as an enforcement·

attorney, to sort out what is really useful from an

enforcement standpoint and what is more the normal kinds of

things that regulation has to monitor. And a lot of times

during that period, the referrals were made orally. They

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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would take the exam report up, and then they would just come

talk to you.

I personally

visually in writing where I have time to think and reflect on

it than I do having an oral conversation where the content

may be, you know, bounced back and forth and it just may not

be organized in a way that I can really receive it. So when

I took this, I realized that there had been previous

referrals, and my thought -- and I was asked to do a written

referral -- was, let's put something in writing that is going

to be something that will. look more like what an enforcement

attorney would expect to see as they begin to work a case .

So that's what I tried to do.

MR.  : Getting back to your meeting with the

other regulators and the conversation with Degenhardt and

Barasch afterwards, I think part of the reason that us on

this side thought it sounded like a different conversation

than what we had heard before from different accounts was,.

I'm guessing, may have been because of the tone that you had

described. Can you give us a tone or flavor? The accounts

we've heard of that conversation was it was more than justa

respectful FYI, by the way we looked at this before, we're

not going to do it, that Barasch was a little more animated

and disrespectful in his comments.

THE WITNESS: He was -- it was a very short

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 conversation. They said we're not going to work this.

2 BY MR. KOTZ:

3 Do you remember who said it? Was it Barasch or

4 Degenhardt?

5 A No, I don't, but they were. both the~e togeth~r.

6 There was no sense of anything but unison in their opinion on

7 it. ~nd I'm sorry, the rest of your question is was he·

8 animated?

9 MR.  : Just the flavor. The sense I had

10 before, I thought, from talking to you is you felt like you

11 had been chided for even bringing it up at the meeting?

12 THE WITNESS: I got the impression that bringing it

13 up as a full-scale referral -- and, of course, I didn '.t

14 realize that -- I didn't ha~e a real appreciation for what

15 they had looked into historically. So knowing what I ·know

16 nm... , I can see where it probably -- having that presented to

17 a whole group of regulators and FINRA personnel when they had

18 already looked at it and made a decision --

19 BY MR. KOTZ:

20

21

Q

A

You say knowing what I know now. Do you,know
/

Because of getting the documents for Adler, I saw

22 some e-mails as we gathered those.

23

24

Q

A

That there was a sort of a comprehens1ve look?

Don't indicate that. Just that there wer.e other

25 there were other -- that Spence and/or Hal had other looks at

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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previous Stanford complaints.

Q Okay. Because we've been investigating this for

some time, talked --to every person who was even involved ,-. and. "

we have not found any specific thing that was ever done prior'

to this in terms of investigations of Stanford.

A I'm not saying it was investigated. I'm saying

they had looked at the facts and formed. some opinions on'it~:

I was coming there first out of the box in my new position

presenting something, and I think I did a pr~tty good job of

presenting it as a possible Ponzi scheme or possible money

laundering scheme. I don't think they had any clue that I·

was going to make that presentation. So here a presentation

had been made in a mixed group of regulators. Okay. Tha:t'·s

one part of how I wanted to respond.

The other thing in terms of his animation, there

was some tensions in enforcement before I left enforcement,

and that's one of the reasons· why I was interested in taking

the job in regulation. So by this point in time, my

relationship with Spence was professional. It was cordial.

It was not warm. And Spence could be -- Spence could. be very·

personable, and he could be very authoritative. So I 'woUld

say that this was not one of his personable encounters~

He was communicating to me in a very emphatic way

that a decision apparently had already been made. I was

sitting there thinking, you know, wondering what I had just
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Q Okay. And there's also a reference to, "also let

A . I think they were going both directions. There was

some tension between enforcement, people in control of

enforcement here and people in control of the Houston
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an e-mail dated 4/19/2005, 11:23 a.m. This is from you to

  with a copy to Julie Preuitt and  

 , and we're going to mark it as Exhibit 12.

(SEC Exhibit No. 12 was marked for

identification.)

THE WITNESS: Okay.

BY MR. KaTZ:

u.s. Attorney's Office.district

Q There's a reference in here to our relationship

with the Southern District of Texas has been problematic?

A Yes.

Q Do you know what that's referring to?

A Something happened between them and Spence and

others in his chain of authority, and I never knew, but I

heard some disparaging comments. I wish I could remember

more of the detail. I had the impression that the southern

district had done something that -- I probably knew a little

bit about it at t~e time, and it struck me as being

problematic in our relationship.

Q So there were disparaging comments from who about
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anything from economic analysis to help with the numbers~

A I didn't get anything, but I had -- and I don't
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me know when you want to contact the Office of Economic

Analysis."

A Yes.

Q Do you remember contacting the Office of Economic

Analysis?

A Yes.

Q And did you gain any information from them that was

hel.pful?

A Not much. I made the contact, and I probably have

some notes or an e-mail or something downstairs which would

give me the name of the person I talked to. I can tell you

it was a man. And I was interested in trying -- well, I

believe what I was inter~sted in doing was trying to g~t a

way of converting our intuitive concerns about the rates of

return in light of what the markets were doing to something

that could be used as evidence. I was hoping that the Office

of Economic Analysis could do some number crunching to help

us with that.

My recollection is -- and   is copied on

this. This would have been during the time period that  

was the branch chief on the case. I made the initial

contact, and  was going to continue with the contact.
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think that it was -- I think it was -- my impression was it

was probably problematic whether or not they could do the

kind of analysis that really would turn into evidence, but we

were trying and that  was going to continue to follow up

on that.

Q But you don't know if  ever got anything from

the Office of Economic Analysis?

A No, I do not. But I will tell you I would be a

little surprised if they were able to do the kind of analysis

that would be -- that we would have really liked to have had.

We were trying.

Q Why would you say that, you would be surprised if

they were able to do it?

A I think it's very hard when you have as many

variables, when you don't know what Stanford is investing in,

to be able to say that it is impossible to generate this

particular return. I don't think many people are going to be

able to do that when there are so many components of the

information that Stanford wouldn't give us,that we didn't

have. So we were trying hard, but I realized it was going to

be difficult.

Q Okay. But are you aware in 2009 that the SEC filed

a complaint containing information about the impossibility or

improbability of Stanford's returns?

A Yes.
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THE WITNESS: I believe that's 8.

MR.  : Okay. If you look at Page 5 of that

document, and your Paren 3.

THE WITNESS: Yes.

MR.  : Where you're citing generally the

returns that he's claiming in years that the indices were

down and what that would mean for the other portion of the

portfolio, that's in essence the same information that's in.·

the complaint, different years, but that kind of,. if you

will, circumstantial evidence of improbability or

impossibility.

My question to you is if OEA had done any kind of

analysis, maybe a macroanalysis, and said, yeah, we might not·

be able to s~y that it's absolutely impossible but we agree

with you it seems highly improbable or seems suspicious,

would that have been helpful for the staff doWn here to know

that they were onto something?

THE WITNESS: I think it would have been helpful.

Since you called attention to Paragraph 3, which is on Page 5

of Exhibit 8, let me tell you a little bit about how this

information was derived. We sat downstairs in reg and were

talking about this kind ·of idea. I was trying to turn our

concerns and our intuitions into something closer to

evidence. I asked the reg staff, look at these indices and

let's do some number crunching. How close can we.get? And

:".'
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they tried very, very hard, and that's what this is based on.

MR.  : And Footnote 11 also talks about the

number crunching or the effort to do some number crunching.

It's on the same page, Page 5.

          

          

          

            

          

            

            

           

          

   

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q. You said they were apprehensive. Who was

apprehensive? Julie Preuitt?

A No. I'd say   was one of the people I was

working with. These are people who work with numbers, and· .

they work with precision. This is not -- the kind of;

analysis we were doing was, by definition, extremely

imprecise. So there was this chasm that we were going to

have to bridge. I reached out to -- I did it with the people

downstairs to try to begin priming the pump, if .you will, for

enforcement referral. I reached out to OEA in hopes that

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 they might be able to take it a little further.

2 MR.  : And that's my question. Don't you

3 think they would have been able, should have been able, to

4 take it a little further, even if they couldn't corne up with,

5 you know, absolute metaphysical certainty? I mean, isn't

6 that their job. to provide this kind of quantitative analysis

7 to help the enforcement staff?

8 THE WITNESS: I reached out to them in hope that

9 they would help me. I have to tell you I don't know if I

10 understand all the things they do well enough to give you a

11 black and whi·te opinion on it. I was certainly reaching out

12 to a number of different divisions trying to get help.

13 MR.  : You knew enough to know that they

14 might be able to provide help?

15 THE WITNESS: Yes.

16 MR.  : And the help you were looking for was

17 kind of taking the quantitative analysis that you asked  

18  to do a step further?

19 THE WITNESS: A step further, yes.

20 MR.  : And to your knowledge, no one on the

21 investigation or you ever got any analysis or help from OEA

22 on that issue?

23 THE WITNESS: Well, I know that   was going

24 to continue the discussion. And what they may have told him,

25 I mean, they may have been able to tell him it was
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impossible. I don't know. I was out of the communication by

that point. I just don't know.

MR.  : Was   the name of the person

you contacted?

THE WITNESS: I think that is. I think that's

right.

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q ~l right. I want to show you another document,

mark it as Exhibit 13.

(SEC Exhibit No. 13 was marked for

identification.)

BY MR. KOTZ:

Q It's a memo from you dated 3/14/2005. I just

wanted to know, was this the final version eventually of the

Stanford report that we saw in draft previously?

A Probably.

Q Okay.

A Because of the way this got referred electronically

usually I sign them and PDF them so that I can keep track

of exactly which one is the final version and exactly who I

sent it to and on what date, because, this one was e-mailed by

Julie instead of by me. I can go back to the e-mail and

probably print the attachment from the e-mail and compare it

to Exhibit 13 and then tell you for sure. There were a lot

of drafts of this thing.
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A Well, let me give two brief answers, and then you

can follow up as you prefer. The answer to the big question

is that the case was being referred to the NASD because we

were instructed to do so, and my recollection is that came

from Hal Degenhardt. The more narrow question is why this

letter was written to the NASD is because   , after

we had a-telephone conference about the referral, asked me to

write a letter.

Q Okay. And do you know why Hal Degenhardt

determined that it should be referred to the NASD?

A He didn't elaborate.

Q Do you know if that was his decision?

A Well, he was the office head.

Q So ult~ately

A I presumed it was.

Q Oka.Y. And what was your feeling about the decision

made to refer to the NASD?

A I was unhappy about that.

Q - How come?

A Because l felt like that it was unlikely that the

NASD would be able to be able to create the same kind of

result that we could here at the commission.

Q Why was that?

A Partly because our remedies are different. Our

jurisdiction is a little different. I wanted -- you know, I

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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wanted to see us work the case, frankly.

Q So you believed that the SEC was in a better

position to make headway in the Stanford inveatigation than

the NASD?

A In most respects, yes. There's some things that

the NASD has greater -- you know, different types of leverage

through their membership. You know, if a member refuses to' .

cooperate with the NASD, the NASD can expel them from .

membership. That's a little bit different leverage that'what

we would have by issuing subpoenas and going through subpoena'

enforcement and perhaps litigating the merits of· the 'casein'

subpoena enforcement proceeding. So there's nuanced

distinctions, but ultimately I wanted to see the. commission

work it.

MR.  : Did you have any concern that the

referral from the SEC to NASD would impact the commission.' s

own investigation of Stanford?

A Well, we've worked cases with other regulators

jointly before, and so there's a lot of different ways that

this could happen. Obviously if this is going on on multiple.'

fronts, there needs to be coordination, which I would expect

enforcement to do. At this particular juncture, my

impression and understanding waS that we were referring i·t to

the NASD because we would not be working it.

MR.  : And how did you get that impression?

(b)(6), (b)(7)c 
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1 something that suggested that. It may have been like an

2 e-mail. I don't remember that it was anything that was

3 particularly detailed. It was like a letter or an e-mail or

4 something. I'm sure it could be found again.

5

6

MR. KOTZ: Do you have anything,  ?

MR.  : Just two quick questions. When you

7 went downstairs, as you say, from enforcement to regulation,

8 it sounds like that Stanford for Hugh Wright was a big

9 priority, inunediately that was a big priority for him to make

10
. .

a referral on. Can you give us a sense of what kind of

11 priority Stanford was for the regulation people when you went

12 down there?

13 A Well, I think it was a very high priority. I mean,

14 obviously it was my first matter to work on, and so it had my

15 full attention. I didn't have a lot of competing things

16 other than what I was finishing up from enforcement during

17 that time·period. Everyone wanted to see the case worked.

18 MR.  : And then somewhat of a, you know, off

19 the beaten path qUestion. You mentioned much earlier in your

20 testimony   ?

21

22

23

A

A

Yes.

MR.  : Do you know where he is today?

Someone indicated to me in a passing conversation

24 in the hallway yesterday that he's on trial right now in

25 Virginia or something like that as some of the -- I think he
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this kind of thing.

Q Right.

A Namely that it was too good to be t~ue and they

couldn't possibly have been making this much money and so oh

and so forth. It sounds -- this analysis sounds 'kind of

familiar to me, but I think really it sounds familiar to me'

from reading the paper or things like it in the paper'.

Q But this type of analysis where the :reported

earnings of between 12.4 and 13.3, percent; but, then when" you"

look at the indiees it's substantially down, that would give

rise to suspicion that they are either not trading or- ,

somehow engaged in a fraud, wouldn't it?

A Absolutely. I mean, it's almost impossible. It's

almost impossible for them to be, No.1 -- I mean~ even aside

from, you know, what the indices are doing -- I guess you can

always argue that you beat the ,market, but if you're telling

people you've got a CD and it's safe like a bank CD, you

know, I mean, I don't know how anybody can generate returns

in double digits while still offering that kind of security.

I mean, all of this is implausible.

Q Right. -Let me ask :you this question. If you had a

situation where you believe that there may be a fraud going

on, potentially a Ponzi scheme, but there are sort of

logistical, even perhaps jurisdictional, issues as there were

in Stanford, would one approach be to try to bring an action -




